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G.SKILL Mechanical KB Series 
Adds New Planks At Lower Prices
The G.SKILL RIPJAWS KM780R RGB and KM780R MX 
mechanical keyboards are built on the same aluminum frame 
with brushed black anodized finish. They feature a choice of 
Cherry MX key switches, and each key can be programmed 
for macros or its own function. There are six extra macro 
keys and you can program macros on-the-fly. The boards 
have full N-Key rollover and both boards can hold up to 
three onboard keyboard profiles. The KM780R MX comes 
with red background key lighting, while the KM780R RGB 
model offers full per-key backlighting in your choice of 
colors and lighting patterns. The new KM780R planks do 
not include the package of extra gaming caps, keycap box, 
and the cap puller tool that were part of the earlier KM780 
keyboard series, so G.SKILL was able to lower prices on the 
boards by $10 to $159.99 (RGB) and $119.99 (MX). 

GIGABYTE Unveils XM300, The First 
Mouse In Xtreme Gaming Lineup
GIGABYTE has announced its first gaming mouse under its 
Xtreme Gaming brand. The XM300 is a wired mouse with 
a 6,400dpi optical sensor. It’s built for right-handed users, 
and users can adjust the sensitivity of the sensor in 50dpi 
increments to find their personal sweet spot for gaming 
responsiveness. The XM300 uses OMRON micro switches 
rated at 20 million clicks durability for both the left- and 
right-click buttons. The body of the mouse has rubber side 
grips to ensure a firm hold, and it has Teflon “feet” to ensure a 
smooth gliding motion. GIGABYTE includes two additional 
sets of the feet so users can replace them over time as they 
eventually wear down with heavy usage. The XM300 also 
sports RGB lighting, so users can customize colors and 
lighting effects to match their computing systems and gaming 
style. As we went to press, there was still no official word on 
the price or release date for the new mouse.

WATCHING THE CHIPS FALL

Here is the pricing 
information for 
various AMD and 
Intel CPUs.

* As of January 2016
** Manufacturer’s  
    estimated price 
    per 1,000

CPU Released Original Price Last Month’s Price Online Retail Price*
AMD FX-9590 Eight-Core 6/11/2013 N/A $239.99 $239.99
AMD FX-9370 Eight-Core 6/11/2013 $375 $199.99 $199.99
AMD FX-8350  Eight-Core 10/23/2012 $195 $179.99 $179.99
AMD FX-8320 Eight-Core 10/23/2012 $169 $149.99 $144.99
AMD FX-6350 Six-Core 4/30/2013 $132 $128.99 $129.99
AMD A10-7850K Quad-Core 1/14/2014 $173 $129.99 $129.99
AMD A10-7800 Quad-Core 7/2/2014 $153 $126.99 $126.99
AMD A10-7700K Quad-Core 1/14/2014 $152 $119.99 $115.99
AMD A10-6800K Quad-Core 6/4/2013 $142** $129.99 $131.50
AMD A10-5800K Quad-Core 10/2/2012 $122** $106.99 $104.99
Intel Core i7- 5960X Eight-Core 8/29/2014 $999** $1,049.99 $1,049.99
Intel Core i7- 4960X Six-Core 9/3/2013 $990** $1,118.05 $1,299.95
Intel Core i7- 5930K Six-Core 8/29/2014 $583** $579.99 $579.99
Intel Core i7- 4930K Six-Core 9/3/2013 $583** $599.99 $700.00
Intel Core i7- 5820K Six-Core 8/29/2014 $389** $389.99 $389.99
Intel Core i7-6700K Quad-Core (Skylake) 8/5/2015 $359** $419.99 $413.99
Intel Core i7-4790K Quad-Core 6/25/2014 $339** $339.99 $339.99
Intel Core i7-4820K Quad-Core 9/3/2013 $323** $361.00 $390.00
Intel Core i7-4790 Quad-Core 5/11/2014 $303** $309.99 $309.99
Intel Core i5-6600K Quad-Core (Skylake) 8/5/2015 $249** $279.99 $259.99
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BIOSTAR Launches PRO Series 
Motherboard Line For AMD CPUs
BIOSTAR is launching a new series of motherboards for 
people building AMD systems. The PRO Series for AMD 
motherboards will consist initially of three products: the 
A70MD PRO, the A70MG PRO, and the A68MD PRO. 
All three boards will support CPUs for FM2/FM2+ sockets 
and have a new five-phase power design that BIOSTAR is 
branding “Tough Power Enhanced.” The company says all 
PRO Series boards also will have a reinforced CPU backplate 
that offers added protection when using heavy CPU coolers 
(branded as “Iron Heart Protect”), and high-end Nichicon 
capacitors for better audio (branded as “Audio Art”). There 
was no word on pricing as we went to press, but in its launch 
announcement, BIOSTAR emphasized the PRO Series was 
focused on providing value for users who want to build cost-
effective systems, so we’re anticipating friendly MSRPs. 

Corsair Rolls Out New Vengeance 
DDR4 Memory Kits For X99 & Z170 
Corsair Memory has announced new DDR4 kits in 
its Vengeance line. The new kits come in 32GB, 64GB, 
and 128GB capacities that use 8GB and 16GB individual 
modules. The highest capacity kit, the Vengeance LPX 
128GB (8x16GB) 3,000MHz, is designed for Intel’s X99 
quad-channel platform. It runs at 1.35V with CL 16-18-
18-36 timings. The 32GB and 64GB kits are designed for 
Intel’s Z170 dual-channel platform. The Vengeance LPX 
64GB (4x16GB) 3,333MHz runs at 1.35V with CL 16-18-
18-36 timings. The Vengeance LPX 32GB (4x8GB) 3,600 
kit runs at 1.35V with CL 18-19-19-39 timings. All the kits 
come with the Vengeance LPX heat spreader. The 32GB and 
64GB kits are available with red or black heat spreaders, while 
the 128GB kit is available only in black. The MSRPs are 
$349.99 for the 32GB kits, $549.99 for the 64GB kits, and 
$1,174.99 for the 128GB kit. 

ASUS Says To Get Ready For The ROG 
GX700 Liquid-Cooled Gaming Laptop
We first started hearing about the ROG GX700 last September, 
but at CES in January we finally got a hands-on look at the 
new  liquid-cooled laptop. Yes, it’s real, and yes, ASUS says it 
will be available soon. Specs include an Intel Core i7-6820HK 
processor that’s overclockable to 4GHz; up to 64GB DDR4 
2,400MHz that’s overclockable to 2,800MHz; a 17.3-inch 
display with G-SYNC (either Full HD or 4K UHD); and 
GTX 980 graphics (not the mobile GPU) with 8GB GDDR5 
VRAM. The liquid cooling is provided courtesy of a docking 
station called the ROG Hydro Overclocking System. The 
Hydro system holds a pump and two radiators that dissipate 
heat after coolant has circulated through the notebook. ASUS 
has patented the docking mechanism that cuts off the fluid and 
prevents leaks. We’re not sure what the final cost will be in the 
United States, but this notebook is a beast.
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HARDWARE MOLE

Lian Li Brings Mini-ITX Case To U.S.
The PC-Q04 is an all-aluminum mini-tower with a small 
footprint, measuring a mere 294 x 194 x 210 (HxWxD, in mm). 
The Mini-ITX case has extra-large vents in the back, floor, and 
sides to maximize airflow. Lian Li says it designed the PC-Q04 
as a silent case, meaning users could choose to avoid adding extra 
case fans and just cool the system using a CPU cooler and the 
PSU fan. If extra airflow is desired, you can place a 120/140mm 
fan on the floor of the case. The case has two locations for 
mounting hard drives: two drives can be installed in a removable 
tray at the top of the case, and another drive can be installed 
on the floor in place of an additional fan. There is room for a 
full ATX-size PSU mounted opposite of the CPU, which leaves 
room for a CPU cooler up to 70mm (the case uses a vertical 
motherboard layout). Lian Li says the case’s layout shelters the 
CPU from other components so it doesn’t need a larger cooler. 
The PC-Q04 can fit graphics cards up to 190mm. The PC-QO4 
is available in either black or silver for $59.

New Fans Coming From BitFenix
BitFenix has announced two new series of cooling fans for 
computers, the Spectre Xtreme and Spectre Xtreme LED. 
The Spectre Xtreme starts with the low-noise, dual-frame 
design that BitFenix first introduced in its Spectre Pro fan 
series. The new series then adds high-quality fluid dynamic 
bearings to reduce noise and increase efficiency even 
further. The bearings also help extend the life expectancy 
of the fan. The blades in the Xtreme series have been 
redesigned and optimized for static pressure, and they 
increase the airflow of the fan to 66cfm. These engineering 
changes in the Spectre Xtreme help it operate quietly at 
speeds from 950rpm all the way to 2,000rpm. The black 
Spectre Xtreme does not include any lighting, but red, 
blue, white, and “NVIDIA green” LED lighting options 
will be available in Spectre Xtreme LED fans. 

MSI’s GS40 Phantom Notebook & 
New Gaming Dock Prototype 
At CES, MSI was showing off its GS40 Phantom and 
a new Gaming Dock prototype. This version of the 
Gaming Dock (see graphic) is much slimmer than the 
previous boxy version. MSI tells us that the new Gaming 
Dock’s connection is also PCIe 3.0 x16, and it’ll support 
up to a Titan X and Quadro GPU. No word on when 
the revised Gaming Dock will be released. The GS40 
Phantom notebook, however, is available right now, and 
it’s a nice system even without the extra GPU power of 
the Gaming Dock. The notebook sports an Intel Core i7-
6700HQ, 16GB of DDR4-2133, and NVIDIA GeForce 
GTX 970M, as well as a SteelSeries backlit keyboard and 
Nahimic audio processing. You’ll find it for about $1,599.
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Encrypted Messaging App 
Displays Your Contacts In 3D
When it comes to secure, private real-time communications, 
there are several available options. RakEM is working to 
set itself apart by bringing a new 3D interactive interface 
to your contact list. The RakemSphere interface shows 
contacts on a rotating sphere in a three-dimensional space, 
without the need for virtual 
reality glasses. You move the 
sphere with a dragging motion 
and choose a contact by tapping 
the contact’s avatar. 

T h e  R a k E M  a p p ,  w h i c h 
developer Raketu notes is used 
in more than 150 countries, 
lets you send texts, pictures, 
videos,  and even drawings. 
Plus, there’s a group live chat 
f ea ture  wi th  an unl imited 
number of members in groups, 
along with location sharing and the ability to see 
who is near. Information is sent via device-to-device 
direct communications using self-mutating end-to-end 
encryption, with no servers involved, and you can delete 
whatever you send at any time.

The free RakEM download is available on all mobile 
platforms and supports all languages.

Microsoft Bringing New Version 
Of Minecraft To Classrooms 
Lots of us have spent countless hours playing Minecraft, but 
typically not at school. Microsoft, which bought Minecraft and 
its developer in 2014, is looking to change that with Minecraft 
Education Edition, which will be available for free trial this 
summer. In a blog post making the announcement, Anthony 
Salcito, Microsoft’s vice president of worldwide education, said 
the company has seen great possibilities for using Minecraft 
in education settings, including helping boost student skills in 
digital citizenship, empathy, and social settings while improving 
literacy and allowing students to get real-time feedback from 
teachers about their problem-solving skills. The new version 
of Minecraft will have an expanded set of features, including 
improved and enhanced maps and a way for teachers to 
personalize projects and track progress. Microsoft is also working 
to develop an educator community online where teachers can 
download starter lessons, join forums, and provide feedback.

SOFTWARE SHORTS

load and unload to appear as drives on Windows. Once you open 
this virtual drive using your password, you can drag and drop 
any file to the drive, and that file will be stored on the drive in 
encrypted form, so it can’t be accessed by anyone without the key. 
You can send encrypted files via email using Cypherix’s SITW file 
type; recipients don’t need a copy of the software to decrypt the 
files. Plus, you can create self-contained installations that load right 

from removable media.

Cypherix comes in several 
editions, including a free 
Cypherix LED Edition with 
support for encrypted volumes 
up to 100MB. It runs on all 
versions of Windows and uses 
448-bit disk encryption.

Upgraded Tool Lets You Encrypt 
Any Data On Any Medium
Foolproof, no-hassle, unbreakable security. That’s the promise 
Cypherix makes with the latest release of its virtual disk 
encryption software. Cypherix 11 has several enhancements, 
including a new powerful, fast virtual disk driver developed 
with the latest technology that supports GPT drives, GUID 
partitions, and faster volume 
creation with support for 
volume sizes up to 10TB.

Cypherix says its tool can 
encrypt any kind of data on any 
medium, including removable 
media. Cypherix 11.0 creates 
encrypted volume files you can 
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There’s Progress With Broadband 
In America, But Disparities Still Exist  
Advertised broadband speeds increased 94% between 2013 
and 2014, from 37.2Mbps to 72Mbps, according to the FCC’s 
“Measuring Broadband in America” report. But while download 
speeds advertised by cable systems jumped from 12 to 20 Mbps 
in March 2011 to 50 to 105 Mbps in September 2014, DSL 
speeds have not kept pace and maximum DSL speed offerings 
have been largely stagnant at 12Mbps or slower since 2011.

The FCC’s latest report, released yearly since 2011, found 
that the actual speeds experienced by most ISP subscribers 
are close to or exceed advertised speeds, but some DSL 
providers continue to advertise speeds that exceed the average 
speeds consumers attain. When it comes to two specific 
measurements—latency, or the time it takes for a data packet 
to travel from one point to another, and packet loss, or 
the number of packets 
sent but not received—
consumers had low 
latency on DSL, cable, 
and fiber systems and 
high latency on satellite 
s e r v i ce s ,  but  they 
experienced low packet 
loss on cable, satellite, 
and fiber systems and 
moderate packet loss on 
DSL services.

Wi-Fi Alliance Introduces 
Wi-Fi HaLow Designation
Low-power, long-range Wi-Fi is finally on its way with the Wi-Fi 
Alliance’s official approval of Wi-Fi HaLow, its designation for 
products using 802.11ah technology. The alliance notes that 
Wi-Fi HaLow will allow for new power-efficient use cases in 
smart home, connected car, digital healthcare, industrial, retail, 
agriculture, and smart city environments. The new standard 
operates in frequency bands below 1GHz, which are ideal for 
low-power connectivity necessary for sensors, wearables, and other 
similar applications. Wi-Fi HaLow’s range is about twice that of 
today’s Wi-Fi, according to the alliance, and it can also create more 
robust connections even in challenging environments where the 
signal needs to penetrate walls or other barriers. The Wi-Fi Alliance 
expects that devices that support Wi-Fi HaLow will also operate 
in 2.4 and 5 GHz, so they can connect to the current ecosystem 
of 6.8 billion installed devices. Like current Wi-Fi, Wi-Fi HaLow 
will have multivendor interoperability, strong government-grade 
security, and easy setup.

SITE SEEING

Asking Jelly a question won’t tie it to your identity (you only 
need to create an account to answer fellow users’ questions). 
Questions are answered by “nice, helpful people,” Stone said 
in a blog post, explaining that Jelly learns which people know 
what things and it learns what your question is about and 
then pairs your question with folks who are most likely able 
to help.

Jelly isn’t necessarily meant for quick answers, though, and 
Stone noted it’s designed for people to ask questions, then go 
do something else. Jelly will notify you when someone has 
answered your question. “So it’s not instantaneous, but it’s 
timely, and you’re getting quality over quantity,” he said.

Right now, Jelly is in closed beta but will be launching soon. 
You can sign up for a username at Jelly.co.

Short On Time? Turn To Site Offering 
“Helpful Answers For Busy People”

What do you do when you 
don’t have time to sift through 
countless search results online 
and don’t want to ask your 
friends something? Ask Jelly, 
the site and smartphone app 
that advertises itself as “Helpful 
answers for busy people.”

The site originally launched in 2014 but lost favor amid 
other options. Co-founder and CEO Biz Stone (who also 
co-founded Twitter) called the new Jelly an “un-pivot” and 
said the latest version will have several changes, plus it will 
be easier to ask questions.
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Job Of The Month
The entity once known as Ma Bell has evolved greatly over the years, due both to regulatory demands 
and changing technologies. But AT&T lives on, and it’s still a technology leader. The company is looking 
for a professional big data software engineer to develop distributed computing tasks involving tools 
such as Hadoop and NoSQL. This person will work with data scientists and other industry experts 
to study data flows and uses and then analyze and design new applications and program features.  
You’ll be slinging code and debugging software, so you need to be familiar with JVM-based functional 
languages as well as Hadoop query languages.  You’ll need some serious analysis and problem-
solving chops, as you’ll be examining data and determining courses of action. You should have a BS 
in CS, math, or scientific computing and be familiar with data mining and software development. This 
particular opening is in the company’s Plano, Texas, offices (the HQ is in Dallas). 

Source: www.connect.att.jobs

Surprise! It’s IBM . . . For 
The 23rd Year In A Row 
The research powerhouse known as IBM just 
keeps on making new discoveries. For the 
23rd year in a row, IBM has received more U.S. 
patents than any other institution. The company 
says the 7,355 patents it received during 2015 
covered a wide range of inventions and areas of 
research, including cognitive computing and the 
cloud. According to IBM CEO and President Ginni 
Rometty, “IBM’s patent leadership demonstrates 
our unparalleled commitment to the fundamental 
R&D necessary to drive progress in business and 
society.” She said IBM has received more than 
88,000 patents in the past 23 years. 

Source: IBM

Americans Warming Up To Wearable Tech
Watches, bands, and other wearable tech formats are starting to gain more acceptance in the American 
marketplace, probably because more people can see a benefit to using the devices.  A survey taken by 
The Harris Poll in the summer of 2015 shows that Americans expect the devices to keep them more 
connected and even help improve their health and productivity. The results are shown in comparison 
with results from a similar survey taken by The Harris Poll in 2013. 

Top 10 
U.S. Patent Recipients 

For 2015

Rank / Company       # of Patents
  1. IBM 7,355
  2. Samsung 5,072
  3. Canon 4,134
  4. Qualcomm 2,900
  5. Google 2,835
  6. Toshiba 2,627
  7. Sony 2,455
  8. LG Electronics 2,242
  9. Intel 2,048
10. Microsoft 1,956

The Benefits Americans Expect From Wearables 
(2015 Results Compared With 2013)

•  Keeps them informed (42%, up from 26%)
•  Makes them healthier (32%, up from 14%)
•  Makes them more productive (27%, up from 18%)
•  Makes them feel more connected (26%, up from 18%)

       Source: The Harris Poll

61
Percentage of parents in the United States 
who say they have ever checked the 
websites that their teenagers visit. About 
95% of parents say they have talked with 
their teenagers about what is appropriate 
for them to view online.

Pew Research Center

70
Percentage of smartphone users in the 
United States who view at least one short 
video clip each day. About 35% of U.S. 
smartphone users say they spend an hour or 
more every day using social apps. 

Parks Associates

1,278,870
Number of mentions of the hashtag 
#CES2016 from Jan. 5 to 9, the dates of 
the annual CES trade event in Las Vegas, 
according to the Consumer Technology 
Association and reported by Twice 
magazine. The association said that more 
than 170,000 people in the industry 
attended this year’s event. 

CTA, as reported in Twice magazine

90 million
The number of consumer drone shipments 
forecast for the year 2025. The estimated 
value of the consumer drone market in 2025 
is $4.6 billion, with two-thirds of that total 
coming from the toy/hobbyist segment.  

ABI Research

$700 billion
The estimated total cost to North American 
businesses each year caused by information 
and communication technology downtime.  

IHS Inc.
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Inside Area-51
We’ve Gained Access To Alienware’s Most Powerful Weapon

Advertisement

i7-5820K is available in the base model, 
and Alienware gives you the option to 
upgrade all the way up to a Core i7-
5960X) paired with Intel’s X99 chipset. 
With a closed-loop liquid cooler—also 
standard, whichever Intel Haswell-E 
CPU you pick—you’ll be able to crank its 
clocks even higher.

We really like what Alienware has done 
with the Area-51’s drive bays. Taking 

For its size (a stout 61.73lbs.), the 
Area-51 is remarkably friendly to 
LAN warriors . . . and their 
lower backs. Again, this is by 
design. The Area-51’s Triad 
case has carrying handles 
that are easy to grip and 
make toting the system 
a ro u n d  m u c h  l e s s 
cumbe r some  than 
cases of similar size. 
Further, Alienware 
h a s  c a r e f u l l y 
conf igured the 
Area-51’s internal 
c o m p o n e n t 
layout in order 
to give the 
s y s t e m  a 
low center 
o f  g rav i ty, 
m i n i m i z i n g 
the likelihood 
that it will lurch 
away from you 
unexpectedly upon 
liftoff.

The Area-51’s case 
is made to make life 
easier on power users, 
but it also keeps the 
system’s internal hardware 
supplied with a steady stream 
of cool air. And because of the 
angled rear panel, hot internal air is able to 
escape more quickly than traditional PC 
cases when set up with the back against 
a wall.

Inside The Machine
The innovation that’s plain to see 

on the outside of the Area-51 is just as 
evident on the inside. Alienware starts 
you off with a Haswell-E CPU (the Core 

C elebrating its 20th birthday this year, 
Alienware is one of the oldest custom 

PC shops on the block. Heck, they’ve 
been building elite rigs longer than CPU
has been writing about them. That’s 
mighty impressive.

Alienware has expanded its arsenal over 
the years, and it now includes laptops, a 
few varieties of gaming desktop PCs, and 
even a Steam Machine. More often than 
not, though, its biggest gun has been the 
Area-51.

Over the years, the Area-51 has gone 
through a few redesigns. The latest 
take on Alienware’s mothership PC is 
a wonder to behold, and its machinery 
within makes it a formidable gaming PC 
in any arena.

High-Tech Exterior
Obviously, we have to talk about that 

case. Lots of custom builders simply 
lean on third-party manufacturers for 
their systems’ cases, while a handful 
have the engineering chops to do 
it themselves. 

Alienware is clearly the latter. Building 
the new chassis from the ground up, 
Alienware’s team has produced the 
Area-51’s case to be that rare hybrid of 
refined form and intelligent function. 
Called the “Triad chassis,” this case is full 
of surprises.

 Aesthetically, the Triad chassis will 
turn heads, but it’s more than a pretty 
face. Each of the case’s three corners 
are designed to support five times the 
Area-51’s weight. This way, you can tilt 
the case forward onto its front corner 
and easily reach the system’s rear I/O 
panel. The case’s front panel allows 
similar ease of access. Thanks to the 
angled design, all of the Area-51’s front 
I/O connections directly face the user. 
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for times when a wired connection isn’t 
readily available.

Engineered To Win
In addition to elite build quality, one 

of the Area-51’s biggest assets is access 
to Alienware’s extensive cache of cutting-
edge hardware. The base model starts 
at $1,699.99 and includes a Core i7-
5820K, 8GB of DDR4-2133, AMD’s 
Radeon R9 370, 2TB of storage, and 
an 850W PSU. From there, you can 
upgrade the hardware, add more of it, 
kit out the Area-51 with an array of 
awesome peripherals, pair it with a Dell 
widescreen monitor, and more. ■

slots, so if you really want to transform 
the system into a machine that not only 
laughs in the face of 4K but can handle 
12K gaming, as well, Alienware’s crew can 
outfit the Area-51 with the firepower of 
a Triple SLI setup. Currently, Alienware 
gives you the choice of three NVIDIA 
GeForce GTX 980s, 980 Tis, or the 
fearsome TITAN X.

There are more power user goodies 
within the Area-51. Every system 
includes a modular PSU, so there are 
never more cables than necessary, and a 
Killer Technology Ethernet chip handles 
the system’s networking. The Area-51 
also has an 802.11ac wireless adapter 

the same path that we’ve seen a lot of 
forward-thinking case manufacturers 
doing, Alienware locates the Area-51’s 
five drive bays on the reverse side of the 
motherboard tray, keeping them out of 
sight and making cable management 
much easier. And of course, internal case 
airflow is improved, too. The five drive 
mounts are compatible with either 2.5-
inch SSDs or 3.5-inch HDDs, letting you 
configure the Area-51’s storage subsystem 
exactly the way you want.

The Area-51 starts enthusiasts off with 
an AMD Radeon R9 370, and it can only 
get more powerful. Indeed, the Area-51’s 
motherboard includes a trio of PCIe x16 
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GIGABYTE GTX 970 XTREME GAMING
to the GPU; this is a cooler that has 
seen lots of use on other cards from 
GIGABYTE. The cooler dissipates up 
to 450-watts thanks to three 80mm 
fans, two 8mm heat pipes, and four 
6mm heatpipes threaded through a large 
aluminum heatsink with a triangle-shaped 
block of aluminum at its core. An open 
black anodized brushed aluminum heat 
shroud surrounds the 0dB 3D-active fans 
that stop spinning under idle and light 
loads. Each fan also sports a 16.8 million-
color RGB illuminated LED “Angel Eye,” 
which looks similar to the ring lighting 
on Thermaltake’s Riing fans. There’s also 
an LED-backlit WINDFORCE emblem 
on the top edge of the card as well as 
an LED-lit Silent Stop indicator letting 
you know that the card is idle. Although 
GIGABYTE gives the PCB of the GTX 
970 XTREME GAMING a coat of 
breathable aerospace-grade protective 
sealant, the card also has a brushed 
aluminum back plate for added rigidity 
and durability. 

In addition to the custom cooler, 
GIGABYTE is also using a custom PCB 
populated with high-quality chokes 
and capacitors, and a 12-phase power 
design, which result in lower running 
temperatures and efficient and reliable 
power delivery under any conditions. 
Like all GTX 970s you’ll find, the GTX 
970 XTREME GAMING has a 145W 
TDP, but there are two 8-pin PCIe power 
connectors on the top edge of the card 
and GIGABYTE recommends using a 
600-watt PSU. The outputs on the back 

Although there’s not a whole lot new 
in GPUs these days, GIGABYTE has 

gone and injected some excitement back 
into its graphics cards by launching the 
XTREME GAMING lineup. For now, 
just NVIDIA graphics cards are getting 
the treatment, and as we went to press 
there were two GTX 950s, two GTX 980 
Tis, a GTX 980, and the focus of this 
article, a GTX 970. 

Before we sample GIGABYTE’s special 
sauce, let’s take a closer look at the GPU, 
the Maxwell GM 204. This same  chip 
resides under the hood of the GTX 980, 
but the big difference between the two 
cards in terms of performance (aside 
from the less powerful card’s reliance 
on 4GB of GDDR5) is the disabling of 
a trio of SMMs, leaving the GTX 970 
with thirteen SMMs and 1,664 CUDA 
cores. The GPU also dedicates 104 texture 
units and 64 ROPs to graphics processing 
applications. There’s a 256-bit memory 
controller onboard, the same as in the 
GTX 980, and the 4GB of GDDR5 gets 
a clock boost from the reference design’s 
1,750MHz to 1,775MHz. GIGABYTE’s 
Gauntlet Sorting Technology lets the 
company separate the highly overclockable 
GPUs from the less capable chips, and as 
such, this is one of the highest overclocks 
we’ve seen: The GTX 970 XTREME 
GAMING features base and boost clocks 
of 1,190MHz and 1,342MHz. The 
reference design calls for base and boost 
clocks of 1,051MHz and 1,178MHz. 

GIGABYTE straps its WINDFORCE 
3X cooler with Triangle Cool technology 

bracket include a dual-link DVI-I, three 
DP, and an HDMI port.

Although the 4GB frame buffer really 
keeps the GTX 970s from achieving 
better than 30fps reliably at 4K settings, 
the GTX 970 XTREME GAMING 
clearly excels at 1,440p and lower 
resolutions. If you’re in the market for a 
powerful graphics card with a sky-high 
factory overclock, this great-looking card 
is a cut above the rest.  ■

BY ANDREW LEIBMAN

Specs: GPU: Maxwell GM204; Factory Overclocked: Yes; Memory Bus: 256-bit; Frame Buffer: 4GB GDDR5; Ports: Dual-link DVI-I; HDMI; 3 DisplayPort

GTX 970 Xtreme Gaming OC 
Edition (GV-N970XTREME-4GD)
$379.99
GIGABYTE
www.gigabyte.us

Specs & Scores
GIGABYTE GTX 970 
Xtreme Gaming OC

Core clock 1,190MHz

Boost clock 1,342MHz

Memory clock 1,774MHz

Memory interface 256-bit

Memory 4GB GDDR5

3DMark Fire Strike 
Ex.

5587

Graphics Score 5771

Physics Score 16012

Games 1,920 x 1,080

Shadow Of Mordor 
(Ultra, DoF, OIT, Tess)

72.6fps

Metro: LL (V High, 
16XAF, V High Tess.)

91.01fps

Dying Light (High, AO 
On, AA On)

107.39fps

Witcher 3: Wild Hunt 
(Unl. fps, Ultra)

60.59fps

2,560 x 1,440

Shadow Of Mordor 
(Ultra, DoF, OIT, Tess)

48.97fps

Metro: LL (V High, 
16XAF, V High Tess.)

60.09fps

Dying Light (High, AO 
On, AA On)

68.21fps

Witcher 3: Wild Hunt 
(Unl. fps, Ultra)

41.5fps
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Cooler Master MasterGel Maker Nano
There are several properties of the 

MasterGel that make it superior to the paste 
that came with your heatsink. The included 
grease cleanser cloth lets you completely clean 
both the IHS and the copper or aluminum 
surface of the CPU cooler. MasterGel Maker 
Nano has a consistency similar to toothpaste; 
the plunger was easy to press during the 
application and the glob held its shape. 
Cooler Master claims that the substance 
maintains this viscosity long term, so it won’t 
suffer auto-oxidation or dry out and flake 
apart even after years on the job. 

Heat spreaders, waterblocks, and 
CPU coolers feature microscopic pits and 
crevasses in their respective surfaces, and 
when generic thermal paste fails to fill 
them, the efficiency of the heat transfer 
suffers. MasterGel Maker Nano features 
high-tech nano diamond particles that can 
more effectively penetrate those pockets. 
The thermal range of this stuff is between 
-50 and 150 degrees Celsius, so it’s got you 
covered on the extreme high and low ends 
of the temperature spectrum. Other specs 
include a specific gravity of 2.6 grams per 
cubic centimeter at 25 degrees Celsius and 
it has a net weight of 4 grams. According to 
Cooler Master, the MasterGel Maker Nano 
has a thermal conductivity of 11 watts per 

PC cooling is important. After all, if a 
component is running consistently hot, 

you’re risking its life span. Excessive heat 
can also lead to throttling CPU or GPU 
clock speeds, which becomes painfully 
obvious as your performance suddenly and 
unexpectedly takes a nosedive. This is why 
we install multiple intake and exhaust fans, 
keep tabs on temperatures, periodically clean 
dust filters, and occasionally use compressed 
air on heatsinks and vents. But how much 
thought do we really put into the grey goo 
that goes in between the IHS (integrated heat 
spreaders) of our CPUs and GPUs and their 
respective heatsinks? 

If achieving the best performance possible 
is important to you, then you might want 
to consider ditching generic thermal paste 
in favor of Cooler Master’s MasterGel 
Maker Nano, a thermal compound that’s as 
advanced as the components you slather it 
onto. The retail package comes with a large 
1.5ml tube of grey-colored thermal paste, a 
plastic scraper for spreading the compound 
evenly on a heat spreader or die surface, and a 
foil-wrapped grease cleanser towelette. In case 
you’re concerned that 1.5ml doesn’t sound 
like much, know that we were able to get 
about 10 pea-sized globs from that volume, 
which is plenty for multiple builds. 

meter kelvin, though you’ll be hard pressed 
to determine the thermal conductivity of 
generic paste. 

To test the MasterGel Maker Nano, we 
used a coffee filter and some rubbing alcohol 
to clean off the Intel Core i7-5960X’s IHS 
and the XSPC RayStorm Pro waterblock 
in our test system, added a pea-sized drop 
of some generic thermal paste that came 
with a Cooler Master CPU cooler, and 
recorded average temperatures at idle and 
load. Next we wiped off the thermal paste, 
used the grease cleansing pad on the IHS 
and waterblock, applied the MasterGel 
Maker Nano, and then recorded idle and 
load temperatures again. The idle and load 
temperatures for the generic paste were 28.22 
and 46.05 degrees Celsius. The MasterGel 
Maker Nano warmed to 25.22 degrees 
Celsius at idle, and topped out at 44.07 
degrees Celsius under load. 

That two and three degree variation may 
not sound significant, but when pushing 
components to their limits, the difference 
between a record breaking overclock and a 
forced reboot is often that narrow. When 
every increment counts, MasterGel Maker 
Nano just does the job better. ■

BY ANDREW LEIBMAN

MasterGel Maker Nano
$14.99
Cooler Master
us.coolermaster.com
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Fractal Design Define Nano S
Of course, this isn’t exactly revolutionary 
thinking these days, but what has worked in 
the past for Fractal continues to work here. 
The clean front panel is as refined as ever, 
and little things, such as the Define cases’ 
distinctive feet, aren’t forgotten, either.

Inside the Define Nano S, Fractal makes 
every inch of space count. Abolishing every 
single traditional internal drive bay, which 
might seem like an extreme decision in some 
of Fractal’s larger Define cases, is absolutely 
essential inside the Nano S. By doing so, 
Fractal can support components that sound 
simply preposterous inside a Mini-ITX case. 
For instance, installing a 280mm radiator 
inside such a case just isn’t something you do, 
but it’s possible inside the Nano S. There are 
separate mounts for a pump and reservoir, 
too, but we’re getting ahead of ourselves.

B uilding a standout Mini-ITX case is 
always going to be a conundrum for 

manufacturers. The problem has existed for 
years: How do you create a chassis that takes 
advantage of a Mini-ITX motherboard’s 
miniscule footprint without turning the 
interior into an oven and/or severely 
hamstringing enthusiasts’ component 
choices? Fractal Design, which has never 
lacked ingenuity or resourcefulness, may have 
an answer. The new Define Nano S is a tiny 
house that lets you throw a wild party inside. 

On the outside, the Define Nano S is 
undeniably a Fractal creation. It has the same 
aesthetic as the company’s larger Define series 
cases, just shrunk down to size. If you’re 
waffling over including a 5.25-inch drive 
bay in your next SFF build, Fractal’s position 
is decidedly more resolute: Forget ’em. 

So, about those drive bays—the Define 
Nano S does have them, although calling 
them mounts is more accurate. Most (two 
dedicated 2.5-inch mounts and one 2.5/3.5-
inch mount) are located behind behind 
the motherboard tray and are secured with 
knurled thumbscrews, which is more helpful 
than you might think. Another mount is 
available on the bottom panel of the Nano S, 
but watercooling aficionados will find it more 
useful for another purpose.

As far as cooling is concerned, the 
Define Nano S gives builders an abundance 
of options. It supports up to five fans, or 
you can install a wicked custom liquid-
cooling loop. That bottom panel mount we 
mentioned has predrilled holes to mount 
a number of popular pumps, and Fractal 
includes a pair of reservoir mounting 
brackets. Add a compatible 280mm radiator, 
and you have one incredible watercooling 
subsystem inside a pint-sized case.

That all sounds terrific, but we need to 
be realistic; this is still a Mini-ITX case, so 
you will have to deal with clearances. For 
starters, if you do want to install a rad along 
the top panel, your memory modules can’t 
be taller than 1.37 inches, which isn’t much. 
Motherboards with colossal VRM heatsinks 
could present problems, too. If you decide to 
mount the radiator to the front panel instead 
(it also supports rads up to 280mm), it can’t 
be wider than 5.87 inches. Also keep in mind 
that the thicker the radiator you install on 
the front panel, the shorter the graphics card 
you’ll have room for. With nothing installed 
on the front panel (which means removing 
the included 140mm fan), you can install a 
graphics card 13.1 inches long, so start there 
and work your way back. Finally, any PSU 
you use has to be shorter than 6.3 inches, so 
put that 1kW+ unit back on the shelf.

Otherwise, the Define Nano S should let 
you build the SFF system of your dreams. 
For under $70, you’d be hard-pressed to 
find a better case for a Mini-ITX build. ■

BY VINCE COGLEY

Specs: Dimensions: 13.5 x 8 x 16.2 inches (HxWxD); Materials: steel, plastic; Motherboard support: Mini-ITX; Drive bays: 2 x 2.5-inch internal, 
2 x 2.5/3.5-inch internal; Fans (included): 1 x 140mm front, 1 x 120mm rear;  Fans (optional): 1 x 120/140mm front, 2 x 120/140mm top, 
1 x 120mm bottom; Ports: 2 x USB 3.0, audio I/O

Define Nano S
$64.99; $69.99 (windowed)

Fractal Design
www.fractal-design.com
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ENERMAX Triathlor ECO 800W
two modular cables. The Triathlor ECO 
800W also comes with 12 SATA connectors 
(split among four modular cables), four 
Molex plugs, and 1 FDD connector.

To power connected hardware, the 
Triathlor ECO 800W provides a single +12V 
rail that supports up to 65A and is rated for a 
maximum output of 780 watts. Compared 
to multi-rail PSUs, the single-rail design gives 
you a bit more flexibility in systems where 
the power draw for individual components 
is higher than usual. Gamers with power-
hungry graphics cards, for example, could 
benefit from the Triathlor ECO 800W’s 
single-rail setup. The +3.3V and +5V rails are 
robust, too, with each supporting up to 24A. 

The Triathlor ECO 800W meets the 80 
PLUS Bronze certification, and while this 
isn’t top-level efficiency, it’s not surprising 
given the PSU’s $109.99 price. When 
connected to 115V main power, 80 PLUS 
rates the Triathlor ECO 800W at a peak 
efficiency of 87%, as well as 85% at 20% 
load and 83% at 100% load, efficiency 
levels that by the way are quite close to those 
required for 80 PLUS Silver certification. To 

H igh-end power supplies, such as 
the Platimax, MAXREVO, and 

REVOLUTION87+ lineups, have been 
ENERMAX’s bread and butter over the 
years. And while enthusiasts are likely familiar 
with these premium power supplies, your 
budget might not always have room for an 
elite PSU. ENERMAX’s Triathlor ECO 
lineup offers a more affordable (or should 
we say ECOnomical) price point, while 
still providing some of ENERMAX’s most 
critical engineering features. ENERMAX 
recently refreshed the Triathlor ECO lineup 
with 800W and 1,000W models, and these 
enthusiast-level wattages build nicely upon 
the Triathlor ECO’s more mainstream 
wattages of 350W, 450W, 550W, and 650W.

ENERMAX sent us its Triathlor ECO 
800W, and this semi-modular PSU provides 
enough connectivity for most power-user 
rigs. Only three cables are hardwired to the 
unit. There’s a cable with a 4+4-pin ATX/
EPS connector, one with an 8-pin EPS 
connector, and the 20+4-pin main power 
cable. To power your graphics cards, there are 
four PCIe 6+2-pin connectors split between 

help save energy when your PC is on standby, 
the Triathlor ECO 800W supports the ErP 
Lot 6 standard to operate at less than one 
watt when paired with an ErP Lot 6-ready 
motherboard (most all recent motherboards 
support ErP standards).

We tested the Triathlor ECO 800W with 
an Intel Core i7-6700K and two GeForce 
GTX 980 Ti graphics cards. To push the 
PSU under load, we simultaneously ran 
Prime95’s In-Place mode and Unigine 
Heaven 4.0. With the GPUs in SLI, we saw 
wattages routinely near 450W with power 
factors between 0.95 and 0.96. At the 
maximum wattage of 493W, power factor 
was .960. With only one GeForce GTX 980 
Ti connected, wattages dropped to around 
350 watts—still with a power factor of 
between 0.95 and 0.96. These results what 
you’d expect for a PSU that costs about $100.

A quick Newegg search shows that there 
isn’t a wide selection of brand-name, 800-
watt PSUs that meet the 80 PLUS Bronze 
standard. The Triathlor ECO 800W fills 
a market need for enthusiasts on a budget 
that want a big +12V rail and plenty of 
connectivity, and the ENERMAX name and 
three-year warranty provide peace of mind 
regarding its quality and reliability. ■

BY NATHAN LAKE

Specs: Maximum wattage (continuous): 800W; Rails: 12V rails: 1 (65A max); +5V max: 24A; +3.3V max: 24A; Efficiency rating (advertised): 82-88%; Fan: 
140mm; Connectors: 1 x 20+4-pin ATX, 1 x 4+4-pin EPS, 1 x 8-pin EPS, 4 x 6+2-pin PCIe, 12 x SATA, 4 x Molex, 1 x floppy; Warranty: 3 years
Test System Specs: Processor: Intel Core i7-6700K; Motherboard: GIGABYTE GA-Z170X-Gaming G1; GPU: GeForce GTX 980 Ti (x2, SLI); Memory: 8GB 
Crucial Ballistix Sport DDR4-2400; Storage: 240GB Intel SSD 730 Series; OS: Windows 10 Enterprise

Triathlor ECO 800W
$109.99
ENERMAX
www.enermaxusa.com
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Cooler Master MasterAir Maker 8
heatsink and call it a day, Cooler Master 
goes further, utilizing an interchangeable 
top cover design and giving makers 
and modders the blueprint for limitless 
customizability (and that’s no exaggeration). 
Cooler Master supplies a 3D printing file 
for the MasterAir Maker 8’s top plate, so 
anyone who’s handy with a 3D printer will 
understand the possibilities this presents. By 
supplying such a schematic, Cooler Master 
has made incorporating the MasterAir 
Maker 8 into a build theme a delightfully 
straightforward process for modders.

At the same time, Cooler Master also had 
the presence of mind to give less artistically 
inclined enthusiasts options to customize 
their MasterAir Maker 8’s appearance, too. 
By default, the cooler has a translucent top 
plate that puts its LEDs on display. Looking 
something a little sleeker? The MasterAir 
Maker 8 includes a solid aluminum 
cover. Or, you can leave the top cover off 
altogether, since Cooler Master even stylizes 
the top of the heatsink. 

T he heatsink-and-fan combo has been 
around for eons, so really creative 

CPU coolers have become somewhat of 
an endangered species. Top-down design? 
Been there, done that. LED fans? Seen 
’em, lots of ’em. Materials don’t change 
much, either—the thing about the laws 
of thermodynamics is that you can’t really 
cheat your way around them, so the only 
way to deliver more performance is bigger, 
bulkier coolers. Naturally, it takes a lot for 
an air cooler to surprise us these days.

Cooler Master’s new MasterAir Maker 
8 cooler is a bona fide surprise, for all the 
right reasons. In both form and function, the 
MasterAir Maker 8 gives us innovations we’ve 
either rarely seen or have never seen at all, 
which is saying something for a CPU cooler.

Aesthetically, the MasterAir Maker 
8 does at least partly follow the same 
playbook as other CPU coolers, but 
Cooler Master adds a couple of extra pages. 
Where most manufacturers are content 
to slap an LED fan on either end of the 

We mentioned earlier that most companies 
improve performance by throwing more 
metal at the problem. Again, Cooler Master 
thinks differently, as the MasterAir Maker 8 
features the company’s proprietary 3DVC 
vertical vapor chamber. Vapor chambers 
are exceptional at dissipating heat, but the 
nature of their design typically limits them 
to horizontal implementations (which is why 
they’re usually only used in graphics card 
heatsinks). Cooler Master’s engineers figured 
out how to point a vapor chamber vertically, 
which helps the MasterAir Maker 8 transfer 
heat to its aluminum fins far more effectively 
than conventional designs.

Installing the MasterAir Maker 8 is easy, 
thanks to its fan mounting system. Press down 
on a tab at either end of the mount, and the 
whole thing slides off. After you’ve installed 
the heatsink, slide the fans back on; they’ll 
click into place. Having 140mm fans included 
by default is great from a performance 
standpoint, but it did create clearance issues 
with our PNY Anarchy DDR4, which are by 
no means towering memory modules. (We 
swapped them out for a kit of Crucial Ballistix 
Sport DDR4.) Packaging the MasterAir 
Maker 8 with 120mm fans instead would’ve 
made the cooler compatible with a wider 
range of memory. At the very least, consider 
the likelihood that you’ll have to make the 
swap yourself.

So yes, the MasterAir Maker 8 is big, but 
you’ll want to find a way to squeeze it into 
your rig. In our test system, our Core i7-
5960X idled at an average temperature of 25.5 
degrees Celsius. When we fired up POV-Ray 
3.7 for 10 minutes, the cooler flexed its 
muscles and held the average temp to 45.5 C. 
It was similar mighty in the face of Prime95, as 
we recorded an average temp of 53.5 C.

An MSRP of $130 puts the MasterAir 
Maker 8 in the company of 240mm AIO 
liquid coolers, but it’s easily good enough 
to hang with the competition. ■

BY VINCE COGLEY

Specs: Materials: Copper (base, heatpipes), aluminum (fins); Fans: 2 x 140mm PWM (600 to 1,800rpm); Cooler Dimensions: 6.77 x 5.71 x 5.31 inches 
(HxWxD); Socket compatibility: Intel LGA775/115X/1366/2011(3), AMD AM2+/AM3/AM3+/FM1/FM2/FM2+; Warranty: 5 years
Test system specs: CPU: Intel Core i7-5960X; Motherboard: GIGABYTE GA-X99-Gaming G1 WIFI; GPU: SAPPHIRE NITRO R9 FURY; RAM: 16GB Crucial 
Ballistix Sport DDR4-2400; OCZ Vertex MAX IOPS 240GB; OS Windows 10

MasterAir Maker 8
$129.99
Cooler Master
www.coolermaster.com

“In both form and function, 
the MasterAir Maker 8 gives 
us innovations we’ve rarely 

seen.”
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MSI ThunderStorm
We don’t want to impugn the quality of all 

of the cloth, rubber, or neoprene mouse pads 
that you can roll up and take with you on 
the go, but if you haven’t tried an aluminum 
mouse pad, you should. The ThunderStorm 
advantage is clear the moment you begin 
using it; combining this thing with a quality 
mouse is frankly a bit of a wake-up call. 

The ThunderStorm is a double-sided 
mouse pad, with the primary surface (the 
one with MSI’s big red dragon emblazoned 
across its surface) built expressly for 
speed while the anterior surface provides 
extremely fine and precise control. The 
speed (dragon) side has an ultra-thin layer 
of microtexture affixed to it designed to 
speed up cursor movement, especially with 
low-sensitivity mice. The control (non-
dragon) side is anodized aluminum with 
a hairline finish designed to work with 
high-sensitivity mice. During our testing, 
we used the ThunderStorm in concert with 
both a basic two-button Logitech scroll 
wheel mouse and a Razer DeathAdder, and 
the respective surfaces proved valuable for 
enhancing both the speed of the Logitech 
and the precision of the Razer.

W e spend a lot of time talking about 
mice and keyboards in CPU, and 

with good reason: having precise, 
comfortable input devices is important, no 
matter what you do with your PC. And 
obviously, it’s downright crucial if you 
play games, and even more so if you play 
games competitively. 

One thing we probably don’t spend 
enough space discussing, however, is the 
importance of a quality surface for your 
mouse. If you’ve ever forgotten your mouse 
pad when packing for a LAN party or had 
to do without one while traveling in general, 
you are keenly aware that slapping your 
mouse down on a bare desk or table (or a 
handy book or magazine, or the floor next 
to you, or your leg) is a less-than-optimal 
arrangement. And that’s before we even 
start discussing trying to use optical mice on 
highly reflective surfaces, etc.

So, if we can all agree that not all mousing 
surfaces are created equal, then it stands to 
reason that there are mouse pads out there 
that are objectively better than others. Case 
in point: the MSI ThunderStorm aluminum 
gaming mouse pad. 

The control side is so precise that it 
actually takes a few seconds to acclimate to 
it, and we still occasionally found ourselves 
moving the DeathAdder further than needed 
in the heat of battle. But once you get used 
to it, the ThunderStorm erases control issues 
from your list of potential concerns.

Both sides are equipped with silicone 
rubber feet that absorb vibrations 
and prevent the pad from slipping, and 
the ThunderStorm’s L-shaped left side is 
designed to fit snugly against a keyboard 
with both items slanted slightly away from 
you for comfort.

Yes, at first glance it may seem strange 
to fork over 35 bones for a mouse pad, 
but we would guess that most gamers will 
find the MSI ThunderStorm to be a vast 
improvement over what they are currently 
using. Given that and the amount of cash 
we gleefully fork over for various other 
parts of our gaming setup, doesn’t it make 
sense to spend a few bucks more for a 
mouse pad that gives you faster, more 
precise control? ■

BY CHRIS TRUMBLE

Specs: Dimensions: .08 x 12.6 x 8.9 inches (HxWxD); Materials: anodized aluminum, hard plastic polymer, silicone rubber

ThunderStorm
$34.99
MSI
us.msi.com

“Most gamers will find the 
MSI ThunderStorm to be a 

vast improvement over 
the mousepad they are 

currently using.”
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Rosewill Quark-1200
cases. The20+4-pin main power cable, for 
example, is 27.5-inches long, and Rosewill 
provides a couple of 46-inch long SATA 
cables. All the cables are the thick rounded 
type with mesh sleeves, rather than the 
flat ribbon style that’s become so popular 
recently. That being said, the cables are 
flexible enough to bend, and the cable 
sleeving and heat shrinks are well done. 

Powe r  d i s t r i b u t i o n  i s  f a i r l y 
straightforward, as Rosewill includes a 
+12V rail that supports up to 100A for a 
maximum DC output of 1,200 watts. It’s 
impressive that the +12V rail can deliver the 
Quark-1200’s full power all by itself. 3-way 
SLI or CrossFire should pose no problem 
for the Quark-1200, and 4-way GPU setups 
should be possible for all but the most power 
hungry cards. The +3.3V rail can handle up 
to 25A, while the +5V rail is rated for 22A—
maximum amperages that are in line with 
the majority of PSUs on the market today.

Rosewill safeguards each rail and the 
PSU against all types of problems, including 
overcurrent, overvoltage, undervoltage, 
overtemperature, and short-circuit 

Rosewill’s power supply division recently 
expanded its Quark and Capstone 

series to include 1,200 watt models, 
and with such a high wattage, it’s no 
surprise that Rosewill is targeting these 
PSUs at gamers with multiple GPUs. 
We have the Quark-1200 on our test 
bench this month, and it delivers a host 
of enthusiast-level features, including 80 
PLUS Platinum efficiency, a fully modular 
design, and LED lights to indicate a 
malfunction on any of the rails. Rosewill 
also backs the Quark-1200 with a five-year 
warranty, a sure sign the PSU can handle 
demanding gaming and enthusiast loads.

Big rigs with multiple graphics cards, 
RAID configurations, and lots of fans are no 
problem for the Quark-1200. There are two 
EPS 4+4-pin, eight PCIe 6+2-pin, 15 SATA, 
and five Molex connectors. The eight PCIe 
power connectors are split into four cables, 
each with two 6+2-pin connectors. A 20+4-
pin main power connector, of course, is also 
present to power your motherboard.

Almost all of the modular cables are long 
enough to span the length of full tower 

conditions. If you do run into an issue, the 
LED lights on the PSU can help you to 
diagnose the trouble rail. Besides the +12V, 
+3.3V, and +5V rail, there are also LEDs 
for the -12V and +5Vsb rails. A PG (Power 
Good) LED shows if the Quark-1200 has 
passed its internal self tests. When all is well, 
each LED glows green.

To help deliver long-term reliability, the 
entire Quark lineup features 100% high-
quality Japanese capacitors, and after looking 
inside the Quark-1200, we can see the 
capacitors are rated for 105 degree Celsius 
temperatures. Rosewill also designs the 
Quark lineup to be efficient. The Quark-
1200 is more than 90% efficient at 20% and 
100% loads, according to 80 PLUS testing, 
and it’s up to 92% efficient at 50% load. 
The Quark-1200 meets the EPS 12V 2.92 
standard and is ready for ATX 12V 2.3. 

We tested the Quark-1200 in a system 
with Intel’s Core i7-6700K and two GeForce 
GTX 980 Ti GPUs in SLI. To push the PSU 
under load, we simultaneously ran Prime95’s 
In-place test along with the Unigine Heaven 
4.0 benchmark at the highest settings and 
a resolution of 2,560 x 1,600. Under these 
stresses, the Quark-1200 regularly delivered 
between 400 and 450 watts and a power 
factor ranging between .988 and .950—with 
an average power factor of .975. The power 
factor results are excellent at less than 50% 
load. We also tested the Quark-1200 with 
only one GeForce GTX 980 Ti, and wattage 
dropped between 300 and 350 watts and an 
average power factor of .966. 

Rosewill tells us that it plans to offer 
the Quark-1200 for $191.99 during the 
month of February, which is nearly $70 
less than the MSRP. And for less than 
$200, you’d be hard pressed to find a 
1,200 watt power supply that delivers 80 
PLUS Platinum efficiency and completely 
modular cabling. ■

BY NATHAN LAKE

Test System Specs: Processor: Intel Core i7-6700K; Motherboard: GIGABYTE GA-Z170X-Gaming G1; GPU: GeForce GTX 980 Ti (x2, SLI); Memory: 8GB 
Crucial Ballistix Sport DDR4-2400; Storage: 240GB Intel SSD 730 Series; OS: Windows 10 Enterprise

Quark-1200
$191.99 (During February)
Rosewill
www.rosewill.com

Specs: Maximum wattage (continuous): 1200W; Rails: +12V: 1 (100A max), +5V: 22A max, +3.3V: 25A max; Efficiency rating (advertised) 92%; Fan: 
135mm: Connectors: 1 x 20+4-pin ATX, 2 x 4+4-pin EPS, 8 x 6+2-pin PCIe, 15 x SATA, 5 x Molex, 1 x FDD; Warranty: 5 years
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necessary.  MSI uti l izes NVIDIA’s 
Optimus technology to automatically 
switch between GS40 Phantom’s Intel 
HD Graphics 530 and GeForce GTX 
970M graphics processors. An LED on 
the power button (red for Intel graphics 
and orange for NVIDIA graphics) 
indicates which GPU is currently at work.

If you need to further limit noise 
and improve battery life, you can take 
advantage of MSI’s SHIFT technology 
that lets you control both CPU and GPU 
frequencies by switching between three 
performance profiles (Green, Comfort, 
and Sport). The Green profile, for 
example, disables Intel Turbo Boost and 
limits GPU speed. We ran 3DMark’s Fire 
Strike test in the different modes, and we 
saw a big gap among the Sport (overall 
score of 6737) and Green (overall score 
of 5406) results. On the flip side, SHIFT 
certainly makes it easy to maximize the 
GS40 Phantom’s battery life.

MSI optimizes the cooling of the CPU 
and GPU by separating the heatpipes 
to the crucial components. The GS40 
Phantom has a total of five heatpipes 
and two fans to move heat. When under 
intense loads, you will hear these fans 
at work. Gaming duties, in particular, 
ramped up fan speeds to clearly audible 
levels.

spaced for touch typists. You can use the 
included SteelSeries Engine 3 application 
to create macros and reassign keys. The 
touchpad is a bit firm for our tastes—
requiring too much pressure to left click 
or right click—but we know that most 
gamers will add a mouse. 

MSI touts the built-in display as a 
“wide-viewing angle, IPS level panel.” In 
our testing, we found that the 1,920 x 
1,080 screen did indeed produce vivid 
color and high contrast at wide viewing 
angles. The GS40 Phantom also comes 
with MSI’s True Color Technology, which 
means that the notebook has undergone an 
extensive calibration process to deliver near 
100% sRGB color. MSI also includes a set 
of True Color profiles to let you quickly 
switch the display’s color for a given task. 
There’s a Gamer mode, of course, as well 
as sRGB, Anti-blue, Designer, Office, and 
Movie. Within the True Color app, you 
can further customize the color settings, 
including the red, green, or blue intensity.

Keeping  noi se  and heat  to  a 
minimum with powerful hardware is 
always a challenge, and MSI employs 
some creative ways to balance system 
performance with fan noise and battery 
life. GPU power, for instance, is 
optimized by only using the NVIDIA 
GeForce GTX 970M GPU when 

T he majority of gaming laptops are 
“portable” in the loosest possible 

sense of the term, as many weigh in at 
more than six pounds and have such 
a short battery life that you don’t dare 
use one away from an outlet for long. 
That being said, advancements in CPU 
and GPU power efficiency, as well as 
shrinking microarchitectures, mean that 
your gaming laptop no longer has to be 
a bulky behemoth that primarily stays 
at your desk. MSI’s GS40 Phantom-001 
is a perfect example. It weighs only 3.5 
pounds and is 0.87-inches thick, yet it 
boasts an Intel Core i7-6700HQ, an 
NVIDIA GeForce GTX 970M, 16GB 
of DDR4-2133 memory, and a 128GB 
Samsung SM951 PCIe SSD. Maybe most 
importantly, GS40 Phantom’s price tag 
of $1,599.99 is reasonable for such an 
impressive blend of power and function.

Based on the GS40 Phantom’s 
slim shell and 14-inch display, its first 
impression is more Ultrabook than 
gaming laptop. As soon as you turn it 
on, though, the GS40 Phantom exudes 
gaming with bright red backlit keys and 
an illuminated “Gaming G Series” logo 
on the lid. The GS40 Phantom features 
a SteelSeries keyboard, and the keys are 
sufficiently responsive. MSI smartly leaves 
out the numeric keypad, so the keys are 

MSI GS40 
Phantom-001

GS40 Phantom-001
$1,599.99 (as tested)
MSI
www.us.msi.com
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NVIDIA GeForce GTX 970M produced 
playable frame rates in our games with 
all the settings nearly maxed out (no 
NVIDIA HairWorks) at the display’s 
native 1080p resolution. It delivered 
53.3fps in Metro: Last Light, 53.9fps in 
Dying Light, and 39fps in Witcher 3. The 
laptop’s Samsung SM951 helped to deliver 
snappy CrystalDiskMark results, including 
a 1982MBps Sequential Read (Q32T1) 
speed. The processor-intensive scores, such 
as 680 points in Cinebench 15, were only 
slightly below what we’ve seen from the 
desktop Intel Core i7-6700K.

The GS40 Phantom is a wonderfully 
portable gaming laptop. MSI has done 
an excellent job of marrying the slim 
and lightweight laptop concept with 
high performance parts. Under extreme 
loads, you’ll have to put up with some 
noise and heat, for sure, but MSI’s SHIFT 
technology makes it possible to combat 
these issues without sacrificing too much 
performance. It’s an impressive design that 
we hope to see more of in the future. ■

BY NATHAN LAKE

those that require the power of a full-
size, dedicated graphics card. At CES, 
MSI showed off the laptop connected to 
its Gaming Dock, which is a prototype 
external graphics dock that lets the 
GS40 Phantom harness a desktop GPU, 
including cards as powerful as NVIDIA’s 
Titan X or Quadro series. This way, you 
can enjoy the GS40 Phantom’s excellent 
portability without sacrificing any 
graphics power when you sit down at the 
desk to game. MSI tells us that the GS40 
Phantom will support the Gaming Dock, 
though there’s no specific time frame for 
the Gaming Dock’s release.

Our suite of benchmark tests was no 
problem for the GS40 Phantom. The 

Similar to many other MSI products, 
the GS40 Phantom comes with top 
notch audio processing hardware and 
software. There’s a SABRE Audio DAC 
that supports 32-bit/384kbps sampling 
rate, and the GS40 Phantom can drive 
headsets at anywhere from 16ohm to 
600ohm loads. MSI also includes Nahimic 
sound processing to deliver virtual 7.1 
surround over standard speakers and 
headsets. The Nahimic utility lets you 
adjust bass, reverb, and voice clarity, too. 
Sound quality can only be so good from 
tiny speakers, though, and the GS40 
Phantom’s built-in speakers lacked punch 
in games and movies. Fortunately, the 
audio processing additions make for great 
sound over a quality headset.

The powerful hardware 
inside MSI’s GS40 Phantom 
p rov i d e s  a n  i n c r e d i b l y 
responsive experience. We 
also like that MSI rounds 
out the laptop with excellent 
c o n n e c t i v i t y.  K i l l e r ’ s 
DoubleShot Pro is onboard to 
prioritize network bandwidth 
among both the wired and 
wireless Killer NICs. There’s 
also a Super Port, which 
is a USB 3.1 Type-C port 
that’s Thunderbolt 3 ready. 
MSI tells us that it will add 
Thunderbolt 3 support to the 
GS40 Phantom later this year. 
For traditional display outputs, 
there’s an HDMI 1.4 port and 
a mini DisplayPort 1.2 port. 

The GS40 Phantom has a 
potential ace up its sleeve for 

Specs: CPU: Intel Core i7-6700HQ; GPU: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 970M; RAM: 16GB Samsung DDR4-2133; Chipset: HM170; Storage: 128GB Samsung 
SM951, 1TB Hitachi Travelstar; Dimensions: 0.9 x 13.6 x 9.6 inches (HxWxD); OS: Windows 10 Home

MSI GS40 Phantom-001

3DMark Fire Strike Score 6737 POV-Ray 3.7 (Pixels per second) 1467.74

Graphics Score 7723 Cinebench 15 (Points) 680

Physics Score 9752 CrystalDiskMark 5.0.3 (MBps)

PCMark 8 Creative Score 3308 Sequential Read (Q32T1) 1982

SiSoftware Sandra 2016 Sequential Write (Q32T1) 679.5

Dhrystone AVX2 (GIPS) 142.58 Random 4K Read (Q32T1) 624.8

Whetstone AVX (GFLOPS) 83.49 Random 4K Write (Q32T1) 262.3

Multi-Media Integer AVX2 x32 (Mpixels/s) 303.35 Games 1,920 x 1,080

Multi-Media Long-int AVX2 x16 (Mpixels/s) 142.85
Metro: Last Light (DX11, V High, 16XAF, V 
High Tess.)

53.3fps

Multi-Media Quad ALU x1 (Mpixels/s) 1.58
Dying Light (High, AO On, AA On, Vsync 
Off)

53.9fps

Integer B/F AVX/128 (GBps, mem 
bandwidth)

25.5
Witcher 3: Wild Hunt (Vsync off, Unl. fps, 
Ultra)

39fps

Floating B/F AVX/128 (GBps, mem 
bandwidth)

25.82
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Advertisement

improved USB capabilities. The Atom x5-
equipped Compute Stick has both an 
integrated USB 3.0 port and a USB 2.0 port; 
combined with its on-board Bluetooth, this 
means you’ll have plenty of connectivity for 
input devices and other handy peripherals. 
The news is even better on the Core m3 
and Core m5 models; these mighty mites 
each have one built-in USB 3.0 port and 
two more USB 3.0 ports on their included 
power adapter. Now your Compute Stick can 
accommodate a USB mouse and keyboard 
and still have a free port for connecting to a 
printer or charging your phone!

New Compute Stick models are equipped 
with Wi-Fi 802.11ac (vs. the original’s 
802.11b/g/n), for faster, more reliable 
wireless LAN connections. When teamed up 
with their 32GB or 64GB on-board storage, 
Compute Stick gives you quick access to lots 
of locally stored files, plus files and media 
in the cloud, and all the data you may have 
stored on connected devices in your LAN.

Ready When You Are
No matter which Intel Compute Stick 

you choose, you get a full-featured PC that 
is ready to go right out of the box. Just plug 
into an HDMI monitor or TV and add 
a wireless or USB mouse and keyboard, 
and you are ready to do anything that you 
can do with most desktop or laptop PCs. 
For more information, visit www.intel.com/

computestick. ■

M processors, like the Core m3-6Y30 
(STK2M3W64CC and STK2M364CC,
with Windows 10 and without , 
respectively). As with other Compute Stick 
models, this device supports Intel HD 
Graphics and connects to monitors and 
TVs via HDMI 1.4, but this one comes 
with 4GB of dual-channel DDR3-1866 
memory, has 64GB of on-board eMMC 
storage, and its Core m3 processor is a 
dual-core chip with Intel Hyper-Threading 
technology that can reach a 2.2GHz Max 
Turbo frequency for even faster, more 
responsive performance. 

There’s even a new Compute Stick with 
an Intel Core m5: the STK2MV64CC. This 
amazing-yet-tiny PC’s Core m5-6Y57 vPro 
processor is a dual-core, four-thread processor 
that has a 1.1GHz base frequency and can 
reach a 2.8GHz Max Turbo frequency. Its 
Intel HD Graphics runs at 300MHz and 
900MHz at its Max Dynamic frequency. 
And thanks to its vPro Technology, not 
only is it a great choice for entertainment 
and playing games at home, but it’s also an 
incredibly handy business PC. Intel vPro 
lets an IT staff manage this Compute Stick 
remotely and provides greater security and 
interoperability with a company’s other 
devices and systems.

What’s Improved
You can never have too many USB ports, 

so Intel gave its newest Compute Stick models 

W hen it arrived on the scene, the Intel 
Compute Stick shook things up by 

providing the capabilities of a full-sized PC 
in a device that’s about the size of a pack of 
gum. Now a new generation of Compute 
Sticks are here, and they are better than ever.

What’s New
Compute Stick now comes in several new 

flavors, based on the processor and operating 
system each comes with. 

First, there’s the STK1AW32SC, which 
comes loaded with an Intel Atom x5-Z8300, 
a 1.44GHz quad-core processor that can hit 
a Burst Frequency of 1.84GHz when the 
situation calls for it, and that gives you Intel 
HD Graphics, 4K support, and more but 
uses just 2 watts. This particular model also 
comes with 2GB of 1,600MHz DDR3L 
memory, 32GB of eMMC on-board storage, a 
Micro SD card slot that accepts memory cards 
up to 128GB in size, integrated 802.11ac 
Wi-Fi and Bluetooth 4.0 wireless connectivity, 
and Windows 10. (Or you can get the 
STK1A32SC with no pre-loaded OS.) Like 
the first Compute Stick, you can plug it into 
any HDMI-equipped monitor or TV and 
turn it into a PC. In other words, it comes 
with everything you need to make it your 
home theater PC or a handy second PC, or 
just to use it for all of your video- and audio-
streaming needs, and even to do some gaming. 

Next, Compute Stick now comes 
with even more powerful Intel Core 

Intel® Compute Stick
Connect. Compute. It’s That Simple.
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CPU Takes CES 
A Look At Some Of The Great Products We Saw There

MSI was also exhibiting new motherboards, 
a Mac Pro-like PC called the Vortex, and 
custom builds from Origin, XOTIC PC,  
CyberPower, Maingear, and more.

Swiftech
When we stopped by Swiftech’s booth, we 

got to meet face-to-face with Gabe Rouchon, 
Swiftech’s CEO and founder, who gave 
us a sneak peek at a new CPU waterblock 
they’re working on. The Apogee SKF features 
internal copper fins the thickness of 1.5 
sheets of paper. The booth was also host to 
January’s Mad Reader Mod, Big Red, from 
Nerdy Ninjas. We also got hands-on time 
with some closed-loop CPU coolers and 
other liquid-cooling components. 

be quiet!
At the be quiet! showroom, we got to 

inspect the firm’s stable of quiet and cool 
CPU coolers, Silent Base 600 and 800 

mod on that theme. You can check out the 
worklog here: bit.ly/1ZEQoqu.

Cooler Master
At CES this year, Cooler Master is putting 

all its chips on makers and creating an 
ecosystem of modular and interchangeable 
parts to support that philosophy. We saw a 
slick COSMOS-inspired prototype case, new 
variations of the Master Case, a PSU with a 
brushed aluminum shell and a smartphone 
monitoring app, as well as a handful of 
third-party mod accessories from names like 
PrimoChill and Bill Owen’s Mnpctech.

MSI
MSI was showing off an all-in-one PC 

capable of supporting a discrete graphics 
card. The GAMING 27XT 6QE was a 
little different from the ultra-wide curved 
screen systems we saw elsewhere at the show, 
thanks to its impressive 144Hz refresh rates. 

T he annual Consumer Electronics Show 
is the place to be if you’re interested in 

technology and cutting-edge components. 
At this year’s show, we saw OLED displays, 
discrete graphics boxes for notebooks, 3D 
printers, VR headsets, and countless drones. 
Wait, that sounds a lot like the same stuff 
we saw last year and the year before. Well, at 
least there’s no shortage of innovation when 
it comes to PC components, and there were 
mods everywhere. Here are some  highlights. 

ASUS
As in previous years, ASUS showed off 

just about everything the company puts 
its logo on, including new motherboards, 
peripherals, monitors, the external graphics 
docking station dubbed the ROG XG2, and 
the ROG GX700, which is a liquid-cooled 
notebook. 2016 marks the 10th anniversary 
of the Republic Of Gamers brand, and Snef 
Computer Design crafted an eye-popping 

Motherboards and more were on the menu at ASUS’ booth.  Cooler Master’s emphasis on flexible, customizable cases was in full display.
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company was also exhibiting a number of 
custom-built PCs from Cybertron, NCIX, 
ABS, and more. Hicookie was on-hand 
performing some LN2 overclocking on an 
Intel chip using the overclocker-friendly 
GA-Z170X-SOC FORCE. If the impressive 
lineup of new motherboards, graphics cards, 

GIGABYTE
GIGABYTE started off its ballroom tour 

with a glance at a new line of XTREME 
GAMING graphics cards, including the 
GTX 980 Ti, which features RGB lighted 
rings, or “Angel Eyes,” around the fans in 
the WINDFORCE 3X cooling system. The 

cases, and a range of PSUs. The new Pure 
Power 9 PSU is a semi-modular unit with 
a 120mm fan, an 80PLUS Silver efficiency 
rating (89%), and a quartet of PCIe power 
connectors, making it a good choice 
for those looking to run it in an SLI or 
Crossfire gaming rig.

Ever seen an all-in-one PC with discrete graphics? We have, thanks to MSI.  Swiftech proudly showed off its latest Apogee waterblock.

 be quiet!’s new Pure Power 9 is compact and efficient.  Overclocking phenom Hicookie worked his magic in GIGABYTE’s ballroom.
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new laser gaming mouse with an 8,200 
maximum DPI setting, the RGM-1100. 

DXRacer
DXRacer, known as purveyors of some 

truly 1337 gaming chairs, had a unique 
strategy for CES 2016. They set up a 

B2-Spirit, the stealth fighter-inspired 
Nighthawk 117, and a handful of new 
PSUs including the 1,600-watt Hercules, 
the 1,000-watt Capstone G1000, and the 
80PLUS Platinum Quark 1200. Rosewill 
also let us take a spin on a new mechanical 
keyboard, the Apollo RK-9100xB, and a 

BRIX units, and other components is any 
indication, 2016 is going to be a standout 
year for GIGABYTE. 

Rosewill
Rosewill gave us a look at a couple new 

cases, including the liquid-cooling-friendly 

Rosewill’s new PSUs are loaded for bear and super-efficient. One of GIGABYTE’s new XTREME GAMING graphics cards, the GTX 980 Ti.

 DXRacer rested tired backs and feet during the hustle and bustle of CES.  Thermaltake unveiled some new cases at the show.
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mouse, as well as keyboards, headsets, new 
opaque coolants, modding accessories, and 
a collection of hardline tubing parts and 
bending supplies. We also got to see the new 
Toughpower DPS G RGB 1250W Titanium 
PSU, which can add a splash of color–and 
some serious power–to your next build. 

Thermaltake
Thermaltake’s suite was packed with 

new products, including new cases such as 
the Core W100, Core WP100, Core X31 
RGB Edition, Core X5 Riing Edition, and 
more. We also got a good look at some 
custom watercooling goodies, a new Ventus 

relaxing oasis in the middle of the hectic 
South Hall in the convention center, giving 
tired journalists, exhibitors, and other tech 
lurkers a chance to take a load off. We 
admit, we demoed DXRacer’s chairs several 
times throughout our week in Las Vegas, 
sometimes for an hour or two at a time. 

A BSMods project met our wondering eyes at ZOTAC’s CES suite.   The BenQ XR3501 is an amazing-looking 35-inch curved display.

Patriot’s Viper V760 Gaming Mechanical Keyboard.   Deepcool displayed many cool liquid-cooling parts at CES.
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AOC
For those looking to buy a new monitor 

in 2016, AOC will have a number of 
enticing options. At the firm’s booth, we 
saw a 35-inch curved-screen model with 
support for FreeSync and a 300cd/m2 
brightness rating. There was also a 28-inch 
4K monitor, again with FreeSync, a 1ms 
response time, and an ultra-slim profile. 
AOC’s partnership with Philips yielded a 
stunning 43-inch 4K display that supports 
MultiView, letting you view content from 
multiple inputs in a handful of picture-in-
picture-like modes. 

EVGA
EVGA’s CES was an interesting mix 

of new and existing products, as well as 
a few still-in-development products. The 
company’s CES team showed us some 
Classified and Stinger motherboards 
in X99 and Z170 flavors, some new 
peripherals, the Hydro QRG closed-loop 
cooler, and an external audio DSP box 
that brings a professional-grade sound 
experience into a much more affordable 
range. They also showed off a new gaming 
case that’s not quite ready for launch 
yet, but shows a lot of promise. Hint: 
everybody loves brushed aluminum. ■

Patriot
Patriot’s suite was packed with a number 

of memory-based products, including Ignite, 
Blast, and Blaze SATA SSDs; Hellfire PCIe 
SSDs; and Viper 4, Viper 3, and Signature 
DRAM kits. The latest Viper Elite DDR4 
kits come in 8GB to 64GB capacities with 
timings up to 16-18-18-36. We also got to see 
a number of new peripherals, including the 
Viper V360 Gaming Headset, the Viper V560 
Gaming Mouse, and the Viper V760 Gaming 
Mechanical Keyboard. We also got a look at a 
handful of prototype gaming mice that Patriot 
is currently working on. 

Deepcool
At CES 2016, Deepcool demonstrated 

that there are still a lot of ways to innovate 
with liquid cooling. We got to see a 
tweaked Captain closed-loop liquid cooler 
that features a new mounting mechanism, 
as well as the company’s Genome case, 
which comes equipped with a closed-loop 
CPU cooler, 360 radiator, and a spiffy-
looking helix loop reservoir that gets a spot 
on the front panel. Deepcool also unveiled 
its liquid-cooled PSU, which sports a 
massive waterblock and a pair of quick-
disconnects to ease integration with your 
custom loop. 

ZOTAC
ZOTAC likes to make a big splash at CES, 

and this year was no different. The firm’s suite 
was packed with a range of graphics cards, 
several SSDs in both PCIe and SATA flavors, 
a handful of ZBOX prototypes, and even a 
Steam box. We also saw another eye-catching 
BSMods rig, this one is dressed in glossy silver-
flake paint emblazoned with ZOTAC’s “It’s 
Time To Play” catchphrase.

BenQ
We expected to see some great-looking 

displays at our BenQ meeting, and they 

were certainly there, but there were also 
a few surprises. We got to check out the 
BenQ XR3501, a glorious 35-inch curved 
2,560 x 1,080 wide-screen display with a 
gamer-friendly 144Hz refresh rate, 20 levels 
of color vibrance, and a trio of exclusive 
game modes. They also demoed one of 
the best OSD-based window snapping 
utilities we’ve ever seen. The surprising part 
of the meeting was the ZOWIE eSports 
accessories and peripherals, including the 
ZA-Series, FK-Series, and EC-Series mice 
and the SR-Series mouse pads that are 
precision-engineered to meet the standards 
of notoriously finicky pro gamers. 

AOC collaborated with Philips on a gorgeous 43-inch 4K display.  EVGA’s latest X99 and Z170 motherboards were front and center.
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Shinai
Cathey draws his inspiration from a variety of sources, including 

other mods, books, and architecture. “You never know what might 
give you the next idea,” he says. “And also, the case is important for me, 
whether its lines remind me of something or give it a certain direction.”

He has a knack for building incredible liquid-cooling loops (take a 
quick gander at Shinai for proof), and this is at least partly due to his 
line of work.

“I run a small plumbing business, so obviously water cooling 
shares some parallels,” Cathey says. “Needless to say, I hate leaks on 
many levels.”

Cathey says he started out modding in a spare room, but when 
he outgrew it and his work started to spill out into other rooms, he 
decided to take it all downstairs. “I turned a corner of my basement 
into a workshop, which is slowly devouring other corners of the 
basement,” he says.

Work, Dave, Work.
Like most excellent mods, Shinai was a lengthy process made 

up of many different tasks. He stripped the Antec P380 down 
to bare metal and put Chrysler’s Inferno Red Metallic paint 
“on pretty much everything that wasn’t going to be bamboo 
or aluminum,” including his radiators, pump, and fans. He 
applied the bamboo veneer to the outer edge of the case, on a 
piece of aluminum that he cut to use as his PSU shroud, and on 
both sides of a sheet of acrylic that he cut to replace the P380’s 
original motherboard tray.

“I went this route to have a solid panel to tap and mount to,” 
Cathey says. “This allowed for a very clean look, since the only thing 

D
ave “InsolentGnome” Cathey thought about naming this 
month’s Mad Reader Mod “Bamboo” in honor of the 
ultra-slick bamboo veneer that coats the top and front 

panels, as well as both sides of the motherboard tray and the 
custom power supply cover. But he wanted something with a 
little more kick, so he did a little research.

“I did some searching and found “shinai,” which is a bamboo 
practice sword used in kendo,” Cathey says. “I thought the parallel 
between a weapon for practice fighting and a machine for virtual 
fighting was perfect.” 

We concur.

See Dave Work.
Building Shinai took Cathey “maybe 100 to 200 hours,” stretched 

across four months of nights and weekends, mixed in with time spent 
working on other mods and projects. He says the most interesting 
materials involved were the bamboo veneer (“I had it randomly lying 
around,” he says) and some sheets of perforated aluminum, which 
makes up the outer side of his custom PSU cover and provides some 
nice accents between the case’s inner chamber and the outer surface that 
makes up the front and top panels.

Also, apparently bamboo wasn’t Cathey’s first choice. 
“I knew I liked the shape of the case, but I originally kicked around 

the idea of grinding patterns in the aluminum and spraying a candy 
paint over it,” Cathey says. “I’d seen a mod and a few projects with 
that finish and it blew me away. Problem was, I couldn’t find a color or 
pattern combination that I liked. Then I hit on the bamboo idea and it 
pretty much drove itself from there.”
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that had to be mounted through the panel was the reservoir, and its 
screws are covered by the SSDs.”

Speaking of SSDs, Cathey cut a small window out of the right-side 
panel to show them off, “and also to break up the monotony of all the 
red on that side.” He used standoffs to hold the window in place, just 
as he did on the left-side panel, which as you can see is a custom-cut 
piece of acrylic. Cathey says the standoffs give the sides of the case a 
little more depth.

For his cooling loop, Cathey used a 360mm cross-flow radiator 
(Hardware Labs’ Black Ice 360GTS XFlow) in the top and a standard 
Black Ice 360mm radiator in the front, and cooled them both with 
EK Vardar fans that he painted to match the case. He used acrylic 
waterblocks and an acrylic pump top because he liked the look of the 
blood-red coolant running through them. He chose a PrimoChill 
CTR reservoir so that he could match materials and colors and change 
up the look by combining different tube lengths, and he connected it 
all with clear PETG tubing and EK and Monsoon fittings.

In addition to the Antec P380 that he started with and his cooling 
loop, Cathey built Shinai from an Intel Core i7-4790K mounted 
on an ASUS ROG MAXIMUS VII HERO motherboard, 16GB of 
GeIL Enhance Veloce DDR3, a GIGABYTE GeForce GTX 980 Ti 
G1 GAMING graphics card, one 240GB OCZ Vector 180 SSDs, 
two 480GB OCZ Vector 180 SSDs, and a Cooler Master V1200 
Platinum power supply.

Mod, Dave, Mod.
Cathey says he’s already begun work on his next mod. “I started 

it before I even finished Shinai,” he tells us. “It’s an ID-COOLING

We Want Your Mod
Have a computer mod that will bring tears to our eyes? Email 
photos and a description to madreadermod@cpumag.com. If 
we choose your system as our “Mad Reader Mod,” you’ll win 

$1,500! (U.S. residents only, please.)

Drop Us A Line Today!

T-60-SFX that I’m working on turning into a killer robot. Or 
something along those lines.”

We are something along the lines of intrigued. ■
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LAN Party 
Survival Guide 
Get The Most Out Of The LAN Experience

and some events 
e ven  p rov ide 
g u i d e l i n e s 
on the size of 
th e  mon i to r. 
We  w o u l d n’t 
r e c o m m e n d 
trying to pass 
off  a 60-inch 
H D T V,  f o r 
i n s t a n c e ,  a s 
your computer 
d i s p l a y .  A t 
m a n y  p u b l i c 
L A N  e v e n t s , 
you’ll be sharing 
a  s i x  f o o t , 
rectangular table 
w i th  anothe r 
person. You’l l 
need to fit your 
PC,  monitor, 
keyboard, and 
mouse into a 
three foot wide 

space, so economize what you bring. If 
you absolutely must have a dual- or triple-
monitor setup, some venues allow you to 
buy an extra seat.

Speakers are another common no-no 
at a LAN. At best, you’ll be asked to 
turn them off; at worst, the LAN 
administrator could kick you out. The 
noise will interfere with everyone else’s 
enjoyment and could be picked up by 
nearby microphones. A comfortable 
headset is a must. If you don’t regularly 
game with a headset, purchase one a 
few weeks before the LAN, so you’ll be 
certain it’s comfy enough to wear for 
hours at a time.

we recommend making a checklist (there’s 
one in this article that you can copy for 
your own use). A checklist might seem 
tedious, but as Matt Conwell, PDXLAN 
CEO, reminds us, “You may not be able 
to easily get what you need while at the 
LAN.” Keep in mind that brick-and-
mortar PC stores are a lot less common 
than they were a few years ago. A Best 
Buy, for example, may no longer be just 
around the corner if you’ve forgotten your 
mouse or keyboard.

When attending a public LAN party, 
you’ll also want to look over the rules 
for what you can’t bring. Larger venues 
routinely limit attendees to one monitor, 

Big or small, in a 
ballroom or in a 

basement,  we love 
LAN parties. Playing 
in the same physical 
space as your friends 
is a lot more fun than 
chatting over VoIP. 
You get to witness 
their reaction to every 
ki l l  and hang out 
with them between 
games. But while LAN 
parties are always a 
blast, they’ll be even 
more fun if you do 
s o m e  p r e p a r a t i o n 
b e f o r e  a t t e n d i n g . 
For example, some 
public BYOC events 
require you to provide 
a long Ethernet cable 
(sometimes up to 25 
feet) and sign a waiver 
before entrance. If you 
don’t review or comply with the house 
rules, you might find yourself wasting 
valuable time that could be otherwise 
spent playing games. Most importantly, 
you don’t want to be the sad sack who 
spends the majority of the LAN installing 
games or troubleshooting his PC.

Do Your Homework
LAN party organizers typically send 

out a list of things to bring to their 
events. Many of these messages serve 
as reminders for common sense items, 
such as power cables (for both your PC 
and monitor), a comfortable chair, and 
system peripherals. If you’re traveling far, 

There’s nothing quite like the sights and sounds of a LAN party.
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you anticipate to play installed and 
patched to the latest.”

PC Prep Work
The whole point of a LAN party is 

to play video games, so it’s important 
that your rig be ready for battle. First, 
make sure your system can run the games 
you plan to play at a decent frame rate 
and settings. The best way to check out 
performance is to actually play the game, 
but you can also take a look at the game’s 
recommended system specs. If your 
current PC isn’t up to the task, a GPU 
upgrade might be in order. Fortunately, 
the GPU is one of the easiest components 
to upgrade in a desktop PC.

To ensure your computer can handle 
an all-day gaming session, run some 
CPU-intensive (such as Prime95) and 
graphics-intensive (such as Unigine 
Heaven 4.0) benchmarks that’ll put a 
100% load on key system components. 
Or if you’ve got the time, you could put 
in an eight hour gaming session. 

We’ve already mentioned that you 
should install games beforehand, but 
even if you disregard this advice, make 
certain your PC has enough storage space 

advance. Typically, LAN organizers will 
put up the schedule a few weeks ahead 
of time. “Get familiar with the schedule 
and be sure to be ready early for events,” 
says Travis Kreikemeier, LANFest event 
director. “It’s also smart to have all games 

In general, you’ll want to thoroughly 
review any material the LAN organizers 
send you for tips about that specific 
event. Conwell says, “Often times, there 
are nuggets that will make your LAN 
experience more enjoyable . . . maybe 
there is a place for you to see the live 
schedule or information about check-in to 
help make it faster for everyone.” A signed 
waiver is one of the most commonly 
forgotten items that delays check-in at 
large LAN parties. It’ll help everyone 
involved if you have the confirmation 
email, your signed waiver, and a photo ID 
handy when it’s your turn to check in.

At the biggest LAN parties, such as 
QuakeCon, security will put a barcode on 
your tower and monitor, so the big ticket 
items can be tracked and secured. This 
process can take a while, so it’s fortunate 
there are like-minded gamers all around 
you. Waiting in line can be fun, too, and 
it’s a good place to make new friends. 
CPU just happens to sponsor hundreds 
of LANs across the country, so feel free 
to grab a physical copy of the magazine 
and read up on the latest hardware while 
waiting in line.

If there are tournaments you want to 
enter, it pays to check out the schedule in 

Some public LANs are held in large venues where you’ll have plenty of space . . .

                 . . . but at some LANs, you may have limited desk space and be crowded next to a neighbor.
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viruses and spyware. Don’t be the one 
who brought the Trojan horse into the 
party. LAN events are a great place to 
share music, videos, and other content, 
but before you start swapping files, it’s 
a good idea to quickly scan any shared 
content for malicious threats. Intel 
LANFest events, for instance, encourage 
attendees to run Trendmicro’s Housecall 
(http://housecall.trendmicro.com/) and 
Malwarebytes (http://www.malwarebytes.
org/) before you leave the house.

100% Satisfaction
LAN parties can go all hours of the 

night, and you might be tempted to 
power through the entire weekend 
without rest. Speaking from experience, 
forgoing sleep isn’t always the smartest 
choice, as you won’t be at your best for 
tournaments on the second or third day. 
Conwell says, “In a 24-hour LAN, you 
can elect to not sleep and be okay, but 
if you are at a 48-hour LAN, get at least 
six hours of sleep a night.” In general, 
Conwell recommends that you sleep from 
2 a.m. to 9 a.m., as that’s generally when 
the least amount of people will be around. 
Kreikemeier echoes those thoughts, 
saying, “Sleep when you can, ideally when 
the majority of everyone else is sleeping.”

Energy drinks are a given at most LAN 
parties, and these drinks are sometimes 
free at larger events. “Be mindful of how 
much you are having,” says Conwell, who 
notes that “too much sugar and you will 
crash, while too much caffeine prevents 
sleep.” If you plan to go to sleep anytime 
soon, stay away from the energy drinks. 
Conwell says, “For me, my day starts out 
with one or two energy drinks, and then 
I transition to something for hydration, 
such as Powerade or Gatorade.”

When it comes to food, be considerate 
of your neighbors. Kreikemeier warns to 
avoid anything that “makes you annoying 
to your neighbors, including sound and 
smell.” A meal from a nearby Chinese 
food joint might taste wonderful, for 
example, but some folks around you may 
not appreciate the smell. Take the time 
to eat away from your PC. In the same 
vein, personal hygiene has a rightful place 

true for an unproven system overclock. 
Your PC will be taxed enough by its 
gaming duties, so there’s no reason to try 
out a higher overclock at the LAN that 
might crash your system. “Make sure your 
computer is in good working condition 
and stable,” says Kreikemeier. 

We understand that you might want 
to show off your fully tricked out rig to 
friends, so you might want to set up an 
overclock profile that you can quickly 
load to produce jaw-dropping benchmark 
results. We just wouldn’t advise pushing 
your system at its highest possible speeds 
during a tournament. A general system 
cleaning is advisable, too, if you plan 
to show off your gaming rig to friends. 
“Blow the dust bunnies, cat hair, and food 
debris from your tower and keyboard,” 
says Conwell. “Make sure wires are not 
caught in fans and making that awful 
machine gun sound—you’ll drive the 
people around you nuts and end up duct-
taped to a pillar.” 

On the software side, you’ll want to 
update security software and Windows 
to patch any vulnerabilities. After all, you 
can’t be sure that others on the network 
will do the same to protect against 

for the different games you’ll want to 
play. Star Wars Battlefront, for instance, 
requires 40GB of available hard drive 
space. Several AAA titles could quickly 
fill up your OS drive, especially if you 
have 240GB or less of capacity, so you 
might need to add another storage drive 
for extra game space.

Not surprisingly, a LAN requires 
a wired connection, so anyone who 
typically games over Wi-Fi will want to 
test that the motherboard’s Ethernet port 
is functional before the LAN starts. You’ll 
also want to go with wired input devices, 
because the mass amount of nearby 
electronics (some of which may also be 
wireless) can introduce latency—a sure 
way to ruin gameplay. Wireless devices 
also mean batteries, which might run 
out and leave you temporarily grounded 
during tournament play, for instance.

If going wired means that you’ll be 
buying a new mouse or keyboard, the 
LAN party is not the ideal setting for 
your first experience with the input 
device. “Don’t be that guy trying to learn 
how to play a game on a new controller 
or mouse,” says Conwell. “You’ll just get 
shot more in game.” The same concept is 

When you first get to the event, it’s a good idea to have registration info and the waiver handy.
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Create Your Own
Tired of all the rules and regulations 

of a public LAN? You can organize your 
own event. One of CPU’s readers, Shane 
Baker, has done just that by turning his 
basement into a dedicated LAN space 
with 10 permanent gaming stations for 
the UnderGround Gaming group. This 
community of gamers in north central 
Ohio was created a few years ago when 
Baker, his kids, and some friends would 
meet for regular, impromptu LAN 
parties. As more people kept joining, 
they decided to build a dedicated space 
to LAN and hang out. Baker says, “Our 
main gaming area is almost 1,000 square 
feet, so it gives us plenty of room for PCs 
and our ‘lounge’ area for console gaming.” 
The community even has sponsorship, 
including from Thermaltake’s  Tt 
eSPORTS and BAWLS.

When we asked Baker about the most 
important part of setting everything 
up, he said that knowing your electrical 
circuits is critical. “Before we set up our 
first LAN party, I went to my electrical 
panel, shut off the individual basement 
circuits, and found the associated outlets.” 

want to lock them up when you leave. 
“You can secure your computer or laptop 
with a Kensington lock to the table,” says 
Kreikemeier.  

at a LAN event, too. At the very least, 
your LAN neighbors might appreciate the 
regular application of deodorant, as long 
as it isn’t too fragrant.

In general, it’s a good idea to take an 
occasional break from gaming. We’ve 
been to a number of LANs where 
some physical activity is already on the 
schedule, such as PDXLAN’s popular 
dodgeball tournament. Just getting up 
and moving around helps to stretch out 
muscles and alleviate the ache and pains 
from sitting in the same position. “If 
you are at a LAN with no contests, think 
about going for a walk every two hours 
for ten minutes—even if it is just to check 
out mods, take a bio break, or refill the 
water jug,” says Conwell. 

Theft isn’t a huge concern at many 
LAN parties, but you should still pack 
up any portable, high-ticket value items 
before you leave for the night. “First and 
foremost, out of sight, out of mind,” says 
Conwell. “I typically take my mouse and 
headset if I am in a place where I don’t 
know those around me.” At large public 
LANs where you have to register a PC 
and monitor, large items are typically 
safe, but at smaller venues, you might 

LAN Party Checklist
It’s always a good idea to check with the LAN organizer about what exactly you can and can’t 
bring, but here’s a list that should help get you started.

• Power cables for monitor and PC, and if available, some extras for emergency or to loan out to 
other attendeesMonitor

• Gaming rig
• Network cables that meet the prescribed length (it’s always nice to have a backup, in case 

one doesn’t work or someone else forgets their cable)
• Wired mouse, keyboard, and headset
• Mouse pad
• Desk chair (check the LAN’s rules to see if you can bring a chair and if so, how large it can be)
• Chair cushion, if you’re not allowed to bring your own desk chair
• Surge protector (again, check the LAN’s rules to see if one will be provided, as some venues 

may prefer you to use the one they provide)
• Preload the games you plan to play
• Sleeping bag and pillow (read through the LAN rules to see if you are allowed to sleep at the 

LAN)
• Screwdriver and other PC tools should you need to work on your system and fix a problem
• Registration information and waiver

Wired peripherals, including a headset, are preferable to wireless devices, as you’ll avoid input lag from 
other nearby wireless signals.
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example.’ A speedy, reliable network 
connection, of course, is crucial.

Once you have the power and 
networking demands covered, you can 
move to the actual organization of the 
event. “I find the best way to organize is 
to create a Facebook page for your group 
and create an event,” says Baker. However 
you do it, it’s a good idea to discuss who’s 
in charge of bringing tables, chairs, and 
possibly food, as well as the tournament 
schedule. “Have the games listed that you 
are playing,” Baker recommends, “so that 
people can have them loaded beforehand 
and prevent haggling over what games to 
play.” 

Most Of All, Have Fun
“No one likes the guy who screams 

and slams and/or throws things,” says 
Conwell. “Everyone is there to have fun 
and a relaxing time away from life and 
work.” We’ve found that being adequately 
prepared for the event certainly helps to 
reduce stress and maximize your game 
time. It’s just as important to take a break 
and enjoy the LAN’s extracurricular 
activities. After all, one of the biggest 
reasons to attend a LAN party is to 
socialize with other gamers. Embrace the 
party atmosphere and frag hard. ■

they start twitching.” With a bigger event, 
you might need two routers to hand 
out IP addresses in the same network. 
Conwell points out that with a two-router 
setup, “One router could be handing 
out 192.168.1.2-20 and the other router 
could hand out 192.168.1.30-50, as an 

By mapping out the circuits, Baker knew 
which outlets were on which circuit. 
“Luckily, I have three separate 20 amp 
circuits in the basement, and my gaming 
workstations with monitors consume 
less than 2 amps each on average when 
gaming, so I can put five on a circuit and 
have plenty of headroom.”

The other experts we talked with 
agreed that power preparation is crucial. 
“Plan for at the most six computers on 
a 20 amp breaker and four to five on 
a 15 amp breaker,” says Kreikemeier. If 
power consumption is greater than what 
the electrical circuit can handle, you’ll trip 
the breaker, and no one will be playing 
any games until the circuit is reset. It’s a 
procedure you won’t want to continually 
repeat during the LAN. “Ask for help if 
you don’t understand electrical circuits, 
because this will make or break your LAN 
party,” says Baker. “It isn’t rocket science, 
but it’s the single most important aspect 
for being successful.”

LAN party hosts will also need to have 
the necessary network equipment. “Your 
home router can only do so much,” says 
Conwell. “Most home routers are good 
for about eight to 10 computers before 

It’s a good idea to enter tournaments early and schedule your day in advance, so you won’t miss 
anything important (left). Food breaks are a great time to get to know fellow attendees (top right). Get 
sleep when you can, so you can be in top form for the tournaments (lower right).

You can create a sweet LAN setup at home, too, if you have the space. CPU reader Shane Baker 
transformed his basement into a ready-made LAN area for the UnderGround Gaming group.
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Shrinking Skylake 
GIGABYTE’s BRIX GB-BSi5-6200 Gives Master Builders 
Big Power In A Miniature Footprint 

distract your eyes and detract from the 
overall HTPC experience. Instead, the 
GB-BSi5-6200 locates its power button 
on the top panel, so the only LEDs on 
this BRIX don’t face forward. The overall 
design keeps the BRIX attractive but also 
subtle. As far as overall aesthetic, we can 
confidently say that this is the slickest 
BRIX we’ve ever seen.

Power Within
Despite its size, the GB-BSi5-6200 

packs quite a bit of punch, and that’s 
thanks in large part to the system’s Intel 
6th Generation Core i5-6200U. Part of 

A
s power users, we have a tendency 
to pursue raw power and per-
formance over everything else. 

Octocore CPUs are better for everyone, 
because who couldn’t use more cores? 
A graphics card with a heatsink so 
large and heavy that you can hear your 
motherboard’s PCIe slot crying—any 
self-respecting enthusiast better have at 
least two. Oh, and power supplies? If 
your PSU isn’t 80 PLUS Adamantium-
certified, you’re doing it wrong, obviously.

We kid. The magnificent machines 
you see at LAN parties and exhibitions 
are great, of course, but great PCs can 
come in all shapes and sizes. This is the 
main reason why GIGABYTE’s BRIX 
mini PCs are so compelling. No one will 
mistake a BRIX for your primary gaming 
system, but these tiny kits are so good 
in so many situations that they deserve 
your attention. Whether you’re interested 
in building a capable home-theater PC 
or you need a computer that will vanish 
behind a monitor, BRIX is ready to go to 
work, and now it’s better than ever.

Practice Makes Perfect
GIGABYTE has been building BRIX 

barebones systems for a few years, and 
the GB-BSi5-6200 is proof. At only 1.35 
x 4.43 x 4.7 inches (HxWxD), or 0.46L, 
the new BRIX is one of the smallest in the 
company’s stable of mini PCs. On top of 
that, the GB-BSi5-6200 sports a refined, 
brushed aluminum exterior that’s a far 
cry from the glossy plastic we’re used to 
seeing from similar mini PCs.

Speaking of the exterior, it’s a small 
thing, but we’re pleased about the absence 
of LEDs on the GB-BSi5-6200’s front 
panel. Too often we see HTPCs with 
bright, constantly flickering LEDs that 

the processor family formerly code-named 
“Skylake,” the Core i5-6200U is one of 
the latest Intel processors designed for 
laptops and, naturally, mini PCs, so it’s a 
perfect fit inside the GB-BSi5-6200.

Intel  made the Core i5-6200U 
to do its job without turning up the 
heat. With a TDP rating of 15 watts, 
the CPU’s power draw is practically 
microscopic compared to traditional 
desktop processors. Because of the 
6200U’s miserly power consumption, 
GIGABYTE is able to make a couple 
of design choices that lets the BRIX 
maintain its ultra-thin profile. First, the 

Measuring a mere 1.35 x 4.43 x 4.7 inches (HxWxD), the GIGABYTE BRIX GB-BSi5-6200 barebones mini 
PC puts an Intel 6th Generation Core i5 Skylake CPU in the palm of your hand. With its sleek, refined 
exterior, the latest BRIX is the most attractive yet.
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60Hz) outputs. And of course, the HD 
Graphics 520 core supports Intel’s long 
list of specialized video features, including 
Intel Quick Sync Video, Intel InTru 
3D Technology, Intel Clear Video HD 
Technology, and Intel Wireless Display. In 
short, there’s very little video content the 
GB-BSi5-6200 can’t handle.

Don’t overlook the GB-BSi5-6200’s 
gaming potential, either. Although no 
one is positioning the HD Graphics 
520 graphics core as a replacement for 
a TITAN or a Fury, this BRIX isn’t 
designed to replace your high-end graphics 
card . . . or your gaming console. In 
videogames that have lighter 3D rendering 
requirements, though, the GB-BSi5-6200 
is a superhero. It’s a great way to play the 
legion of indie games on Steam that don’t 
have demanding system requirements, and 
the BRIX should be able to let you replay 
your old favorites in 720p (and possibly 

6200U only requires a tiny heatsink in 
order to receive adequate cooling, and 
the processor’s low power needs lets 
GIGABYTE use an external power 
adapter, keeping a bulky internal PSU 
out of the picture. 

 The Core i5-6200U doesn’t pull a lot 
a lot of power from the wall, but that 
doesn’t mean it pulls its punches. It has 
a base clock of 2.3GHz, and as thermal 
loads dictate the 6200U can ramp up 
to 2.8GHz in Turbo mode. With two 
physical cores and Hyper-Threading the 
6200U is a capable multitasker, as well.

Equally important is the Core i5-
6200U’s Intel HD Graphics 520 integrated 
graphics core, which is the engine that 
makes the GB-BSi5-6200 work as a terrific 
HTPC. The 6200U’s GPU is the reason 
this BRIX supports 4K resolutions over 
both its HDMI (4,096 x 2,160 at 24Hz) 
and Mini DisplayPort (3,840 x 2,160 at 

1080p). The GB-BSi5-6200 should also 
have enough graphics muscle to deliver a 
playable experience in popular MOBAs, 
such as DOTA 2 and League of Legends. 
The system’s two front panel USB 3.0 
ports let you connect wireless dongles for 
gaming controllers, keyboards, and mice 
(or simply make a direct connection with 
wired peripherals), too.

Little Box, Big Possibilites
Instead of stuffing GB-BSi5-6200 

with hardware that a particular enthusiast 
may not want, GIGABYTE produces 
this BRIX as a barebones system, letting 
builders put together a mini PC that 
meets their needs.

Storage is a good place to start. In 
addition to a new fleet of CPUs, the 
Skylake platform also makes available up 
to 12 lanes of PCIe 3.0, which readies 
the GB-BSi5-6200 for the deluge of 

Take a peek within the GB-BSi5-6200. On the right side of the BRIX’s custom motherboard, you’ll find the system’s two SO-DIMM slots, which support a 
maximum 16GB of DDR3L. The top left corner is where the GB-BSi5-6200’s M.2 2280 slot resides, and it’s one of the keys to making this BRIX a speed 
demon. Thanks to the Skylake platform, you can install a PCIe SSD and enjoy lightning-fast performance.
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collection, one smart approach would be 
to take advantage of the GB-BSi5-6200’s 
rear I/O panel. By using one or both of 
its USB 3.0 ports, you could connect the 
BRIX to a massive external hard drive (or 
two). Anyone with a NAS box can use it 
to funnel their movies and music to the 
BRIX via its Gigabit Ethernet port, as 
well, so there are plenty of ways to give 
the GB-BSi5-6200 access to terabytes of 
storage even if you choose to leave its 
local storage light and quick.

The GB-BSi5-6200 is just as appealing 
if you’d rather use it in the office than in 
your home theater stack. It has a built-in 
802.11ac wireless module (that also 
supports Bluetooth 4.2), which means 
you can set it up anywhere within range 
of your wireless network. The GB-BSi5-
6200’s VESA mounting bracket lets 
you attach the BRIX to a pair of VESA 
mounts—either 75 x 75mm or 100 x 
100mm—effectively reducing its space 
requirement to nothing. For enthusiasts 
who love a clean desk, attaching the 

PCIe SSDs that are expected to arrive 
in the first half of this year. (Some are 
already available, although your choice 
of manufacturer is somewhat limited at 
the moment.) With a PCIe SSD, the 
BRIX will fly, booting and launching apps 
in seconds. By using such a setup as an 
HTPC, we couldn’t be surprised to see 
the GB-BSi5-6200 ready to go before 
the TV. Of course, the GB-BSi5-6200 is 
backward-compatible with SATA-based 
SSDs, too. Regardless of which bus you 
choose to get on, you’ll need to use an 
M.2 2280 SSD with the system.

New PCIe-based SSDs still come at 
a relative price premium. If you want to 
make this BRIX fast on its feet while still 
including enough storage for your media 

GB-BSi5-6200 to the back of a monitor, 
connecting it to a wireless network, and 
using wireless peripherals is about as close 
to perfection as possible.

Bringing your gamer-in-training to a 
LAN party? The BRIX is a good option 
that lets you avoid hauling another full-
sized PC. True, you’d need to bring 
a bit more muscle to handle games 
such as Call of Duty: Black Ops 3 or 
Star Wars: Battlefront, but we’d expect 
the GB-BSi5-6200 to hold its own in 
other wildly popular games, including 
Minecraft, Hearthstone, as well as the 
previously mentioned MOBA titles. Or, 
cut your kids out altogether and use the 
BRIX as your portable gaming PC.

Small Wonder
GIGABYTE’s Skylake-based BRIX 

systems represent another confident step 
forward for mini PCs. You have your big, 
bad primary PC, but the GB-BSi5-6200 
is a great complement capable of tackling 
virtually any challenge. ■

Specs GIGABYTE BRIX 
GB-BSi5-6200 

CPU Intel Core i5-6200U 
(2.3GHz, 2.8GHz Turbo)

Memory 2 x SO-DIMM 
DDR3L-1600 (16GB max)

LAN Gigabit Ethernet 
(Intel i219V)

Audio Realtek ALC255

GPU Intel HD Graphics 520

HDMI resolution 
(max)

4,096 x 2,160 @ 24Hz

Mini DisplayPort 
resolution (max)

3,840 x 2,160 @ 60Hz

Expansion slot 1 x M.2 2280

Wireless 
connectivity

802.11ac, Bluetooth 4.2 
(Intel Wireless-AC 3165)

Front I/O 2 x USB 3.0, audio I/O

Rear I/O 1 x HDMI (1.4a)
1 x MiniDP (1.2)
2 x USB 3.0
1 x Gigabit Ethernet
1 x Kensington lock slot

VESA support 75 x 75mm, 100 x 100mm

MSRP $450

BIG BAD BRIX

Nothing says “Computer right here!” quite like the garish, flickering LEDs you see on a lot of HTPCs, 
so it’s refreshing to see that GIGABYTE has done away with them on the BRIX GB-BSi5-6200’s front 
panel (above). On the back panel, the BRIX gives you the ports you need to connect the BRIX to a 
display as well as supplement the system storage with a massive external hard drive.
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Josh Sniffen is an accomplished modder and owner of NFC Systems (nfc-systems.com), a business that specializes in custom 
design work for computers and other electronics.

Modder Q&A With Josh Sniffen

Under The Influence

mod helps me unwind and see it and all the 
work that went into it from literally dozens 
of perspectives. I get to stop worrying how 
I feel about certain aspects of the mod and 
just breathe in the whole. If I feel a particular 
aspect is holding back the unity, then I go back 
and fix it, but often times it just takes seeing 
the mod in a different light to know it’s done.

Q : What part of the modding process 
do you hate, and why?

JS : Cleaning up! I don’t mind getting 
dirty and making a mess while 

modding, and it is amazing how messy my 
garage, shop, and office get during a build. I 
have to take a day out of each week to clean 
everything just so I can get back to work.

Q : We’ve noticed that lots of the best 
modders also have a strong interest 

in modding cars, and your Flickr includes 
quite a few car pics; do you work on 
cars yourself?

JS : I love working on anything with a 
carburetor. Mega bonus points if it 

has a transfer case! Jeeping is my hobby, and 
Jeeps break a lot, so I work on them a lot.

Q : What is your favorite part of the 
modding process, and why?

JS : My favorite part of the process is 
the final photography. At that point 

the mod isn’t complete, but the ideas are 
cemented. Photographing my completed 

Q : So, this is pretty much the stock first 
question, but how did you get into 

modding PCs in the first place, and what 
was your first project?

JS : My dad was into building hobbyist 
PC stuff back in the day, so I’m 

not exactly sure when I started putting 
computers together, but I know when I 
started modding—2007. My best friend 
drug me to PDXLAN 10 and my mind was 
blown by a world I didn’t know existed. I 
started right away under the influence of 
Richard Surroz and Bill Owen.

Q : These days, your mods largely tend 
to be custom builds in one-off cases; 

what’s the appeal of going this route vs. 
modding an existing case for you?

JS : My primary goal in modding 
is to be unique. NFC stands 

for Not From Concentrate, and I prize 
originality over all else. The real geniuses 
in modding are able to take a stock 
chassis and make it unique, but I’m 
not one of them—I have to start from 
scratch to get my creativity going.

Q : How would you describe your aes-
thetic style, and what are the things 

that have influenced it the most?

JS : Frank Lloyd Wright’s architec-
tural designs are a tremendous 

inspiration--particularly Fallingwater. I 
revisit this brilliant piece of architecture 
in many of my builds, and try to achieve 
precarious component placement with 
an overall balance through unity. I also 
love monolithic art and apply some of its 
principles to my own form of minimalism.

Josh takes a break in his workshop.
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Q : Can you talk about any products 
that you have coming up?

JS : I want to spend 2016 focusing 
on my core customers and expand-

ing the S4 Mini offering. I have two more 
finished chassis designs that I would love 
to be able to release if everything goes well!

Q : Time for Five Quick Questions, 
Josh.

1) Intel or AMD?

Is picking both cheating?

2) Stephen King or J.R.R. Tolkien?

J.R.R. King, Hobbit Cemetery.

3) Cake or pie?

Pie is like, my favoritest ever.

4) Matte or high-gloss?

Matte. No, gloss! Wait, yeah, matte.

5) Street Fighter or Mortal Kombat?

Street Fighter with the Mortal Kombat 
theme playing on my Walkman! ■

order it. If not, it doesn’t live up to my 
Not From Concentrate mission.

Q : Do you sell the S3 and S4 as com-
plete systems, as well, or is your 

focus on the enclosures?

JS : For retail I only want to sell 
chassis. However most of my 

living wage is earned from building 
custom systems inside the S3 (now S4) 
Mini for gaming, VR, broadcasting, 
and live streaming, and I welcome 
“walk-ins.”

Q : What would you say are your 
three favorite mods from all the 

projects you’ve done over the years, 
and why?

JS : Modding is an experience for 
me rather than an end result, so 

with that in mind my first sponsored 
mod,  Seraphim,  was  my favor i te 
because I got to build it with my best 
friend and it ended up making it into 
CPU magazine. My second favorite 
was Ramiel,  because there was so 
many new things I had to accomplish 
and film in a two-week deadline. My 
final favorite was Haiku, because of 
the collaboration with several of my 
artist friends on the artwork, and 
because the design which spawned my 
obsession with ultra-mini ITX.  

Q : And now you have your own line 
of NFC Systems cases, correct? 

Can you tell us about the models you 
currently offer?

JS : I ’ve done some short-run, 
limited-edition chassis like the 

ArK and S3 Elite, but the S4 Mini is 
my first retail-oriented chassis. The 
goal of S4 Mini is to fit everything 
you need for a great 1080p experience 
in a box smaller than some consoles. 
It needs to be durable for portability, 
beautiful, and customizable before you 

One of Josh’s favorite projects (and July 2015 Mad Reader Mod), Ramiel.

Building a system into an NFC Systems S4 Mini.  
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Clash Of The Titans 
The Alienware Case Mod-Off Is Officially Underway

What Makes A Masterful Mod
Judging these mods will take into account 

several criteria, including how well-executed 
the theme or concept of the mod is; the 
raw creativity involved in the creation of 
the mod; the finished look and attention 
to detail; the mod’s relevance to Alienware’s 
20th anniversary; and the quality of the 
photos, videos, and updates posted to the 
Team’s Alienware Arena group page. 

One For The Books
The teams each consist of three 

experienced modders and there are more 
than a dozen mod contest wins, several 
Mad Reader Mod wins, and hundreds of 

and 600-grit sandpaper and turn in their 
finished creations. That’s where you—with 
your free Alienware Arena account—
come in. Starting March 21st, visit bit.
ly/1nADuhD to vote for your favorite mod 
and ultimately help determine which team 
takes home the prize. 

Alienware’s design team is also casting 
votes to help determine a winner, and 
included in this group is the designer of 
the Area-51. CPU’s staff may not all be 
modders, nor are we case designers, but 
we do have a lot of experience judging the 
merits of some of the most amazing mods 
ever seen, which is why we’ve been asked to 
help crown the champ. 

H ere at CPU, we’re no strangers to 
high-stakes mod contests, but one 

as epic as the Alienware Case Mod-Off, 
hosted by Alienware to coincide with 
the company’s 20th anniversary, only 
comes along once in a blue moon. This 
is an invitation-only event in which three 
teams of experienced modders go head-
to-head-to-head in a bid to cut, fabricate, 
perforate, and paint Alienware’s iconic 
Area-51 case. 

The green flag came out on January 
18th, and since then, each team has begun 
to move through the initial planning and 
prototyping stages. Come March 20th, 
the teams will put down their Dremels 

Alienware’s Area-51, shown above from the front and the side, is the canvas that each team in the Case Mod-Off will use to showcase their skills.
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the clearest idea of who will be performing 
each bit of the work on the mod. 
Hassan tells us that he’ll be handling the 
design, any of the metal work, and other 
functionality improvements, as well as 
any painting that the team decides to do. 
He’ll also tackle the water cooling and 
final assembly. V1 Tech’s plans for the 
Area-51 apparently include some laser cut 
and engraved parts, and the design and 
fabrication of those components will fall 
to Trevor Dobbs. Michael May is tasked 
with the glamorous job of custom wire 
work, including cable sleeving and cable 
management.

 Although V1 Tech was playing coy 
with details on their plans for the Area-
51, Hassan did say that they plan to 
take the whole case apart and analyze 
everything for inspiration and ideas. 

Hassan also said they plan to release 
weekly updates on their progress, so visit 
their Alienware Arena page frequently to 
stay abreast of their progress. 

The Prize
When the winner is announced, the 

Grand Prize includes $2,500 for the top 
team to share. The second place team 
gets to split a $2,000 pot, and the third-
place team splits $1,500 in cash. Each 
of the nine participants also gets to pick 
either an Alienware Alpha or Alienware 
Steam Machine. 

To join in, view the in-progress work 
logs, and get weekly updates, make sure 
you have an Alienware Arena account 
and visit each team’s page to learn 
something new, witness the carnage, or 
just offer moral support and/or some 
good-natured taunts. ■

members include Bob 
Stewart, Rod Rosenberg, 
and Brian Carter. 

The division of labor 
for Mod Dudes is 
fairly straightforward. 
Because Brian Carter 
l i ve s  in  Nor thern 
California, he’ll be 
doing a lot of the 
prel iminary des ign 

work remotely, while Rod and Bob, 
who live much closer to one another in 
Washington State perform the manual 
labor. Carter will also be performing the 
video editing and content posting to keep 
visitors to their Alienware Arena page fully 
engaged throughout the process. 

Although Bob seems to have a lot of 
respect for the design and construction of 
the Area-51, he plans 
to leave it all at the 
door. “We are stripping 
it completely apart 
and starting with the 
absolute bare skeleton. 
Without giving away 
too much detail, I can 
tell you that it will be 
a different color, will 
run much cooler at full 
load, and there may be a 
window or two.” He goes on to say it’ll still 
be recognizably the Area-51, but urges those 
interested to keep an eye on the build log 
for some nifty surprises.

V1 Tech
The final team of modders vying for 

the prize is V1 Tech (bit.ly/1lSLg4F), 
which includes Hassan Alaw, Michael 
May, and Trevor Dobbs.

Hassan Alaw also 
couldn’t turn down 
Dewayne’s invitation, 
and his team all work 
full time with V1 Tech 
making custom back 
plates, SLI bridges, 
fan grilles, PSU covers, 
sleeved cables, and more.

Of the three teams, 
V1 Tech seems to have 

modding man-hours between these elite 
groups of individuals. 

Modders-Inc
The Modders-Inc team (bit.ly/1no9nJA), 

helmed by Dewayne “Americanfreak” 
Carel, also consists of Craig “Tech Daddy” 
Tate and newcomer Michael Kraft. 

The concept of a mod contest celebrating 
Alienware’s 20th anniversary appears to have 
been largely Dewayne Carel’s brainchild. 
“Alienware reached out to us to help set up a 
case modding contest,” he says. “We pitched 
a few ideas and the Mod-Off was born.” 
On the topic of choosing his teammates, 
Dewayne told us that he and Michael Kraft 
sat out of the last Modders-Inc contest 
sponsored by Corsair, so they felt it was 
their time to shine. Regarding Craig Tate, 
Dewayne says, “At 6’8”, who’s going to tell 
him he cannot be in any contest he wants?”

When we asked what he could share 
about the plan for the Modders-Inc Area-51, 
Dewayne got cryptic. “The idea does have a 
little bit to do with something from A Long 
Time Ago . . . but if you want to know what 
we are doing, you need to check out our 
page at Alienware Arena.”

Mod Dudes 
Team Mod Dudes (bit.ly/1PSYDdo)

consists of BSMods and Bods-Mods, whose 

Team Modders-Inc includes Dewayne Carel, Craig Tate, and Michael Kraft.

Team Mod Dudes is: Bob Stewart, Brian Carter, and Rod Rosenberg.

Team V1 Tech consists of Hassan Alaw, Michael May, and Trevor Dobbs.
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Juice Boxes
The Hunt For Your Next PSU Starts Here

A power supply’s job isn’t easy, and we generally don’t enjoy buying a PSU the way we enjoy a new motherboard or 
graphics card. Still, a fast, stable PC relies on its PSU to provide lots of clean, smooth power. Before you look through our 
PSU buyer’s guide, take a quick look at the key features to compare when shopping for a power supply.

Efficiency Is Good, But Maybe Not For The Reason You Think
80 PLUS certification standards have been part of Energy Star’s computer specifications for nearly 10 years, and almost 
all current PSUs meet some level of the 80 PLUS standard. A more efficient PSU, obviously, makes the most of the power 
coming from the wall, so it’ll provide (very) modest savings on your electric bill. But there’s a better reason to covet an uber-
efficient PSU:  “Another reason for using Gold efficiency or better, and the most important, is to reduce ‘disposable heat,’” 
says Stanley Chu, director of R&D, PSU division at ENERMAX. “With equal wattage, for instance, a Bronze efficiency PSU will 
generally run at higher temperatures than a Gold or better efficiency.” Less heat improves the PSU’s lifespan and reliability.  

Fan Noise
With PSUs generating less heat than in the past, manufacturers have begun to support a wider range of PWM fan speeds. 
This means that many built-in PSU fans spin slowly—or not at all—at low load percentages or heat levels, such as under 
20% load or 25 degrees Celsius. As temperatures increase, the intelligent thermal controls ramp up fan speed to cool the 
PSU. This in turn means that the power supply only generates noise when the PC demands it, and even at full speed, PSU 
fan noise isn’t typically louder than the rest of your system hardware.

Cables
PSUs with fully and semi-modular cabling have been a staple for power users, as cable management is simpler when 
you only have to use the necessary connectors. We’re starting to see a number of manufacturers moving to flat modular 
cables that are easier to route through a case’s nooks and crannies than sheathed, round bundles of cable. If you’re 
looking to improve the aesthetics of your build, several PSU manufacturers now offer individually-sleeved cable add-ons, 
so you can hide those bare wires and color match the sleeves to your build’s color scheme. 

Look Out For Digital PSUs 
PSUs with digital power management replace the usual analog current, voltage, and wattage controls with 
digital chips. “Most enthusiasts want more control over their PSU and system functions, and models with a 
digital function provides this,” says Nick Chou, product manager, PSU division at ENERMAX. “One really cool 
function with digital PSUs is switching between single-rail and multi-rail with just a click.” Digital control of 
power offers a lot of potential for enthusiasts, and ENERMAX tells us that it’s working on a way to give you 
control of wattages on the motherboard and graphics card, as well as PSU.

BUYER’S GUIDE
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POWER SUPPLY

Why You’ll Dig It: On the G550M, Cooler Master employs its 3D 
circuit design that improves the PSU’s heat dissipation and efficiency. 
Using 3D circuits also reduces the number of cables inside the PSU, 
which helps to lower crosstalk and signal noise, according to Cooler 
Master. For better voltage stability, the G550M utilizes a DC-DC topology. 
Clearly, Cooler Master’s engineers put some work into the G550M. A 
single +12V rail (supports up to 42A) lets the G550M work with almost 
all high-end GPUs. To protect connected hardware, Cooler Master 
includes safeguards against a variety of poor power conditions, including 
overvoltage, undervoltage, overpower, overtemperature, overcurrent, and 
short-circuit situations.

Who Should Apply: Builders who want an affordable power supply 
that will provide clean, efficient energy to their computer components. 
It’s also nice for budget builders who want to install one powerful 
graphics card into their system. 

Total Power: 550 watts
Number Of +12V Rails: 1 (42A)
80 PLUS Certification: Bronze

BUYER’S GUIDE

Cooler Master G550M

$79.99
us.coolermaster.com

POWER SUPPLY

Why You’ll Dig It: Targeted towards medium performance gaming PCs 
and workstations, the Integra M 750W includes a variety of features to 
enhance the PSU’s value. For example, Fractal Design uses semi-modular 
design where only the connectors (20+4-pin, EPS 4+4-pin, and two PCIe 
6+2-pin) necsssary in the majority of builds are hardwired. The remaining 
connectors are available via flat, modular cables. Overall, you’ll be able 
to add two more PCIe 6+2-pin connectors, as well as seven SATA and 
two Molex connectors. The Integra M 750W also features a temperature-
controlled, sleeve-bearing 120mm fan for minimal noise. For maximum 
compatibility, Fractal Design manages to fit all the internals into a 140mm 
deep case that should work with the smallest ATX-compatible cases. 

Who Should Apply: Mainstream buyers and enthusiasts looking for a 
reasonable priced PSU equipped with today’s most popular conveniences. 
The modular design is also good for power users concerned about the 
cable management inside their case.

Total Power: 750 watts
Number Of +12V Rails: 1 (62.5A)
80 PLUS Certification: Bronze

BUYER’S GUIDE

Fractal Design Integra M 750W

$89.99
www.fractal-design.com
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POWER SUPPLY

Why You’ll Dig It: The V750 is backed by Cooler Master’s Gold 
Guarantee that includes a five-year warranty, as well as full support 
and replacement at no cost to you. Cooler Master designs the V750 to 
deliver clean, stable power by using LLC and DC-DC topology. The PSU 
also features 100% Japanese capacitors rated for 105 degree Celsius 
temperatures, so you’ll enjoy years of reliable performance. The V750 is 
whisper-quiet, thanks to the 120mm Silencio FP fan that provides a high 
air pressure at minimal noise. Cooler Master indicates that the Silencio 
FP only generates 29.7 dB(A) at the fan’s maximum 2,500rpm. The 
completely modular V750 provides four PCIe 6+2-pin connectors and a 
+12V rail that can handle 62A, so it can easily power two high-end GPUs.

Who Should Apply: System builders who want a PSU designed 
with the upmost reliability that’s also backed by a fantastic warranty for 
complete coverage. The V750’s Silencio FP fan also makes this power 
supply a good fit for enthusiasts who want to limit PSU noise. 

Total Power: 750 watts
Number Of +12V Rails: 1 (62A)
80 PLUS Certification: Gold

BUYER’S GUIDE

Cooler Master V750

$139.99
us.coolermaster.com

POWER SUPPLY

Why You’ll Dig It: be quiet!’s Pure Power lineup doesn’t include all 
the bells and whistles of the Dark Power Pro lineup, but be quiet! also 
doesn’t cut corners on these reasonably priced models. There are two 
+12V rails—one 35A and one 30A—that the Pure Power L8 safeguards 
against overcurrent, overvoltage, undervoltage, overtemperature, 
overpower, and short-circuit conditions. Pure Power L8 PSUs meet 
the 80 PLUS Bronze certification with a peak efficiency of 87% when 
connected to 115V main power. This PSU is SLI and CrossFire ready, and 
be quiet! provides four PCIe 6+2-pin connectors to sufficiently power 
two high-end GPUs. The PSU is nearly silent, thanks to the thermally 
controlled 120mm be quiet! fan and its flow-optimized fan blades. 

Who Should Apply: Builders who want a reliable, efficient power 
supply that won’t break the bank. be quiet! further enhances the PSU’s 
value by providing plenty of reliability and connectivity extras.

Total Power: 700 watts
Number Of +12V Rails: 2 (1 x 35A, 1 x 30A)
80 PLUS Certification: Bronze

BUYER’S GUIDE

be quiet! Pure Power L8 700W

$99.99
www.bequiet.com
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POWER SUPPLY

Why You’ll Dig It: This affordable PSU features semi-modular design 
and a big +12V rail (up to 65A) with a maximum output of 780 watts. 
ENERMAX also arms the Triathlor ECO 800W with enough connectors 
to handle a gaming build. For instance, there are four PCIe 6+2-pin 
connectors. The Triathlor ECO 800W includes an 8-pin and 4+4-pin 
EPS power connector, too, so the PSU will support a motherboard that 
requires two 8-pin EPS power connectors. The Triathlor ECO 800W also 
comes with 12 SATA connectors, four Molex plugs, and 1 FDD connector. 
When connected to 115V main power, 80 PLUS rates the Triathlor ECO 
800W at a peak efficiency of 87%, as well as 85% at 20% load and 
83% at 100% load. It meets the 80 PLUS Bronze certification, and the 
efficiency levels are quite close to the 80 PLUS Silver standard. 

Who Should Apply: Power users who don’t have a big PSU budget 
and require enough energy and connectors to reliably power a gaming 
rig, including two high-end graphics cards.

Total Power: 800 watts
Number Of +12V Rails: 1 (65A)
80 PLUS Certification: Bronze

BUYER’S GUIDE

ENERMAX Triathlor ECO 800W

$109.99
www.enermaxusa.com 

POWER SUPPLY

Why You’ll Dig It: GIGABYTE is no doubt a familiar name, though one 
most power users associate with motherboards and graphics cards rather 
than a PSU. Still, GIGABYTE’s experience with cutting-edge hardware 
comes through on the G750H. This 750 watt PSU meets the 80 PLUS Gold 
certification, uses flat black cables, and is near silent under light loads. For 
long-term reliability, GIGABYTE installs a 140mm temperature-controlled 
fan rated for a lifetime of 50,000 hours. The semi-modular power supply 
only has two hardwired cables, the 20+4-pin main power and 4+4-
pin CPU power cable. The modular cables provide four PCIe 6+2-pin 
connectors, seven SATA connectors, three Molex connectors, and one FDD 
connector. GIGABYTE backs the G750H with a five-year warranty.

Who Should Apply: System builders who want an affordable power 
supply that will be compatible with multiple-GPU systems. It’s also a 
good choice for energy-conscious enthusiasts who want to reduce the 
PC’s power usage.

Total Power: 750 watts
Number Of +12V Rails: 1 (62A)
80 PLUS Certification: Gold

BUYER’S GUIDE

GIGABYTE G750H

$109.99
www.gigabyte.us
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POWER SUPPLY

Why You’ll Dig It: For less than $100, the B700H provides up to 
85% efficiency, support for SLI and CrossFire configurations, and a five-
year warranty. GIGABYTE boasts that the B700H is built with high-quality 
Japanese-brand capacitors that are rated for a lifespan of 20 years 
under 25 degree Celsius conditions. With such longevity, the PSU should 
be able to provide years of stable power. To protect the power supply 
and the connected components, the B700H guards against overvoltage, 
undervoltage, overpower, and short-circuit conditions. Builders of small 
form factor rigs will also like that the B700H is only 5.5-inches deep. 
This unit features semi-modular design, which further extends the 
B700H’s appeal for small form factor builds. 

Who Should Apply: Power users looking for a PSU that offers both 
reliability and modular cabling for their build. The affordable PSU also 
provides the connectivity you’ll need to run two high-end graphics cards 
in your system.

Total Power: 700 watts
Number Of +12V Rails: 1 (54A)
80 PLUS Certification: Bronze

BUYER’S GUIDE

GIGABYTE B700H

$89.99
www.gigabyte.us

POWER SUPPLY

Why You’ll Dig It: The Newton R3 800W is a clear winner. It meets 
the 80 PLUS Platinum certification for top-level efficiency, and the PSU 
is tested and certified for use with SLI and CrossFire. Fractal Design 
doesn’t stop there, as the Newton R3 lineup is also compliant with 
ATX12V 2.31 and EPS12V 2.92 standards. The Newton R3 800W is a 
semi-modular PSU with excellent connectivity. In total, there are six PCIe 
6+2-pin connectors (four hardwired, two modular), two EPS CPU power 
connectors (a hardwired 4+4-pin and a modular 8-pin modular), and 
nine SATA power connectors (all available via modular cables). We also 
like that Fractal Design bundles Velcro cable ties and zip-ties to help you 
tidy up the cables running through your build’s interior. 

Who Should Apply: Power users who want to make sure their 
juice isn’t going to waste, as well as those who require connectivity 
for multiple graphics cards and high-end motherboards with extra CPU 
power inputs.

Total Power: 800 watts
Number Of +12V Rails: 1 (66A)
80 PLUS Certification: Platinum

BUYER’S GUIDE

Fractal Design Newton R3 800W

$189.99
www.fractal-design.com
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POWER SUPPLY

Why You’ll Dig It: The Capstone-G850 is backed by a five year 
warranty and meets the 80 PLUS Gold certification with a peak 
efficiency of 90%. Rosewill equips this PSU with a single +12V rail that 
can deliver up to 70A and 840 watts of power. The Capstone-G850W is 
a semi-modular power supply with only the 20+4-pin main power cable 
hardwired to the unit. The remaining connectors are provided via flat, 
modular cables. The PSU should have no trouble with enthusiast-level 
rigs, as there are two EPS 4+4-pin connectors, as well as six PCI 6+2-
pin connectors, 10 SATA connectors, and 4 Molex connectors. The use of 
100% high-quality Japanese capacitors helps to ensure reliable power, 
even under extreme temperatures. Rosewill also offers the Capstone 
series in 550W, 650W, 750W, 1000W, and 1200W models.

Who Should Apply: Gaming system and high performance builders 
who want a reasonably priced PSU featuring modular cabling and 
excellent power efficiency.

Total Power: 850 watts
Number Of +12V Rails: 1 (70A)
80 PLUS Certification: Gold

BUYER’S GUIDE

Rosewill Capstone-G850

$107.99
www.rosewill.com

POWER SUPPLY

Why You’ll Dig It: This PSU has all the goodies. It’s up to 92% 
efficient, completely modular, and includes LED lights that alert you to 
power malfunctions on the +3.3V, +5V, or +12V rails. The Quark-1200 
features a single +12V rail that supports up to 100A for 1200 watts of 
juice. Rosewill includes eight PCIe 6+2-pin connectors and two EPS 
4+4-pin connectors, so you’ll be able to power most any high-end build. 
To safeguard connected hardware, the Quark-1200 includes overcurrent, 
overvoltage, undervoltage, overtemperature, over power, and short-
circuit protections. The Quark series also includes 1000W, 850W, 750W, 
650W, and 550W models. Rosewill backs all Quark PSUs with a five-year 
warranty. 

Who Should Apply: Performance enthusiasts and gamers who 
want a PSU with all the bells and whistles. Rosewill uses high-quality 
components, and the Quark-1200’s massive +12V rail helps to ensure 
that 3-way and 4-way GPU setups will never be starving for power.

Total Power: 1200 watts
Number Of +12V Rails: 1 (100A)
80 PLUS Certification: Platinum

BUYER’S GUIDE

Rosewill Quark-1200

$191.99
www.rosewill.com
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POWER SUPPLY

Why You’ll Dig It: Gamers who want to power a quad SLI or CrossFire 
build will have plenty of power with LEPA’s 1,600W G1600-MA. It features 
an astounding six +12V rails that combine to support a maximum output of 
1596 watts, and LEPA provides you with 10 6+2-pin PCIe connectors. This 
power supply is also completely modular, so you’ll only need to connect 
the cables necessary for your build. The G1600-MA offers a 135mm ball 
bearing fan that adjusts its speed based on the temperature inside the PSU, 
so you won’t hear it when the system isn’t under load. To support high-end 
processors, you’ll find two 8-pin +12V connectors, as well as a 4-pin CPU 
connector for motherboards that require a detachable 4-pin connector.

Who Should Apply: Extreme gamers and power users who fill their 
system with high-end hardware that requires a robust power supply to 
deliver the necessary juice. In particular, the exceptional high wattage 
is ideal for overclockers, multi-GPU users, and professionals with 
supercomputer workstations.

Total Power: 1,600 watts
Number Of +12V Rails: 6 (2 x 20A, 4 x 30A)
80 PLUS Certification: Gold

BUYER’S GUIDE

LEPA G1600-MA

$249.99
www.lepausa.com

POWER SUPPLY

Why You’ll Dig It: The MaxBron B1000-MB comes with LEPA’s 
Anti3s Q-Brick, which is a silicon jelly skin that surrounds the corners and 
sides of the power supply. LEPA says the jelly skin reduces shock during 
transportation and diminishes static electricity. The MaxBron B1000-MB 
meets the 80 PLUS Bronze certification with a peak efficiency of 88%. LEPA 
uses a single +12V rail that can handle a maximum load of 83A for 996 
watts of power. The MaxBron B1000-MB provides plenty of connectivity 
for those building a high-performance rig. There are two +12V CPU power 
connectors (one 4+4-pin and one 8-pin) and six +12V PCIe 6+2-pin 
connectors. The unit’s 12 SATA and six Molex connectors can power your 
storage devices, fans, and other system peripherals.

Who Should Apply: The MaxBron B1000-MB is ideal for those who 
require an affordable power supply that can handle a rig full of graphics 
cards, SSDs, HDDs, and fans. The Anti3s Q-Brick also makes this PSU 
stand out inside a case and will nicely match builds with a red theme.

Total Power: 1,000 watts
Number Of +12V Rails: 1 (83A)
80 PLUS Certification: Bronze

BUYER’S GUIDE

LEPA MaxBron B1000-MB

$119.99
www.lepausa.com
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POWER SUPPLY

Why You’ll Dig It: The MaxRevo 1350W features six +12V rails that 
each output up to 30A for 1344 watts of total DC power. To connect to 
your multi-GPU setup, ENERMAX provides you with eight PCI 6+2-pin 
connectors. The MaxRevo 1350W pushes power to your hardware using 
Copper-Bridge Array transmission technology that both widens and 
shortens the transmission path. The end result is that you’ll enjoy up to 
3% better regulation than PSUs using traditional wires. The MaxRevo 
1350W’s efficiency, which is up to 91.62% over 115V main power, 
further aids performance. ENERMAX uses a FMQ (Full-Zone Magnetic 
Quadrant) transformer design that helps maximize switching efficiency 
and minimize current loss. There’s even an integrated CordGuard to lock 
the AC power cord in place and prevent unintentional shutdowns.

Who Should Apply: Power users with a system full of hardware, 
including multiple GPUs, that require a high-end power supply that will 
deliver reliable power to each and every component.

Total Power: 1,350 watts
Number Of +12V Rails: 6 (6 x 30A)
80 PLUS Certification: Gold

BUYER’S GUIDE

ENERMAX MaxRevo 1350W

$319.99
www.enermaxusa.com

POWER SUPPLY

Why You’ll Dig It: The Dark Power Pro 11 lineup delivers be 
quiet!’s premium power conversion technology, as it uses full bridge 
and synchronous rectifier topology for low power loss and switching 
efficiency. This PSU also features DC-DC technology that increases the 
PSU’s overall energy efficiency. 80 PLUS testing backs up the efficiency 
claims, as the Dark Power Pro 11 1000W meets the 80 PLUS Platinum 
certification. We’ve always liked be quiet!’s fans, and the Dark Power Pro 
11 1000W comes with the company’s SilentWings 3 135mm fan that 
severely cuts down on noise. At 20% load, for instance, be quiet! rates 
the Dark Power Pro 11 1000W’s noise level at only 10.1db(A). 

Who Should Apply: Builders who want to ensure their components 
are receiving clean, stable power by using a PSU with sophisticated 
technology for tight regulation. It’s also good for quiet-computing 
enthusiasts who require a power supply that will also be able to power 
the high-end parts in their build.

Total Power: 1,000 watts
Number Of +12V Rails: 4 (2 x 32A, 2 x 40A)
80 PLUS Certification: Platinum

BUYER’S GUIDE

be quiet! Dark Power Pro 11 1000W

$239
www.bequiet.com
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POWER SUPPLY COMPARISON CHART BUYER’S GUIDE

Power Supply Price 12V Rails 80 Plus 
Certification

PCIe
Connectors

SATA 
Connectors

4-pin Molex 
Connectors Warranty

ENERMAX MaxRevo 1350W $319.99 6 x 30A Gold 8 14 10 5 years

LEPA G1600-MA $249.99
4 x 30A, 
2 x 20A

Gold 10 14 10 3 years

be quiet! Dark Power Pro 11 
1000W

$239
2 x 40A, 
2 x 32A

Platinum 8 10 7 5 years

Rosewill Quark-1200 $191.99 1 x 100A Platinum 8 15 5 5 years

Fractal Design Newton R3 
800W

$189.99 1 x 66W Platinum 6 9 4 5 years

Cooler Master V750 $139.99 1 x 62A Gold 4 8 6 5 years

LEPA MaxBron B1000-MB $119.99 1 x 83A Bronze 6 12 8 2 years

ENERMAX Triathlor ECO 800W $109.99 1 x 65A Bronze 4 12 4 3 years

GIGABYTE G750H $109.99 1 x 62A Gold 4 7 3 5 years

Rosewill Capstone-G850 $107.99 1 x 70A Gold 6 10 4 5 years

be quiet! Pure Power L8 700W $99.99
1 x 35A, 
1 x 30A

Bronze 4 5 4 3 years

GIGABYTE B700H $89.99 1 x 54A Bronze 4 7 3 5 years

Fractal Design Integra M 750W $89.99 1 x 62.5A Bronze 4 7 2 3 years

Cooler Master G550M $79.99 1 x 42A Bronze 2 6 3 5 years
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How To Perform The No Intros Fix For Your Games

A s avid PC game fanatics and tireless 
hardware testers, the editorial staff 

at CPU magazine tends to play and 
benchmark with dozens of games every 
week. As you might imagine, unskippable 
opening cinematics, middleware logo 
splash screens, and the NVIDIA The 
Way It’s Meant To Be Played and AMD 
Evolved flourishes tend to grate on our 
nerves by the umpteenth time we have to 
sit through them. 

If you play a lot of games, chances are 
good these time-wasting frills test your 
patience, as well. Thankfully, modders 
(the software variety, not the Mad 
Reader kind) have managed to strip 
the extraneous aspects from the launch 
process of most modern PC games. 
Occasionally, game developers also offer 
a way to disable these elements from their 
games. In this article, we’ll show you how 
to streamline your gaming experience 
with a handful of our favorite titles. 

(NOTE: We’ve tested all of the below fixes 
and verified that they work. Our system 
used Steam versions of each game, except 
for The Witcher 3: Wild Hunt, which came 
from the GOG platform. As we went to 
press, that game was current at version 1.8. 
Our OS is the 64-bit version of Windows 
10 Enterprise.)

Dying Light
Easily our favorite zombie-slaying 

game of 2015, Dying Light has an 
impressively deep single-player campaign, 
a  highly competit ive mult iplayer 
component,  and a  mass ive  DLC 
campaign called The Following that we’re 
looking forward to playing come Feb. 9. 

Like many games, however, to get to 
the point where you can begin unloading 
on the undead, you have to sit through 
the WB Games and Techland logo 
screens; obligatory NVIDIA TWIMTBP 

(The Way It’s Meant To Be Played) splash; 
Alienware logo screen; legalese reminding 
us that Dying Light is a work of fiction 
and any resemblance to real events, 
places, or people is purely coincidental; 
and finally a black-and-white recap of 
the crisis in Harran that kicks off the plot 
of the game. True, you can click to skip 

most of these items to get to the loading 
screen that appears before the main menu 
appears, but it’s tedious nonetheless. 

Thankfully, Techland seems to have 
anticipated gamers wanting to skip all 
this stuff because all it takes is a simple 
command-line parameter. These sorts of 
tweaks are fairly common, and if you’re 

The “ -nologos” parameter is all it takes to shorten the trip to Dying Light’s main menu. 

If you play a lot of games, 
chances are good 
these time-wasting frills 
test your patience.
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it’s just called Dying Light. Now when 
you right-click the shortcut, you’ll see the 
Shortcut tab. Click it, then click in the 
Target text box, move your cursor to the 
end of the text, and type -nologos. Make 
sure there’s a space between the quotation 
mark and the hyphen. Click Apply, then 
OK to close the Properties window. Now 
launch the game and marvel at how 
quickly you get to the main menu. 

You can also input command-line 
parameters through the Steam utility. 
This method is preferable to using a 
modified shortcut because you can launch 
the game using either the Steam utility 
or a shortcut to quickly jump to the 
main menu. To do it, locate the game 
in your Steam game library, right-click 
it, click Properties, then click the Set 
Launch Options button from the General 
tab. Just type -nologos (a space at the 
beginning is unnecessary), click OK, 
then launch the game from the default 
shortcut or via the Play button in the 
Steam library. 

Middle-earth: Shadow Of Mordor
When you launch Middle-earth: 

Shadow Of Mordor, you’re going to have 
to wade through a wall of text followed 
by another wall of text explaining various 
legalities you couldn’t care less about, 
NVIDIA’s TWIMTBP screen, a screen 
full of middleware company logos, a 
screen with WB Games and Monolith 
logos, and a gratuitous title animation. 

To avoid all that, we’ll need to launch 
File Explorer and open the directory where 
your Steam games are installed, then 
navigate to \Program Files (x86)\Steam\
steamapps\common\ShadowOfMordor\
game\interface\videos and then locate the 
Intro.vib and Nvidia_splash.vib files. To 
keep these from appearing, simply right-
click each one and click Rename. Next, 
delete the .VIB file extension and replace 
it with .BAK, so that the files are named 
Intro.bak and Nvidia_splash.bak. Next, 
open the LEGAL folder and again change 
the file extensions of the VIB files there (we 
found three of them) to .BAK and click 
Yes when the file rename warning pops up 
for each item. This way, if the game files 

familiar with running 
g a m e  m o d s  a n d 
console codes, the 
procedure should also 
be familiar. 

There are two ways 
to input command-
line parameters. The 
first one is to apply it 
to the game’s shortcut 
target. By default, 
the Steam version 
o f  D y i n g  L i g h t 
automatically installs 
a shortcut on the 
Desktop, but when we 
right-click the shortcut 
and click Properties, 
there’s no Shortcut tab 
exposing the editable 
Target text box. So 
instead, create a new 
shortcut to the EXE 
file from the game 
directory. Use File 
Explorer and open 
the directory where 
your Steam games 
are installed such as 
\Program Files (x86)\
Steam\s teamapps\
c o m m o n \ D y i n g 
L igh t .  I f  you’ve 
installed a game into 
an alternate location, 
the Steam utility can 
take you there. Just 
launch Steam, right-
click the game from 
your library, click 
Properties, click the 
Local Files tab, then 
click Browse Local 
Files. 

Next, right-click 
D y i n g L i g h t Ga m e
.exe and click Create 
Shortcut. You can 
r e m ov e  t h e  o l d 
shortcut that the 
game automatically 
created, renaming 
this new one so that 

For Steam games, there are two ways to add command-line parameters 
to a launcher. One way is to add it to the game’s shortcut target.

Steam’s Launch Options dialog box lets you add command-line 
parameters without having to modify an executable or shortcut. 
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highlighting the text, right-clicking it, then 
clicking Copy. Next, right-click Just Cause 
3 from your library in the Steam utility, 
click Properties, then click Set Launch 
Options from the General tab. Paste the 
command-line text you took from the 
Readme here. It looks like this: --vfs-fs 
dropzone --vfs-archive patch_win64 --vfs-
archive archives_win64 --vfs-fs. Make sure 
there are two hyphens at the front of those 
commands and all the spaces are included 
exactly as shown. Click OK to close the 
Launch Options dialog box, close the Just 
Cause 3 Properties window, close the File 
Explorer window you used to extract the 
files, then just launch the game as you 
normally would from the Desktop shortcut 
or via the Steam utility. 

Metro: Last Light
We love  e xp lo r ing  the  po s t -

apocalyptic bowels beneath Moscow 
in the Metro series, and the sequel is 
better than the first game in almost 
every way. But the intro of the game 
features an unskippable video, followed 
by a fully rendered tunnel fly-through, 
also unskippable, that features credits for 
developers and the series’ author Dmitry 

mod readme.txt and a folder titled 
DROPZONE. If you’re curious about 
the name on that text file, “gibbed” is 
the name of the modder who created this 
much-needed fix, and he deserves our 
unending gratitude.

Once those files are in place, open the 
text file and copy the string of command-
line parameters to the Clipboard by 

are ever updated and you’re required to 
have an untouched installation, you can 
quickly undo the modifications by locating 
the files you backed up and changing the 
extensions from .BAK to .VIB again. 

After you make the changes and launch 
the game, the screen goes black for a few 
seconds, and then you’re at the main menu. 

Just Cause 3
When you launch Just Cause 3, there’s 

a quick splash screen for the middleware 
companies, then a slow-moving Square 
Enix and Avalanche Studios intro video 
plays before your Square Enix profile 
attempts to log in, also slowly. Although 
you can’t bypass the middleware company 
logo screen, nor can you prevent the game 
from attempting to log in to your online 
account, you can kill that unnecessarily 
long unskippable video of Rico toasting a 
distant explosion from the beach. 

To do this, you need to install a new 
folder with a blank video file into the 
game directory, then use command-line 
parameters to bypass the video. Start by 
visiting bit.ly/1QooP29 and downloading 
the No-Intro.zip file to your computer. 
Extract the contents of the file into 
the game’s main directory, for instance 
\Program Files (x86)\Steam\steamapps\
common\Just Cause 3. The extracted 
files consist of a text file called Gibbed 

By renaming files with the .BAK file extension (short for backup), you can quickly undo the operation 
should the need arise. 

If you make a habit of renaming the file extensions, get used to seeing this warning. 
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while. To cut down on the amount of time 
spent staring at tedious opening credits 
and needless story recaps, download a 
simple mod created by flAked with the 
official Witcher 3 Modding Tool from CD 
PROJEKT RED. 

Start by visiting bit.ly/1S8MgjP and 
clicking the Download (Manual) button 
to get the SkipMovies-358-1-1.7.zip file. 
Create a new folder titled MODS inside 
the game’s main directory, for instance 
\Program Files (x86)\GOG Games\The 
Witcher 3 Wild Hunt, then extract the 
contents of the .ZIP file into that folder. 
Although this mod doesn’t remove the 
intro movies, it does let you skip them 
much sooner by pressing the Spacebar. 
We tested this mod on version 1.8 of The 
Witcher 3: Wild Hunt.

Metal Gear Solid V: 
The Phantom Pain

There’s a bunch of clutter that fills 
your screen every time you go to play 
MGSV: TPP, but sadly, most of it has 
to do with Konami’s online presence, 
which forces you to accept a terms-of-
service agreement and acknowledge 
several unimportant updates before you 
can access the main menu. To date, we’ve 

Mordor and involves simply renaming 
the video files.

Start by navigating to the game’s main 
directory, for instance \Program Files 
(x86)\Steam\steamapps\common\Metro 
Last Light, then locate the file titled 
Legal.ogv, right-click it, click Rename, 
then change the extension from .OGV to 
.BAK and press ENTER to complete the 
change. Click Yes on the pop-up warning, 
close the File Explorer window, then just 
launch the game to load into the rendered 
portion of the intro, which there doesn’t 
seem to be a way to skip. 

Although the above fix worked for us, 
others may encounter a blank loading 
screen that never lets them access the 
menu. If you’re encountering this 
problem, go back into the game’s folder, 
right-click in an empty space and click 
New, then Text Document. Now right-
click the new file and rename it Legal.ogv 
to access the menu. 

The Witcher 3: Wild Hunt
As one of our favorite games from 

last year, and one that also offers some 
great DLC, we’re going to be playing The 
Witcher 3: Wild Hunt for a good long 

Glukhovsky, an NVIDIA TWIMTBP 
screen, 4A Engine and Games logos, and 
a title card before you can finally access 
the game’s main menu. The procedure 
for streamlining Metro: Last Light is a 
lot like that of Middle-earth: Shadow Of 

In Metro: Last Light, renaming a handful of .OGV files is all it takes.

The Witcher 3’s “No Intro” fix requires a modded file. 

Creating this shortcut for Metal Gear Online may 
be a little time-consuming, but it’s worth it if you 
play the game a lot. 
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this block of text (it looks like this: 
/AppData 99c85cdbf2c837d50d37c82af2
c 8 5 8 7 4 f 6 x 4 9 8 7 c 8 3 7 d 5 f 2 c 8 3 7 d 5
f2c837d5f2) using CTRL + C, then 
right-click the Mgsvmgo.exe shortcut 
you placed on the Desktop and click 
Properties. At the end of the text in the 
Target field, press CTRL + V to paste 
that command-line parameter. Click OK 
to close the Properties window, close the 
Task Manager, close your text document 
(without saving), and exit out of Metal 
Gear Online. Now you’re free to rename 
the shortcut and enjoy MGO significantly 
faster than before. 

Alien Isolation
The opening of this game features 

nifty ’70s-era versions of the 20th 
Century Fox and Sega logos, but they 
get old(er) fast. To get rid of them once 
and for all, simply browse to \Program 
Files (x86)\Steam\steamapps\common\
Alien Isolation\Data\UI\Movies. Now 
locate the three USM files named AMD_
IDENT, CA_IDENT, and FOX_IDENT. 
Right-click each one and rename them 
AMD_IDENT.bak, CA_IDENT.bak, 
and FOX_IDENT.bak, respectively. Make 
sure to click Yes when prompted at the 
Rename warning dialog. Now just close 
the window and you’ll be hiding in the 
Sevastopol’s lockers in no time. 

No Intros, No Problem
We only had enough room 

to cover the No Intro fix for a 
handful of games, so chances 
are good we failed to cover all 
of your favorites. But don’t fret, 
as long as developers erect time-
consuming hurdles between your 
WASD keys and the main menu, 
(willfully or otherwise, as the 
case may be) modders will figure 
out ways to knock down those 
barriers. We recommend visiting 
www.pcgamingwiki.com/wiki and 
searching for any game that’s 
not covered here; the No Intro 
fixes are usually listed under the 
delightfully understated heading 
Essential Improvements. ■

Metal Gear Online Shortcut
If you’re a fan of Metal Gear Solid 

V’s online component, you’re probably 
annoyed that getting into this portion of 
the game requires a fairly time-intensive 
jaunt to the game’s main menu. Perform 
these simple steps to launch MGO from a 
direct shortcut. 

First,  launch the Task Manager 
by pressing CTRL + SHIFT + ESC. 
Click the Details tab, right-click the 
headers at the top of the columns, click 
Select Columns, put a checkmark into 
the box next to Command Line, and 
then click OK. Next, launch MGSV 
and select Metal Gear Online from 
the main menu and launch it. When 
you’re prompted with Press Enter Key, 
instead press ALT + TAB to go back 
to the Task Manager, right-click the 
Mgsvmgo.exe process,  cl ick Open 
File Location, right-click Mgsvmgo
.exe, click Send To, then select Desktop 
(Create Shortcut). 

Next, you need to toggle back to 
the Task Manager using ALT + TAB, 
make sure the Mgsvmgo.exe row is 
highlighted, and press CTRL + C 
to copy its contents to the Clipboard. 
Then press CTRL + V to paste it into a 
blank text document. The portion of the 
pasted text that begins with /AppData 
followed by a space and a long string 
of numbers is the command line. Copy 

found no way to bypass these. There is a 
way to bypass the mission intro credits 
that you encounter before reaching the 
dropzone at the outset of each encounter. 

To start, visit bit.ly/1GLAaTI and click 
the Download (Manual) button, then 
click the download hyperlink beneath 
No Staff Credits in Missions (Dat). You 
need to both extract the file named No 
Credits while Ingame-62-1-0-0-0
.zip and move the 01.dat file 
inside the folder into the directory 
called 0, which is in your Steam 
directory, typically at \Program Files 
(x86)\Steam\steamapps\common\
MGS_TPP\master\0. But before 
you perform the extraction, rename 
the 01.dat file at this location to 
01.bak and click Yes on the warning 
dialog. By doing this, you can undo 
the change by simply deleting the 
extracted file and renaming it to the 
game’s original 01.dat file. Then just 
move the modded DAT file into 
the specified directory and close the 
File Explorer windows. The game 
should now let you put your boots 
on the ground much sooner. 

Rename three video files to skip right to Alien Isolation’s main menu. 

Another command-line parameter lets you 
access Metal Gear Online without first launching 
Metal Gear Solid V: The Phantom Pain.
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Upgrades That’ll Keep You Humming Along

Security takes center stage this month. We’re featuring updates from a pair of password managers, including 
the version 4.0 launch of LastPass, which has a bunch of brand-new features. Improvements to BleachBit, Tor 

Browser, and a crucial security patch to Mumble will all keep you safer, too. 

to keep your web browsing anonymous, 
preventing people from discovering what 
sites you visit and the sites themselves 
from knowing your physical location. 
With this current version, the Tor 
Project updates a couple of Tor Browser’s 
components. NoScript is updated to 
version 2.9, and HTTPS Everywhere is 
updated to version 5.1.2. A couple of bugs 
are also fixed, including one that would 
crash the browser.

https://www.torproject.org

Yamicsoft Windows 10 Manager 1.07
Released alongside Windows 10 

itself, Yamicsoft’s utility has received an 
update every month since launch. Version 
1.0.7 brings a handful of goodies to the 
party. The program’s Boot Manager now 
includes support for UEFI BIOS, and its 
Super Copy now has an auto shutdown 
function. Elsewhere, the update has a few 
unspecified tweaks.

yamicsoft.com

DRIVER BAY

ASUS MAXIMUS VIII GENE BIOS 1302
ASUS gave users of this mighty 

Socket LGA1151 mATX motherboard a 
present by delivering a brand-new BIOS 
on Christmas. In addition to improved 
system stability, the BIOS update 
supports two addition 6th Generation 
Core processors, the Core i3-6098P and 
i5-6402P. This update should also include 
BIOS version 0907, which adds support 
for DDR4-3866 memory and improves 
compatibility with Samsung’s M.2 SSDs.

www.asus.com

circumstances are keeping you from accessing 
it yourself. Sharing Center, also new to 
version 4.0.0, lets you securely share specific 
passwords, so you’ll never again need to text 
your husband the login information to your 
joint bank account.

https://lastpass.com

Mumble 1.2.13
One of the most popular VoIP programs 

on the planet, this incremental release fixes a 
major security flaw for Windows users and 
should be downloaded immediately. Previous 
versions of Mumble contained a bug that let 
unauthorized users assault Windows users’ 
Mumble servers with a DoS attack. If you’re 
in charge of your clan/guild’s Mumble server, 
go get this critical update.

www.mumble.info

SpaceSniffer 1.3.0.0
As you watch the available capacity on 

your storage drives dwindle to next nothing, 
having a tool that tells you precisely what’s 
hogging all your gigs is invaluable, and 
SpaceSniffer is one such tool. Headlining 
the latest version is improved stability. 
SpaceSniffer’s window tile now displays a 
given drive’s free space. SpaceSniffer now 
presents users with the option to disable its 
file system changes detector, and a bug that 
caused the program to remain in memory 
after closing the app has been squashed, 
among other fixes.

www.uderzo.it

Tor Project Tor Browser 5.0.7
We’ve written about Tor Browser before, 

and it’s essentially a must-have if you want 

SOFTWARE UPDATES

BleachBit 1.10
As its name suggests, BleachBit is an 

open-source tool that scrubs your drive(s) of 
cookies, temporary files, logs, and other such 
detritus, virtually right down to the platter. 
Among the numerous changes included in the 
latest version are a couple of fairly significant 
improvements to Google Chrome cleaning. 
Now, BleachBit is able to scour cookies from 
non-default Chrome profiles, and it can also 
clean a lot more of Chrome’s autofill data. As 
usual, version 1.10 also includes several fixes, 
changes, and improvements specific to either 
Windows or Linux.

bleachbit.sourceforge.net

KeePass Classic Edition 1.3
Another darling of the FOSS com-

munity, KeePass puts all of your passwords 
in its vault for safekeeping. For starters, 
KeePass receives a minor facelift: Thanks 
to Victor Andreyenkov, application icons 
have been “refined,” according to KeePass’ 
version 1.3 news release. All of KeePass’ 
program binaries are now signed with both 
SHA-1 and SHA-256, as well. 

keepass.info

LastPass 4.0.0
A new year, a big release for another 

popular password manager. LastPass rings in 
the New Year with a completely revamped 
UI that includes “big icons, simpler 
navigation, and bolder colors.” A new feature, 
Emergency Access, lets trustworthy friends 
and family (not necessarily everyone you’ve 
shared your HBO GO password with, 
naturally) use your LastPass account if dire 
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MOOCs Grow Up
But Are They Fulfilling Their Original Promise? 

technologies that corporations need talent 
in.” In fields where learning objectives 
are measurable, he says, “we might see 
some increase in recruiting directly from 
MOOC participants, as well.” 

The following looks at how MOOCs 
have developed since 2012 and where 
they may be headed in coming years. 

The Evolution Of MOOCs 
History tells us the term “MOOC” 

f irst  emerged from a 2008 non-
credit “Connectivism and Connective 
Knowledge” course the University of 
Manitoba offered on campus but that 
2,200 online students also enrolled in 
for free. In 2011, Stanford professors 
Sebastian Thrun (also founder of Google 

MOOC supporters counter that 
although completion rates are low, they 
aren’t necessarily the best means for 
judging the worth of MOOCs. Advocates 
argue MOOCs are still young, and 
many students who have taken them 
have realized real career and educational 
benefits, especially students in developing 
countries with less education and a lower 
socioeconomic status. 

Something most people seemingly 
agree on is that MOOCs have great 
potential to help students learn the skills 
that companies are currently seeking. As 
Merrill Cook, founder of Online Course 
Report (www.onlinecoursereport.com), 
says, “MOOCs will be continually used 
to bolster interest and expertise in core 

I n 2012, when Udacity, Coursera, and 
edX launched platforms for providing 

MOOCs (massive open online courses), 
there was talk MOOCs had the potential 
to radically disrupt the traditional higher 
learning university system. Providing 
anyone, no matter their location or 
socioeconomic status, with free access to 
the same course curriculum taught on 
campus at Harvard, MIT, Stanford, and 
other top universities was seen as a great 
educational equalizer. All students needed 
to enroll was the motivation and an 
Internet connection. 

Fast-forward to 2016, and MOOCs 
have made a significant impact on 
learning, and there’s even been progress 
in terms of students receiving university 
credits for completing MOOCs. Still, 
although enrollments have reached into 
the tens of millions, studies indicate 
only about 4 to 5% of those who enroll 
in MOOCs actually complete them. 
Further, rather than democratizing access 
to higher education, for the most part, 
the primary users of MOOCs have been 
affluent people who already hold degrees. 
Such developments have produced rifts 
within the education community. 

MOOC detractors suggest that 
in addition to cheap access to higher 
learning largely failing to serve the 
disadvantaged, low completion rates 
for MOOCs indicate students are less 
motivated when not on campus where 
instructor and peer support is more 
readily available. As Aldemaro Romero 
Jr., Ph. D, former dean of the College 
of Arts and Sciences at Southern Illinois 
University, Edwardsville, says, “There’s 
no real substitute for one-on-one 
teaching when done by good professors, 
especially when it comes to the traditional 
population age of college students, 18 to 
24 years old.” 

Although Udacity and Coursera are both for-profit companies that Stanford professors separately 
launched in 2012, edX is a nonprofit platform that sprang from a partnership between Harvard 
University and MIT. Today, Udacity has shifted focus to expressly offer courses that teach skills, 
including tech-related ones, that companies are seeking in employees. 
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educators becoming less interested 
in “massiveness” and more focused on 
engagement and outcomes, there’s been a 
huge increase in the number and variety 
of online learning options overall, “no 
matter what you call them.” CourseTalk 
catalogs 40,000-plus online classes from 
more than 65 providers. “To get a sense 
for the vast spectrum of topics covered, 
just look at our 10 highest-rated courses,” 
he says. “They range from programming 
to astronomy, accounting, and beyond.” 

Loonam also notes MOOCs have 
progressed from consisting of simple 
lectures posted online to fully interactive 
experiences with discussions, assessments, 
real-world assignments, and more. 
Interactivity is a common reason students 
rate courses highly at CourseTalk, he says. 
Oakley says although many MOOCs still 
use approaches that don’t fully utilize the 
power of MOOCs (talking heads with 
bullet points, for example), a few breakout 

annual growth rate of 46% from 2015 to 
2019.

Barbara Oakley, Ph. D., an Oakland 
University engineering professor and co-
instructor of “Learning How To Learn,” 
which Online Course Report ranks the 
most popular MOOC of all time with 1.2 
million-plus students enrolled, says one 
way MOOCs have evolved since 2012 is 
that there are now a lot of them (“some 
4,200”) and enrollments are accelerating. 
Class Central states enrollments from 
2014 to 2015 doubled to 35 million. 
That’s still a tiny percentage of potential 
“MOOCers,” Oakley says. Many people 
who could most enjoy and benefit from 
MOOCs “haven’t even heard of the 
term,” she says. 

Similarly, Don Loonam, CEO of 
CourseTalk (www.coursetalk.com), a 
review site for online learning providers, 
says while the term MOOC has lost some 
relevancy over the years due to online 

X) and Peter Norvig (now director 
of Google Research) created “The 
Introduction to AI” MOOC, which 
160,000 students enrolled in. About 
the same time, fellow Stanford professor 
Andrew Ng created a “Machine Learning” 
MOOC, which about 1.1 million 
students have enrolled in to date. 

In 2012, Thrun founded Udacity, 
while Ng (now chief scientist of Baidu) 
and Stanford colleague Daphne Koller 
co-founded Coursera. Both for-profit 
companies went about working with 
universities to design MOOCs for their 
respective platforms. Later in 2012, 
Harvard University and MIT partnered to 
create edX, a nonprofit open platform for 
MOOCs. Today, Coursera is considered 
the leading MOOC provider, accounting 
for reportedly about half of all MOOC 
student enrollments. Overall, the entire 
MOOC market is thriving. Technovia, for 
example, recently projected a compound 

Superheroes Rise Up Within The MOOC Universe
Curious as to why and how superheroes began to surface in 1938 
and later experienced a Golden Age during WWII? Intrigued about 
when and how comic book artwork became an acceptable true 
American art form? Does obtaining first-hand insight from comic 
book pioneer Stan Lee get your superpowers revved up? If yes, head 
to the nearest phone booth, slip on your cape and mask, and get 
ready to learn. 

Through a partnership with the Smithsonian Institution, MOOC 
provider edX offers a MOOC called “The Rise of Superheroes 
and Their Impact On Pop Culture.” The course is free, but those 
who successfully complete it can optionally obtain a $49 verified 
certificate that includes digital artwork (created by a current comic 
book artist especially for the course) and also includes digital 
signatures from Lee and Michael Uslan, who lends his expertise. 
Beyond being a professor at Indiana University’s Media School, Uslan 
is an executive producer of “Batman v Superman: Dawn of Justice,” 
“The Lego Movie,” and the Dark Knight trilogy movies.  

“The Rise of Superheroes” course is one of three MOOCs edX 
announced in March 2015 with the Smithsonian Institution as 
developed by the National Museum of American History. edX states 
the course covers the history and origins of the first superheroes 
and comic books and how they’ve evolved since, and it also 
provides perspective of how American society has evolved since the 

Depression era as viewed through the comic book genre and how 
to apply historical examples to create present-day superheroes. 
Students also design their own superheroes, villains, and story 
scenes to create a personal comic book.

Featuring insight from comic book pioneer Stan Lee, “The Rise of 
Superheroes and Their Impact On Pop Culture” explores the history 
of comic books and their rightful place as an American art form. edX 
and the Smithsonian Institution collaborated in creating the MOOC. 
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who doesn’t already “know how to take 
and pass a university course is not in a 
position to complete a MOOC.” 

Notably, since 2012, Udacity has shifted 
entirely from working with universities 
to design MOOCs to now working 
with companies to design career-minded 
courses, particularly for the tech sector. 
Thrun, in fact, stresses that Udacity is “not 
a MOOC provider.” Instead, Udacity 
teams “with the very best Silicon Valley 
companies, since they know best what it 
takes to get a job in the tech industry.” 
The single-digit completion rates for 
MOOCs, he says, indicate MOOCs are 
“only suitable as an educational method 
for very highly motivated individuals—
those who would likely be able to learn 
from books.” Overall, he says, “most of the 
interesting evolution is taking place outside 
the MOOCs.” 

Who Is Really Benefiting? 
Joint research from MIT and Harvard 

that explored about 70 certificate-granting 
MOOCs and 1.7 million participants 
through 2014 revealed among other 
things that in some cases, as many as 
39% of MOOC learners were teachers. 
That, researchers told MIT News, “forces 
us to broaden our conceptions of who 
MOOCs serve and how they might make 
a difference in improving learning.” The 
study found that, although MOOCs 
have provided greater access to learning 
opportunities, those benefiting are 
“disproportionately those who already have 
college and graduate degrees.” 

From a separate study using the same 
data focused on access and usage patterns 
in MOOCs, Justin Reich, executive 
director of MIT’s PK-12 Initiative, told 
MIT News that while providing greater 
access to academic experiences “previously 
reserved for the elite” might democratize 
education, history shows it’s those with 
the “social, technical, and financial 
capital” who benefit from emerging 
learning technologies, even free ones. 
Reich concluded MOOCs and other 
online-learning techniques “don’t yet 
live up to their promise to democratize 
education. Closing this digital divide is 

because most students require an expert 
to review their work regularly and provide 
detailed feedback. 

“That kind of education is not 
scalable,” Devlin says. Nevertheless, he 
was intrigued enough to launch a MOOC 
to explore what he could do with the 
medium. “On the whole, I think it 
worked better than I had expected,” he 
says. Overall, Devlin says MOOCs have 
evolved as he expected they would. “In 
particular, narrowing down to more 
homogeneous student bodies who already 
have a higher education experience and 
are motivated, or obliged, to complete 
the course, such as professional training 
courses, was an obvious way to go,” he 
says. He also isn’t surprised data indicates 
most students completing MOOCs 
already have degrees, noting someone 

courses have juxtaposed “academia with 
Silicon Valley and with Hollywood in a 
way that people find riveting.” 

Keith Devlin—NPR’s “Math Guy,” co-
founder and executive director of Stanford’s 
H-STAR Institute, and co-founder of 
Stanford’s Media X network—launched 
the first mathematics MOOC ever with 
“Introduction To Mathematical Thinking.” 
Devlin says he didn’t buy into the initial 
hype around MOOCs. He says Thrun, 
Norvig, Ng, and Koller developed their 
computer science-focused MOOCs to make 
their teaching of introductory-level courses 
more efficient, something possible because 
much of the material is routine; teachable 
via lectures; and by nature, computing 
course assignments are machine-gradable. 
Mathematics and other courses beyond the 
first-year level are different, he says, partly 

MOOCs Expand Beyond Computers 
One constant running through all MOOCs is the need for an Internet connection to participate. 
MOOC providers, however, have expanded MOOCs from Internet-connected desktops to mobile 
devices. Udacity, Udemy, Coursera, and other online course providers collectively make tens of 
thousands of courses available via iOS and Android apps, some with offline capabilities. 

As Udemy states, such accessibility lets students 
squeeze in lectures during commutes, before bed, at 
lunch, or whenever they can find time. Udemy’s iOS app 
had already been downloaded more than 1 million times 
as of January 2014. About 50% of its iOS app downloads 
stemmed from outside the United States. 

edX, which also offers iOS and Android apps, 
recently announced a partnership with Qualcomm 
Education that will see Qualcomm Education providing 
engineering resources and licensing parts of its SDK 
code that edX will make available to its Open edX 
community. edX CEO Anant Agarwal says that the 
various capabilities mobile lends to MOOCs represent 
“the next frontier for learning worldwide.”

On an entirely different mobile front, Coursera extended 
the reach of its MOOCs into the sky last year by 
partnering with JetBlue to enable passengers to soak 
in lectures taken from full MOOCs. Thus, in lieu of an 
in-flight movie, would-be entrepreneurs can take in a 
lecture from the “Introduction to Marketing” course from 
the University of Pennsylvania’s Wharton School. 

Mobile apps for iOS and Android 
devices are making it convenient 
for MOOC students to learn wherever 
they may be and whenever they 
have time. 
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Where low completion rates are 
concerned, Cook says finishing a 
MOOC can mean many things. Some 
people can finish a MOOC on autopilot, 
while others really jump into the 
subject matter, he says. Often, he adds, 
“expectations of what a student will get 
out of a MOOC are slightly lower. That 
said, they’re often free, and motivated 
students can really learn a lot in MOOC 
settings. There just isn’t quite as much 
support as in traditional university 
settings.” Frequently, people use MOOCs 
(particularly on-demand ones) as quick 
refresher courses or to get a quick glimpse 
into a new skill set or discipline, he says.

Romero  i s  one  who  be l i e ve s 
MOOCs have delivered on very few of 
the early expectations that they could 
alter traditional learning. “Very few 
institutions of higher education have 
adopted them because of the numerous 
problems regarding completion rates, 
assessment, etc.,” he says. “After the big 
hype, many of the great prophesies that 
were made haven’t come to fruition.” 
What MOOCs have done is help show 
distance education works only with a 
small segment of people who tend to 
be more mature, already educated, and 
better off than those people MOOCs 
were supposed to help, he says. Romero 

increased access to 
high-quality education 
for learners globally. 
Until recently, he says, 
quality education, and 
even higher education 
at all, had been the 
privilege of the few. 
MOOCs, he says, can 
provide opportunities 
to everyone so that in 
the near future, factors 
such as economics, 
social status, gender, 
or geography won’t be 
the primary issues that 
determine whether 
someone has access 
to education or an 
opportunity for success.

Devlin says that 
MOOCs have definitely benefited some 
groups, citing one example of highly 
motivated individuals located where 
there’s no viable higher-education 
system. That said, he says universities 
offer a small-group-based community 
experience, some direct access to experts, 
and a valuable credential but require a 
significant degree of commitment. 
“MOOCs offer none of those benefits 
and require minimal commitment since 
the cost of dropping out is low, if not 
zero,” he says. “But they do offer a cheap, 
maybe free, way for someone with college 
experience to learn about something new.”

exactly the kind of grand challenge that 
the world’s greatest universities should be 
tackling head on.”

In an article titled “Who’s Benefiting 
From MOOCs, and Why” penned 
for the Harvard Busines s  Review ,
representatives from Coursera and two 
MOOC-offering universities noted some 
research has tempered initial expectations 
for MOOCs. However, their own 
data gathered from surveying 52,000 
respondents who completed a Coursera 
MOOC before Sept. 1, 2014, found 72% 
of respondents reporting career benefits 
and 61% educational benefits. 

Of the 52% of people dubbed “career 
builders”—those whose primary goal in 
taking a MOOC was to improve a current 
job or find a new one—87% reported 
some type of career benefit, but 33% 
reported tangible benefits such as finding 
a new job or launching a business. Further, 
“career builders” from non-OECD 
(Organization for Economic Cooperation 
and Development) countries were more 
likely to report tangible career benefits. 
Additionally, career builders with lower 
levels of education were more apt to report 
tangible career benefits. Overall, the group 
found that some early expectations for 
MOOCs have been realized as MOOCs 
are providing a life-changing opportunity 
for the less advantaged and those with 
limited access to education. 

edX CEO Anant Agarwal believes 
edX and other MOOC providers have 

Survey data gathered from nearly 52,000 Coursera students suggests 
those who took a course with career and academic goals in mind saw 
real benefits, including such tangible ones as receiving pay raises and 
earning academic credits. 

MOOCs In 2015 & All-Time 
2015 was a big year for MOOCs. Class Central states students enrolling in at least one course 
topped 35 million last year, up from 2014’s 17 million. edSurge reports 1,800 new courses were 
announced last year. Among courses offered last year, 75% were provided in English, down from 
80% in 2014. Based on course reviews at Class Central’s website (www.class-central.com), “A 
Life of Happiness and Fulfillment” from the Indian School of Business was 2015’s top-ranked.

According to Online Course Report’s (www.onlinecoursereport.com) “The 50 Most Popular MOOCs 
of All Time” list (which excludes courses requiring payment to fully access), “Learning How To 
Learn” is No. 1. Co-taught by Dr. Barbara Oakley of the University of Oakland and Dr. Terrence 
Sejnowski of the University of California, San Diego, the course has had 1.2 million enrollments 
to date. Close behind at about 1.1 million is Stanford Associate Professor Andrew Ng’s “Machine 
Learning.” Ng co-founded Coursera and is chief scientist for Chinese search giant Baidu.
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says. “The MOOC industry should look 
to learn from this motivated group.” 

Oakley says she’s met students of her 
course from Singapore, Johannesburg, 
Jakarta,  Hong Kong,  Guatemala, 
and elsewhere. “I’m in awe of these 
extraordinary students—their desire 
to learn, their commitment, and their 
extraordinary dedication,” she says. “They 
truly care about learning in the same way 
as my very best on-campus students. The 
motivations are very similar.”

Certificates & Credits
A r g u a b l y  t h e  b i g g e s t  r e c e n t 

development concerning MOOCs 
has been MOOC providers beginning 
to create their own credentials, often 
dubbed “micro-degrees.” Generally, 
these entail a series of courses that target 
specialized skills businesses and tech 
companies require. Class Central cites 
100-plus credentials now available, 
though it expects this to double this 
year. Notably, providers are using these 

is promising because completion should 
be less important than if a course helps 
students “get where they want to go.” Of 
reviews submitted at CourseTalk, he says, 
92% stem from students who completed 
courses. That suggests there’s a subset of 
“super-engaged students” who complete 
at a higher rate vs. the norm, Loonam 

says another issue is that, because the 
performance of more colleges and 
universities is being measured by having 
completion and graduation rates taken 
into consideration, MOOCs are seen as 
hurting those benchmarks. 

Oakley, however, says merely having 
statistics that someone “touched” a 
MOOC by enrolling in it doesn’t imply 
it has any meaning. “For MOOC 
instructors, enrollment figures are fun 
to bandy about because they’re big. For 
MOOC deniers, big enrollment figures 
provide a fat target for criticism,” she says. 
The reality is there’s a small set of students 
who are “punctilious completers,” she says, 
but also a very large percentage of students 
who take in aspects of a MOOC, get what 
they came for, and move on. “People don’t 
have to be punctilious perfectionists to still 
get a great deal out of MOOCs. MOOC 
deniers have a lot of trouble wrapping their 
mind around that,” she says. 

Loonam also sees completion rates as 
an imperfect way to measure MOOCs. 
Many students enroll in MOOCs out 
of curiosity with no intention of 
completing them, he says. Although 
“course sampling” throws off completion 
rates, it’s also a great advantage online 
learning has over traditional education, 
he says. What’s needed is a better way 
to measure a course’s efficacy, he says. 
“Attention certainly seems to be shifting 
away from completion rates toward 
outcome measurement,” he says, which 

How MOOCs Are Helping High Schoolers
Some high-school seniors spend their summers sitting in lifeguard chairs. Others take MOOCs 
to get a step ahead of their college admission competition. High schoolers reportedly are 
increasingly including successful completion of MOOCs on college applications to demonstrate 
their drive, well-roundness, and prowess in academic areas. Others simply want to gain 
knowledge in areas they’re lacking or their schools don’t cover in-depth. 

In a 2015 essay, Kevin Carey, director of New America’s Education Policy Program, wrote that 
success in MOOCs is more likely to predict success in college classes than SAT scores because 
“MOOC success is, in fact, success in college classes.” As Internet access spreads globally, Carey 
writes “potential candidates for the best schools will increase exponentially—and the decades-
long primacy of the SAT in college admissions will be challenged. It will become much harder for 
privileged parents to help their less-talented children game the system.”

How much weight MOOCs carry with admissions directors, however, is debatable. Although most 
people agree that citing MOOCs can’t hurt, some universities have stated they remain uncertain 
how much credit completing MOOCs deserves. That said, Class Central reports MOOC providers 
began targeting high schoolers more heavily last year to help them close the college-readiness 
gap, sample different majors via introductory courses, and prep for such exams as the SAT. 

Class Central notes edX and FutureLearn are leading this charge. In 2015, edX expanded its High 
School Initiative courses to about 60 and also partnered with two high schools to create AP exam 
prep courses. FutureLearn’s “Going To University” free courses, meanwhile, let students try new 
subjects, write quality university applications, and prepare for university-level study. 

In 2015, some online course providers began creating their own credentials, such as Udacity’s Nanodegrees. 
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for credit that’s much less expensive than 
if on campus. edX is also collaborating 
with Charter Oak State College on a 
“pay-when-you-pass” program to earn 
college credit. Udacity, meanwhile, has 
partnered with Georgia Tech University 
and AT&T on a master’s degree program 
in computer science for $7,000. 

Others  disagree with awarding 
univers i ty  credits  or  degrees  for 
successfully completing some or any 
MOOCs. Devlin says apart from special 
subjects such as computer science in 
which a case has and can be made, “the 
difference in learning experience is so 
great that it makes no sense to confer 
degrees. It’s an error to view MOOCs 
as cheap college courses. They are not.” 
Rather, MOOCs are alternative learning 
experiences that have sufficient merit 
to continue in their own right, he says. 
“Some students move on from MOOCs 
to regular degree courses. For others, the 
MOOC itself is sufficient,” he says. 

Romero says in addition to few 
institutions recognizing credits for 
MOOCs, there’s been difficulty in 
determining how to make a profit from 
initiatives in this area. “It’s difficult to 
imagine how you can sell a system that’s 
supposed to be open (free) and make 
money out of that,” he says. MOOCs, he 
says, were heralded as democratizing higher 
education by making it free. That promise 
“falls off the cliff” once you start charging 
for it, he says. Romero says cheating 
also remains a big issue with MOOCs, 
particularly at the international level. 

Oakley says if MOOCs were provided 
for college credit, on-campus MOOC 
proctoring centers or using proctoring 
services could minimize cheating. “It’s 
not exactly a problem now, but I think 
there’s immense potential in building 
better quizzing and testing with mastery 
learning,” she says. She says noted 
Stanford philosopher Patrick Suppes’ 
“pioneering work on computer-aided 
learning laid a great path forward for 
many MOOC instructors.” 

Loonam says the traditional university 
degree is “being disrupted in front of 
our eyes” as more people add MOOC 

top 50 Android Nanodegree finishers to 
its headquarters all expenses paid, while 
AT&T has reserved up to 100 internships 
for Nanodegree finishers. “This level of 
recognition isn’t even given to some of 
the top universities,” he says. Last year, 
Coursera announced an effort in which 
universities will help design courses for 
given Specializations, and tech companies, 
including Google, Instagram, and Shazam, 
will create capstone projects to complete. 

Agarwal says high-quality education 
can come from many different sources. 
Such organizations as Tenaris and 
Microsoft and such foundations as the 
Linux Foundation, he says, possess deep 
knowledge and access to subject-matter 
experts who can share their expertise 
and skill sets to learners and help train 
professionals for current and future jobs.

MOOCs have also made progress with 
students earning university credits by 
completing the courses. edX has launched 
a Global Freshman Academy program 
with Arizona State University, for 
example, to offer a freshman year worth 
of general-education courses via MOOCs 

credentials to generate revenue, meaning 
that obtaining a free certificate upon 
completing a MOOC has largely gone 
away. Instead, certificate fees fall in the 
neighborhood of $50. 

Such credentials include Udacity’s 
Nanodegree s ,  Course ra’s  Course 
Specializations, and edX’s Xseries. Agarwal 
says as organizations struggle to fill tech-
related jobs with qualified candidates, they 
are examining more skills-based hiring 

models. “Tech development requires very 
specific skill sets, as well as knowledge of 
languages and processes. In many cases, 
these skills can be gained even without 
a specific degree from a traditional 
institution,” he says. 

Udacity recently began guaranteeing 
jobs to graduates within six months of 
earning certain Nanodegrees or they 
receive 100% of their tuition back. 
“I’m not aware of more traditional 
college credentials that would come 
with such a guarantee,” Thrun says. Top 
tech companies are now reserving slots 
specifically for Nanodegree graduates, he 
says. Google, he says, recently invited the 

To generate revenue and help cover the costs of producing courses, MOOC providers are increasingly 
starting to charge fees rather than provide free certificates upon completing courses. 
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is the No. 2 reason our users cite for 
taking online classes (after personal 
fulfillment),” he says. “Any effort to align 
online learning with the realities of the 
business world will be surely welcomed 
by students.” 

Moving Forward
Beyond a need for an accreditation 

system that helps employers  and 
traditional educators understand what was 
taught in a MOOC and how a student 
performed, Loonam says there is also 
a need to reach learners in more varied 
demographic groups. Another issue is 
addressing the limited start dates of many 
courses, something providers are doing 
via self-paced formats or by archiving 
courses, he says. And with thousands of 
MOOCs available at any time, he says, 
online learners need a way to gauge a 
course before enrolling. About 80% of 
classes rated on CourseTalk have four- to 
five-star ratings, he says. “It seems the 
majority of options are meeting students’ 
needs, but we need to help students 
avoid wasting their time on the lackluster 
courses that also exist,” he says.

Though Cook sees MOOCs as being 
increasingly used to bolster interest 
and expertise in the core technologies 
corporations need, MOOCs also have 
areas less skill-centered and more geared 
toward “lifelong learners.” Over time, he 
foresees a large and well-curated base of 
MOOCs forming on such “classic topics” 
as philosophy, leadership, and art history.

Loonam aptly points out that online 
learning is still young, thus continued 
evolution is necessary to ensure the needs 
of students, employers, and educators 
are met. For example, while MOOCs 
are most popular currently in developed 
countries, providers are working to get 
into emerging markets and capitalize on 
the massive interest in MOOCs that exists 
in areas such as China where discretionary 
spending on education doubles that in the 
United States and in India where 53% of 
large employers attribute job vacancies to 
a lack of a skilled workforce. “We’ve only 
begun to see the appetite for MOOCs in 
these markets,” he says. ■

because  much of  the exci tement 
surrounding MOOCs now concerns 
their potential to fill skills gaps in the 
workforce, he says. “Career advancement 

certificates to resumes and LinkedIn 
profiles to market their competencies. 
It will be critical to have employers and 
online educators continue to collaborate 

The Ingredients Of A Quality MOOC 
Not all MOOCs are created equal. Production quality, video features, instructor enthusiasm, 
teaching techniques, and other facets can vary greatly. Along with Dr. Terrence Sejnowski, head 
of the Computational Neurobiology Laboratory at the University of California, San Diego, Barbara 
Oakley, Ph. D., Oakland University engineering professor, created “Learning How To Learn,” the 
all-time most popular MOOC with more than 1.2 million enrollments to date. We asked Oakley 
what goes into a quality MOOC.  

“A well-designed MOOC is like a great cake—it has lots of ingredients,” Oakley says. “First, it 
needs knowledgeable instructors who are enjoyable to watch. There are lots of ways to skin that 
cat, of course.” Though some instructors are stiff and stolid, that’s not necessarily bad. “When 
they crack unexpected jokes and display surprising wit, it feeds our little dopamine-fueled 
pleasure centers,” she says. “There are actually many ways to be charismatic on-screen, as any 
good actor could tell you.”  

Oakley says smart MOOC producers use motion 
and movement at every turn in their videos 
because it helps keep attention riveted to the 
screen. An instructor continually situated on one 
side of the screen with bullet points on the other 
side is less ideal. “Looming motion is particularly 
riveting. It activates all sorts of components within 
our attentional systems,” she says. “After all, on an 
evolutionary basis, looming things were much more 
likely to kill you.” Keeping hands in view is also key, 
as gesticulation “appears to activate mirror neurons 
in the students’ brains” that helps with better 
understanding and retaining information.

Surprise, humor, and wit are also important. 
Conventional classrooms box “students in 
a cage,” she says. Thus, it doesn’t matter if 
instructors make the material more palatable 
and enjoyable. “Online learning doesn’t have the 
luxury of caged students,” she says. Even a little 
humor gives the brain’s “focused” centers a momentary rest as other neural areas are activated, she 
says, leaving the brain better able to return to tackle more difficult material with a fresh perspective. 

Increasingly, Oakley says it’s understood that keeping MOOC videos short falls in line with 
people’s attention spans. Making a short video that’s riveting, however, is more difficult than 
creating a full-length lecture, she says. “It’s as Pascal once said, ‘I would have written a shorter 
letter, but I did not have the time,’” Oakley says. Exceptional MOOCs also feature carefully 
constructed quizzes and tests and considerable refinement using student feedback. They also 
provide quality mentors who help improve the learning experience by answering questions and 
helping improve course content. 

Barbara Oakley, Ph. D., together with Dr. 
Terrence Sejnowski, created the all-time most 
popular MOOC “Learning How To Learn.”
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Frederik Schreiber is a partner and vice president at 3D Realms; he is also a partner and CEO of Interceptor Entertainment, 
developers of Bombshell. Schreiber has worked in the videogame industry for more than a decade. 

Q&A With 3D Realms’ Frederik Schreiber

A Reborn Legend 
Prepares To Drop A Bombshell

FS : The arm was granted to her 
after she lost her arm in the 

Washington Incident. She lost both 
her  a rm and her  bomb-di sposa l 
squad. Remnants of alien technology 
were discovered at the site of the 
incident, and the arm was built using 
those remnants.

Q : What kind of weapon mods will 
be available for her arm?

FS : The arm supports eight differ-
ent main weapon modifications 

cut in the late ’90s. We created a brand-new 
character and used the Bombshell name for 
this game. Bombshell is an action-adventure 
RPG, rooted in classic 3D Realms action. 
Puzzles, one-liners, and lots of attitude. 
Bombshell has to save the world and the 
president from an alien threat by planet-
hopping through the galaxy in the search of 
the mad scientist, Jadus Heskel.

Q : Can you talk about how she got 
the robot arm, or does that fall into 

spoiler territory? Apparently, she was 
formerly a bomb-disposal technician . . . .

Q : So, 3D Realms is back! When was 
the official relaunch of the company, 

and can you talk about how it came about 
and who is involved?

FS : We officially relaunched 3D 
Realms in March 2014. My partner 

Mike and I took over the company and re-
hired parts of the old staff. Joe Siegler, Bryan 
Turner, and Scott Miller joined the team, 
and we launched a brand-new website, new 
branding, and a new studio philosophy.

Q : Obviously, 3D Realms has a rich 
history, going back to Apogee Software 

in 1987; the company has given the world 
a lot of iconic games and characters (B.J. 
Blazkowicz, Duke Nukem, Max Payne, 
etc.). Does that history have an impact on 
where the company is headed today?

FS : It definitely does. I was a 3D 
Realms fan when I was a kid, and 

my gaming life revolved around 3D Realms 
and Apogee. It was always a dream of mine 
to one day meet the original 3D Realms 
founders. Being an owner of the company 
today is a dream I never thought possible.

Q : And now the first 3D Realms game 
in a long time is coming out soon. Tell 

us about Bombshell!

FS : Yes! And it took only two years! 
Bombshell is a brand-new IP 

from 3D Realms and Interceptor. She was 
originally introduced in early artwork from 
Duke Nukem Forever but was ultimately 

3D Realms’ newest game, Bombshell, should be available by the time you read this.
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Q : Your website says the game has 
gone gold. For those who aren’t 

familiar, what does “going gold” mean, 
and how soon after gold is a game 
usually available to the public?

FS : Gold is a term used in the games 
industry. When a game goes gold, 

the “Gold Master” disc is ready to be sent 
for print. The Gold Master disc is the 
finalized game. Going gold simply means 
the game is done!

Q : Can you tell us what the minimum 
system specs will be?

FS : Of course! 

•  OS: Win7 SP1 or Win8.1 (64-bit)
•  CPU: Intel Core i5-750, 2.67GHz | 

AMD Phenom II X4 965, 3.4GHz
•  Memory: 4GB RAM 
• Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 550 

(2GB memory minimum) | AMD Radeon 
HD 7870 (2GB memory minimum) 

•  DirectX: Version 9.0c 
•  Storage: 10GB available space

Q : Is Bombshell a single-player game, 
or will there be multiplayer options/

online play?

FS : The first version of Bombshell 
is a single-player-only experience, 

but we’re working on multiplayer 
and co-op component for release later 
this year.

Q : What would you say is the coolest 
thing about Bombshell?

FS : It’s hard to point out a single 
thing. I’ll leave you with a quote 

from PlayStation LifeStyle that sums it 
up pretty well: “Bombshell has both 
a promise of story and a promise of 
interaction that could come together 
into something with a real violent 
thrust, not unlike the lean, aggressive 
beauty of ‘Mad Max: Fury Road.’ There 
can be meaning and rhythm to its 
action, a tone that fits with its over-
the-top structure.” ■

FS : I think it just comes natural 
to us. We’ve always loved the 

type of games 3D Realms, Raven, 
Ritual, and id Software made back 
in the ’90s. Games with attitude, 
f irepower,  interactivity,  creativity, 
and tons of action. Hence our slogan, 
“Firepower Matters.”

Q : OK, just gonna put this out there: 
Is Duke Shelly’s dad?

FS : Absolutely not. You’ll find out 
who her dad is during the game. 

(And it’s not who you think it is. This is 
not “Star Wars,” after all).

and 80 different levels, spread out 
on eight tech trees. Each level for 
each modification unlocks new fire 
modes, stats, abilities, etc. Bombshell 
c an  a l so  u s e  a  r ange  o f  power 
abilities, such as the Mighty Punch, 
Powersword, Powerslide, and Bubble 
Shield, which all can be upgraded, 
as well.

Q : Although it’s clearly something 
new,  the  B ombshe l l  t ra i l e r 

definitely has a strong 3D Realms vibe. 
Do you think that’s part of a conscious 
effort design-wise, or is that just how 
you guys roll?

3D Realms has a history of ground-breaking action games, going all the way back to Wolfenstein 3D.

Duke Nukem 3D is 3D Realms’ most iconic game to date.
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When Old-School 
Becomes New
BY CHRIS TRUMBLE

$49.99 (PC)   •   ESRB:  (E)10+
Gearbox Software   •   www.gearboxsoftware.com

Homeworld is one of those franchises that has very nearly become an 
institution among PC gamers, especially those who have been playing for 
a long time, and even more so among fans of the RTS (real-time strategy) 
genre. It kicked off in 1999 with the release of Homeworld by Relic 
Entertainment and Sierra Entertainment, a space RTS that told the story 
of the heroic Karan S’jet and the remnants of the Kushan, a race of people 
exiled to a hard life on an unforgiving desert planet named Kharak after 
coming up on the losing end of a war some 4,000 years earlier.

In Homeworld, the Kushan (who were by this time unaware of their history) 
found a spaceship under the sands of Kharak, sparking a renaissance of 
space travel and—you guessed it—war. Homeworld: Deserts of Kharak 
(developed by Blackbird Interactive and published by Gearbox Software) 
is a prequel to Homeworld and Homeworld 2 and explores the events 
surrounding the discovery of the buried ship on Kharak, which you find out 
at the outset is a dying world with an ever-encroaching desert.

Deserts Of Kharak has all of the time-honored staples of a good RTS game, 
including large maps to explore, resources to gather, and frequent battles 
that begin as simple exercises and quickly grow in size and intensity. You 

can spend the resources you gather to build new units and to perform 
research to make those units more effective, as well as to develop new 
unit types. The game gives you a constant stream of mission objectives to 
complete while defending yourself from the marauding Gaalsien, a clan of 
people who favor the arid desert wastes and who take a dim view of your 
poking around amid the buried wreckage of the past.

When we first heard about Deserts, we wondered how Blackbird would re-
create the feel of Homeworld using just land-based missions. Happily, the 
titanic, lumbering carriers that crawl the sands of Kharak are an effective 
replacement for Homeworld’s capital ships, and the game gives you units 
of all sizes, speeds, and capabilities to manage.

The game is a lot of fun to play; Blackbird strikes a pleasant balance 
between providing RTS comfort food and giving players a new experience. 
The game’s AI is pretty good, the sandy world of Kharak looks great, and 
the sound is even better. The developers did a lot of voice work in Deserts, 
and the near-constant stream of military chatter that goes on in the 
background while you navigate the desert and fight the Gaalsien brings to 
life the faceless soldiers, officers, and technicians under your command. ■

Yeah, we know you have blogs to post, video to encode, reports to write, and code to compile. We do, 

too, but you have to take a break once in a while (and maybe blow some stuff up). That’s why each 

month we give you the lowdown on what to expect from the latest interesting games.
Game Of The Month
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It Was The Worst Of Times, 
It Was The Worstest Of Times
BY VINCE COGLEY

$29.99 (PC, XOne, PS4, X360, PS3)   •   ESRB: (M)ature
Telltale Games   •   www.telltalegames.com

At this point, Telltale Games’ portfolio is so swollen with AAA properties that 
it’s difficult to believe this is the same developer that once paid its bills with 
titles such as Telltale Texas Hold’em and Nelson Tethers: Puzzle Agent. Today, 
Telltale’s games and HBO’s “Game of Thrones” are as popular as ever, so 
putting the two together should be the best kind of arranged marriage.

Like many of its other games, Telltale released Game of Thrones episodically, 
so much of it has been out for several months. However, if you’re the type 
of gamer who insists on playing full games or waiting until every episode is 
available before binging the whole thing, Telltale recently completed its saga 
with a season finale of sorts, “The Ice Dragon.” 
Maybe you’re just a “GoT”/“A Song Of Ice And Fire” 
superfan desperate for any way possible to return 
to Westeros during the show’s off-season. (The 
less said about the novels’ off-season, the better.) 
We’ll keep game spoilers out of this review, but 
some book/show spoilers are necessary to provide 
context for the game. You’ve been warned.

You play as various members of House Forrester, a 
minor Northern house sworn to the Starks. So when 
the game kicks off during the Red Wedding in the 
camps set up outside of the Twins, needless to say 
it starts our Good Guys off with a sucker punch and 
proceeds to kick them while they’re down. When 
the Whitehills, a neighboring house that’s been 
beefing with the Forresters since the Wall was just a 
frozen speed bump, show up with the treacherous Boltons at their back, you’re 
forced to decide what you value more, your dignity or your life.

Because the books and show largely deal with the affairs of kings, queens, 
and major lordly houses, playing as a less significant Northern noble family 
struggling to survive under Bolton rule is an intriguing change of pace. It’s a bit 
of a shame, then, that Telltale set up most of the game’s protagonists as nearly 
direct analogs to certain Starks. Perhaps Telltale wanted players to feel like Bran 
or Sansa or Jon Snow without actually being those characters, but the net effect 
was that we felt like we were playing as members of House Xerox rather than 
unique, brand-new characters. Eventually, you’ll get to make choices as Asher 
Forrester, the exiled second son who doesn’t really have a Stark equivalent, and 
this ends up making him the most compelling hero of the gang by far.

One of the biggest strengths of Telltale’s Game of Thrones can also be a 
drawback at times. By letting your Forresters match wits with various “GoT” 
VIPs (Cersei and Tyrion Lannister, Jon Snow, Daenerys Targaryen, and others), 
the game makes you feel truly immersed in Westeros. However, knowing 
how the story unfolds in the show and books tended to prejudice us against 
making certain decisions, particularly with Mira Forrester and the King’s 
Landing storyline.

Reader/viewer omniscience is nearly impossible to avoid if you lay down 
story tracks that intersect with the main line, so we’re willing to give Telltale 

a pass on that simply because of the fun we had sassing Queen Cersei. 
Less forgivable, though, is how often it felt like this purportedly choose-
your-adventure game funneled us toward a particular outcome, regardless 
of the choices we made. Maybe having all roads lead to the same terrible 
destination is Telltale’s desire to emulate the books’ and show’s grimdark 
worldview, but presenting the illusion of choice in a game like this doesn’t 
seem fair. Worse still, there’s at least one major potential consequence to a 
decision you make very early in the game that’s utter nonsense.

“The Ice Dragon” ends without really concluding. That makes sense, since 
Telltale announced Season 2 practically before the blood dried in Season 1. 
A better sequel doesn’t necessarily redeem a mediocre premiere, but there’s 
enough here to hold over rabid fans as they wait for “The Winds Of Winter.” ■
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This B Movie 
Brings Its A-Game
BY JOSH COMPTON

$14.99 (PC, PS4)   •   ESRB: (T)een
Atlus USA   •  www.deadlytowerofmonsters.com

I was about 30 minutes into The Deadly Tower Of Monsters (developed by 
ACE Team, published by Atlus USA) when I realized it wasn’t a gimmick. 
Some games use certain aesthetics almost as crutches to cover up low 
production values or less-than-stellar gameplay. They tend to lean hard 
on nostalgia and hope it’s enough to carry the player through to the end. 
I’m happy to tell you that The Deadly Tower Of Monsters isn’t one of 
those games. It not only dresses itself in the trappings of a B movie, but it 
backs it up with a memorable story, inventive gameplay, and laugh-out-
loud director’s commentary.  

In Deadly Tower, you play as Dick Starspeed, a space adventurer trying to 
stop a villainous plot, but along the way you also play as Scarlet Nova and 
a robot cleverly named Robot. The goal, if you couldn’t tell from the title, is 
to ascend a tower full of monsters, defeat the emperor (who happens to be 
Scarlet’s father), and return the planet Gravoria to peace. That on its own 
might’ve been enough to carry the game, but what takes it to the next level 
is the fact that you are actually playing a film that was made in the 1970s 
all while listening to commentary from director Dan Smith. 

It’s in this commentary that Deadly Tower finds its balance. Where the 
B-movie aesthetics could’ve worn out their welcome, hearing the director 
talk about what he had to go through to get his vision onto the screen ties 
everything together. The commentary is often hilarious and never feels 
forced thanks to the pitch-perfect voiceover work. Smith also has an audio 
engineer to play off of in the VO booth who clearly doesn’t have as much 
reverence for the film as the director does. Their relationship evolves as 
things in the game get stranger. You’ll definitely want to play it through to 
the end, which took me about four hours, because you’re rewarded with a 
twist that really takes the game off the rails (in the best way possible). 

In addition to the story and the commentary, the world of Deadly Tower 
also makes it unique from almost any other game. The tower and the 

land around it is varied and full of different enemy types. You’ll encounter 
dinosaurs, apes, ants, snails, and even puppies with vacuum cleaners 
strapped to their heads. There are also giant enemies that serve as boss 
battles, including a gorilla with a mind control helmet, a mechanical 
chameleon, and an octopus. But what makes these enemies special is 
that they are either people (or puppies) in suits or they are animated in 
a stop-motion, Ray Harryhausen style. It’s like playing a movie that the 
crew of Mystery Science Theater 3000 would’ve riffed over.

As far as gameplay goes, Deadly Tower is a third-person action-
adventure game that deals in shooting, melee combat, and platforming 
with some light Metroid-style puzzle-solving. You’ll collect new melee 
and projectile weapons over the course of the game and upgrade them 
using blue, silver, and gold cogs spread throughout the world. You’ll 
spend most of your time shooting and beating up monsters, but you 
can also take a few detours to shoot targets below you or jump off of 
the tower and free fall through gold rings. If it sounds strange to have 
all of that in the same game, you’re right, but it doesn’t detract from 
the experience. It’s in your best interest to upgrade weapons, but the 
rest are just collectibles that give you good reason to stick around.

I’ll admit that certain parts of the game don’t work perfectly and the 
controls aren’t as tight as I wanted them to be in spots, but in the end, 
none of that negatively impacted my experience. I can safely say after 
playing through to the end (and beyond) that I was not only impressed 
by the scope and scale of the game, but I also found myself thinking 
about the possibilities for sequels. 

The Deadly Tower Of Monsters creates a B-movie, Sci-Fi world for you 
to get lost in for a few hours, and it is well worth your attention. It didn’t 
overstay its welcome and it left me wanting more. I can’t wait to see 
what ACE Team has up its sleeves in the future. ■
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That Lump In Your Throat . . .
BY ANDREW LEIBMAN

$14.99 (PC, Mac, Ouya)   •   ESRB: NR
Numinous Games   •  www.thatdragoncancer.com

With That Dragon, Cancer, I had heard about the successful Kickstarter 
campaign, and I knew vaguely that it was a biographical narrative 
that centers on a young boy who is diagnosed with brain cancer. I also 
knew that late in the development of the game, the boy, Joel Green, 
succumbed to the disease. 

With other games, knowing what came before can be useful. For 
instance, knowing Fallout’s backstory may help you relate to the 
events of Fallout 4, or a familiarity with the gunplay in the Call Of Duty 
games can ease your transition to the latest title. That Dragon, Cancer, 
however, isn’t a sequel, but before I even launched the game, I knew 
that a handful of acutely painful personal experiences I’ve had as a 
father would inform my time with it. 

That Dragon, Cancer consists of 14 vignettes, most of which serve as 
metaphors with an often poetic voice-over that conveys details about 
Joel Green’s bubbly personality, the difficulty of having to live in a hospital 
room, how it feels to be living through a parent’s worst nightmare, what 
it’s like to be filled with hope and then lose it all again and again. 

In chapter seven, Ryan and Amy (Joel’s parents), sit across from 
a pair of doctors as they deliver the heart-rending news that the 
chemotherapy has failed and it’s time to begin a course of palliative 
treatment. The scene starts with Joel giggling, and the player using a 
See N Say to hear the sounds a cow, pig, and sheep make. The scene 
changes, Joel fades away, and the See N Say now shows images of the 
doctors, Ryan, and Amy. You hear the raw verbal exchange and see the 

dialog appear as words floating in the air, but the faces of the low-poly 
figures are emotionless. As you use the See N Say to hear the internal 
monologues of each person in the room, the real impact of this moment 
hits like a ton of bricks. You pull the lever again and the room darkens 
and it begins to rain. You pull it again and water begins to flood the 
room, the four stoic figures remaining still as though frozen in shock. 
Pull it again and the room is now a vast ocean and there’s Joel, alone 
in a rowboat amidst a raging storm. 

Even the sparse light-hearted moments—there are a couple—are
tinged with sadness. I took a break in the middle of the two-hour 
experience and found myself filled with dread at the prospect of 
returning in the same way that I dread playing Alien: Isolation again. 
But the terror of facing Ryan and Amy’s experiences head-on makes 
hiding from a slobbering xenomorph seem silly and self-indulgent. For 
Joel, there’s no option to respawn. Perhaps worse than that, Amy and 
Ryan must pick up the pieces and press “Continue.” 

I was deeply impacted by this game, though it’s not for everyone. 
For many, the appeal of games is to escape from the real world into 
one where the dark forces afflicting innocents are tangible and easily 
destroyed, where we can take an active role in restoring justice. That 
Dragon, Cancer is the polar opposite of this. It’s a truth bomb of human 
experience, an argument for the power of faith against all reason, and, 
though it’s hard to look at, it wraps up with a wholly unexpected sense of 
hope. You may not want to play this game, but you absolutely should. 

That Dragon, Cancer is available PC and Mac, but all the proceeds from 
the Razer Cortex online store (Android TV platform) will be donated to a 
couple of charities the Green family benefitted from during its ordeal. ■
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a service I’m intrigued by called SeeSo, 
which is sort of this niche, hard-core 
comedy service. I think there’s a group 
of people who have always said, “Well, 
if I could just have HBO or I could 
just have ESPN, then I would get rid of 
cable.” Now you’re starting to see these 
options come up, and I think there’s a 
cascading effect. One company leaves the 
cable bundle and now everyone is saying, 

Q&A With Jared Newman

The Life & Times 
Of A Long-Time Cord-Cutter

“Well, maybe we should do that, too. 
If we’re not offering that to people who 
don’t have cable, we’re just going to lose 
our audience.” It’s kind of cliché, but it is 
kind of a turning point. It’s like a wave.

Q : Historically, people have pointed 
to HBO and ESPN as reasons 

for not cutting the cord. What long-
term impact will, say, HBO launching 
a standalone streaming service have 
across the board?  

JN : People really care about HBO 
NOW because of the premium 

content. “Game of Thrones” and “Silicon 
Valley” and before those it was “The 
Sopranos.” The hit shows. If you want 
quality entertainment, you can now have 
that without cable TV. I think that’s a huge 
impact because it just makes the experience 
so much richer without having cable. ESPN 
is a little different because it is sports, and 
sports has always been a huge roadblock to 
people getting rid of cable. But ESPN is just 
one facet. People can be very particular. If 
you don’t have your particular sports team 
that you can watch without cable, that can 
be a deal-breaker. Whereas something like 

Q : You’ve become a noted voice online 
on cord-cutting with your column. 

What exactly makes you so passionate 
about the topic? 

JN : I’ve been without cable TV 
for seven years now. I’m happy 

to finally see cord-cutting catching on. 
It really seems like an exciting time to 
be ditching cable and trying to find 
alternatives. It seems as if there are new 
services popping up all the time, big ones 
and small ones. Having started from just 
having Netflix and maybe Hulu on the 
Web to seeing all these different options 
come up like HBO and Sling TV, it’s 
just been great to write about. There’s so 
much to write about every week. 

Q : You recently wrote that 2015 
marked a major turning point for 

those who have ditched cable TV or 
have even considered it. How so?

JN : 2015 was a huge year compared 
to what existed before. Just look 

at all the new streaming services that have 
come up. HBO NOW arrived in 2015. 
Sling TV arrived in 2015. NBC launched 

These are exciting, groundbreaking times for television viewers, largely because the content choices, and the options for 
accessing those choices, have never been as numerous or as diverse. This includes stellar, award-winning original programming 
from nontraditional Internet-based companies such as Netflix, Amazon Prime, and Hulu. At the same time, more consumers are 

voicing dissatisfaction with paying cable companies for bundles of channels, many of which they don’t want. For such consumers, 
an ever-expanding pool of Internet streaming services, devices, and apps is making it increasingly tempting to end the cable 

subscriber/provider relationship. In fact, many millennials are foregoing ever forging the relationship at all.  

Jared Newman has lived the “cord-cutter” life for more than seven years. His excellent “Cord-Cutter Confidential” column 
(www.techhive.com/column/cord-cutter-confidential) details the lifestyle with insight concerning the companies, hardware, 

services, apps, outlets, and practices that cord-cutters rely on. Newman also shares plenty of (often biting) opinions 
concerning cable companies and their set-top boxes, subscription fees, bundles, and more. We spoke with Newman about 

cord-cutting and what living the lifestyle means in 2016. 
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it’s free. Crackle is another free service I 
watch. You just sort of tack on things that 
are free or less expensive. I feel like people 
will probably end up in the $30-a-month 
range for these video services—more or less 
based on their needs.

Q : You’ve written some pointed 
things about cable boxes and the 

fees associated with them. Can you 
describe your take?   

JN : I feel the cable box is one of the 
biggest downsides to cable. I 

mentioned before, aesthetically it’s not 
something you want to show off in your 
living room, but more than that, there’s the 
cost. People say about cord-cutting, “Oh, by 
the time I pay for all these streaming services, 
I’m paying as much as I did for cable.” But 
actually, if you look at what a monthly cable 
bill is, if you have more than one TV, more 
than $40 is coming from hardware. If you 
were cutting the cord, you’d just have a $50 
to $100 one-time charge for your device. 
You’d never pay that again. 

I get very worked up by this being sort 
of a mandatory thing that’s part of the 
cable experience, not to mention all the 
horror stories you hear about people trying 
to return the cable box and they either 
have a hassle in returning it or they do 
return it and they still get charged for it. 
It’s just not something that should be part 
of the TV-watching experience in 2016. 
That just needs to go away. I think some 
cable companies are starting to realize that, 
especially as people are cutting the cord. 
They want to appeal to people who don’t 
want that. We’ve seen Time Warner and 
Charter starting to offer cable-box-free 
versions of their services that you can access 
on Roku, or maybe the Xbox One has an 
app, as well. I think that’s pretty nice.

Q : Will we ever see cable companies 
offer a-la-carte menus from which 

subscribers can pick only the channels 
they want? It seems that “skinny bundles” 
like Sling TV could have some impact. 

JN : Probably not. From the cable 
companies, I think you’ll see 

stuff, and I can stream PC games into 
the living room from my desktop, which 
is pretty nice. Around the same time I 
bought that, I bought an HDHomeRun 
Extend, which is kind of like a networked 
TV tuner. You plug an antenna into it and 
then you plug it into your router. Then 
you can stream the broadcast channel to a 
bunch of devices, including the NVIDIA 
SHIELD. That combined with the PC 
gaming thing has given me this really nice, 
minimalist living room. There’s one box. 
The TV is mounted on the wall. There’s 
no cable box. There are no wires that 
you see. That’s one of the things I love to 
write about—how awful the cable box is. 
How much it costs. How ugly it is. It’s 
really nice to be rid of that. I just set up 
our basement. I have a bunch of gaming 
consoles down there, but I also set up the 
new Apple TV. That has a third-party 
app for accessing HDHomeRun, so I can 
watch broadcast channels in the basement 
even though antenna reception wouldn’t 
normally be that great. I’m pretty happy 
with the hardware setup. 

To answer your question about what 
I’d recommend to people, for hardware 
you can really just get a cheap streaming 
box. If it’s something you’re going to 
use a lot, I’d go with something like the 
Roku 3 or Apple TV in the $100 to $150 
range. If you’re talking about extra TVs, 
you could probably get away with one of 
the Fire Sticks or less expensive options. 
For streaming, I think it kind of works 
to have one primary streaming service, 
whether it’s Netflix or Amazon Prime or 
Hulu. It’s funny, in some ways they are 
bundles now. Like Netflix is a big bundle 
of content and Amazon is, but they’re way 
cheaper than a cable bundle. If you want 
to be entertained, they have a lot options. 
That’s a good starting point.

Then, I think what happens is people 
tack on little extra things they need. 
Something like SeeSo or HBO NOW or 
even free things. I’ve really been into an 
app called Pluto TV lately. It gives you 
sort of a cable-box-looking channel grid, 
but it’s all online streaming channels. Like 
there’s a really cool surfing channel. There’s 
a channel dedicated to hockey fights. And 

HBO, it’s more like, “I have good shows 
here. I have enough good shows on Netflix. 
I have enough good shows that I can be 
reasonably entertained.” It’s not the same. 
ESPN being part of Sling TV and that 
bundle, there’s a big impact to that, but I 
think it’s just one element of unbundling 
sports that needs to happen. 

Q : What type of person should not 
consider cutting the cord? 

JN : You have to be flexible when 
you’re thinking about doing this. 

That’s still the reality. That was the reality 
at the beginning of last year. It’s still the 
reality at the beginning of this year. I think 
when a lot of people approach this and 
they have cable already, they approach it by 
saying, “I’m paying for 100 channels, but I 
only watch 25 channels. If I could just cut 
my bill by a fourth, that would be great.” 
But that’s not really how it works. You 
have to be willing to part with some things 
and do things a bit differently. If you’re 
kind of set with how things are and don’t 
want to give up anything, cord-cutting is 
probably not going to work for you, and 
it’s probably not going to be for a few years 
until certain parts of the experience get 
better and more services become available.  

Q : What is your own cord-cutting 
setup, and what do you recommend 

to someone considering cutting the 
cord in terms of covering the basics? 

JN : Starting on the streaming side, 
I really just have Netflix and 

MLB.tv as the main subscriptions. I have 
a review account to Sling TV that I may 
end up renewing through the football 
season. I do a little bit of password-
sharing for HBO Now, and if that weren’t 
available, I’d probably end up subscribing 
to that. We rent movies a decent amount 
through Google Play. Sort of tying 
into the hardware side, I have antennas 
for watching some of the football and 
broadcast TV options. 

In the living room, I have an NVIDIA 
SHIELD Android TV, which I was 
interested in because it does some gaming 
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do something about it. I don’t find it to 
be this thing that nobody should do. I 
don’t really use BitTorrent and that kind 
of thing. It’s sort of a morally gray thing. 
I’m a little conflicted, but I’m not above 
doing it. I do limit myself, and I don’t 
go all out with all the channels. I don’t 
know if that’s something to do with being 
conflicted or just a lack of interest, but it’s 
probably some combination of both. 

Q : You written that content discovery 
for cord-cutters is an area that 

still needs real improvement. Can you 
expand on this? 

JN : Where 2015 was the year for 
new services, I think 2016 will be 

the year where everyone will try to solve 
the issue of making it easier to find things 
across different services. I know already 
at CES there were a bunch of companies 
saying they’re going to try to solve this 
problem. Roku just kind of did some 
things on that front with a feature called 
Roku Feed, which lets you follow TV 
shows and movies and get notified across 
services when those come out. The big 
challenge is getting the services to actually 
participate in whatever platform is offering 
these discovery features, especially Netflix. 

When I talk to companies like Google and 
Roku, it seems like Netflix is sort of hesitant 
to embrace these features. I think partly it’s 
because the features themselves aren’t fully 
baked and it’s all kind of the early days and 
everyone is trying to figure out the best way 
to do it. I think also these services maybe 
don’t want to dilute their own brand and 
presence. They want you to be in their app or 
service watching their stuff. I suspect at some 
point there’s going to be enough people who 
aren’t relying primarily on the cable box and 
cable guide who will realize there has to be 
a better way to do this. The companies that 
do end up participating in these discovery 
mechanisms will see the benefits and that will 
compel everyone else to say, “Well, we should 
be here, too. We should be advertising our 
content because we want people to see what 
we have and use our service.” ■

For our full interview, please go to
www.computerpoweruser.com/19849.

Even if you think about the economics 
of a la carte, you see things like if ESPN 
were going to go totally standalone, it 
would cost like $35 a month or something. 
These channels would have to essentially 
compensate for the fact that not everyone 
is paying a carriage fee. That’s what makes 
a la carte not really make sense for them. 
That’s why I think it’s going to happen in 
this other way, where there’s other streaming 
services that kind of become the new kind 
of channels. Meanwhile, the older channels 
might get re-bundled in different ways or 

skinny bundles or that sort of thing. Even 
Sling TV I think is sort of like a stopgap or 
carryover to get to the point where things 
happen in this other way. 

Q : What is your position on pass-
word sharing? 

JN : I’m pretty much for it. I think 
if cable companies wanted to 

crack down, they would. But you have 
the head of HBO basically saying, “This, 
on some level, is a marketing tool for us.” 
We’ve seen where it’s going for HBO. 
Now it has a standalone service, so all the 
people who have been sharing passwords 
now have a way to pay for HBO. HBO 
has said the number of people password-
sharing isn’t huge, and if it became 
huge it would do something about it. 
Obviously, if it became a concern, it’d 

smaller bundles and more flexibility. 
Verizon is already doing that. It has a 
thing called Custom TV. It doesn’t get 
you away from the cable box issue, or 
in this case, the Fios box issue, but it is 
a cheaper bundle with more choices. I 
think you’ll see more of that. But full a la 
carte, I think it’s going to happen in some 
ways, but not in the ways people think it’s 
going to happen. 

I’ve written that Netflix is really, on 
some level, a channel. It’s one of the more 
expensive channels you might get, but 

it is a channel. It has original content. 
It’s syndicated older content. It’s not a 
live feed, but people don’t care as much 
about that these days. They want to watch 
everything on demand. So in terms of 
the actual content, it’s a channel. Hulu 
is a channel. Amazon is a channel. HBO 
is obviously a channel. So I think you’re 
starting to see this kind of thing emerge, 
and you might see some TV networks 
offer their own streaming a la carte things, 
but I think what you’ll see more of is 
something like what NBC is doing with 
SeeSo. They’ll create something new for 
the Internet. They’ll slice up their content 
in a way that’s meant to appeal to a 
particular audience, to the point people 
will actually pay a subscription for that 
content. So I think it will happen in a 
way but not in the obvious way cable 
subscribers think it’s going to happen. 

Where 2015 was the year for 
new services, I think 2016 will 
be the year where everyone 
will try to solve the issue of 
making it easier to find things 
across different services.
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Look For CPU At These LAN Parties

02.12-14.16
Forever-A-LAN
Menomonie, WI 
pong.uwstout.edu

02.18-21.16
PDXLAN 27*
Portland, OR

pdxlan.net

02.19-21.16
BoiseLAN 2.0

Boise, ID
www.boiselan.net

02.20.16
Oklahoma Gamers Group

Oklahoma City, OK
www.okgg.org

02.20.16
Willamette Valley 

Gamers LAN
Eugene, OR

www.wvgamers.com

03.04-06.16
GNWLAN15

Hillsboro, OR
www.gnwlan.com

03.12-13.16
Gamers for Giving 2016

Ann Arbor, MI
www.gamersoutreach.org

03.12-13.16
LANtasy 2016
Victoria, BC

www.lantasy.com

03.17-19.16
South By Southwest Gaming Expo

Austin, TX
www.sxsw.com

/exhibitions/gaming-expo

03.18-20.16
MidWestLAN16
Milwaukee, WI

www.midwestlan.com

03.18-20.16
Wardogz LAN Group

Orange Park, FL
www.wardogz.org

03.19.16
Oklahoma Gamers Group

Oklahoma City, OK
www.okgg.org

03.19.16
Willamette Valley Gamers LAN

Eugene, OR
www.wvgamers.com

03.25-27.16
Easter LAN

Menomonie, WI 
pong.uwstout.edu
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Would you like us to help promote your next LAN?

Give us a call at 1.800.733.3809

We’ll be glad to consider your event

05.06-08.16
Dreamhack Austin

Austin, TX
dreamhackaustin.com

05.20-22.16
San Diego LANathon

San Diego, CA
www.Sandiegolan.net/lanathon

05.20-22.16
Wardogz LAN Group

Orange Park, FL
www.wardogz.org

05.21.16
Oklahoma Gamers Group

Oklahoma City, OK
www.okgg.org

05.21.16
Willamette Valley 

Gamers LAN
Eugene, OR

www.wvgamers.com

06.18.16
Oklahoma Gamers Group

Oklahoma City, OK
www.okgg.org

06.18.16
Willamette Valley Gamers LAN

Eugene, OR
www.wvgamers.com

04.09-10.16
Nexus LAN 17

Miamisburg, OH
www.nexuslan.org

04.15-17.16
LAN ETS

Montreal, QC
www.lanets.ca

04.15-17.16
Maryland

LAN Gamers
Greenbelt, MD

www.marylandlangamers.net

04.15-17.16
VectorLAN 7
Portland, OR

pdxlan.net

04.16.16
Oklahoma Gamers Group

Oklahoma City, OK
www.okgg.org

04.16.16
Willamette Valley Gamers LAN

Eugene, OR
www.wvgamers.com

04.22-24.16
PAX East*

Boston, MA
www.paxsite.com

Across The Nation—& Beyond!
* Event scheduled to include a CPU case mod contest
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Q&A With Christoph Katzer

2015 Was A Banner Year—
& be quiet! Is Just Getting Started

have you gotten from builders who 
are using it?

CK : The Silent Base 600 shares 
the same body with the 800 

actually, so from this perspective we 
are offering a very similar case with 
slightly different looks and features. 
But  the  inter ior s  have  the  same 
s i ze .  The  600 was  we l l  rece ived 
because  of  the  s imi lar i t i e s  for  a 
better price point.

Q : Now you’ve launched a full-tower 
and a mid-tower case; will the 

next member of the Silent Base family 
be a Mini-ITX or mATX case?

CK : There will be another large case 
coming first; the smaller ones 

are in development right now. We have 
a great team around cases now that is 
taking care of multiple projects at the 
same time.

Q : The first time we talked, you 
m e n t i o n e d  t h e  d i f f e r e n c e s 

between the European and North 
American markets with regard to 
wattage. Now the Dark Power Pro 11 
is available in a 1,200W version! Are 
we headed for a 1,600-watt be quiet! 
power supply?

CK : I don’t think this will happen 
in the near future. We just don’t 

think we should focus our resources on 
this area right now.

is  in California,  so 
there shouldn’t be any 
worry about this.

Q : Your company 
h a s  b e e n  t h e 

power supply leader 
in Germany for  a 
number  o f  yea r s , 
so was most of this 
g r o w t h  i n  o t h e r 
markets?

CK : Market leader 
since 2007, to 

be exact. The growth 
comes mostly from 
outside of Germany: 
Europe, the Americas, 
and  As i a ,  bu t  we 
a c t u a l l y  g r e w  i n 
Germany as well, while 

the general market stagnated there.

Q : You also mentioned that the case 
line has been doing pretty well. 

So can we expect more be quiet! cases 
in 2016?

CK : Cases  did real ly  wel l  last 
year  and of  course  we are 

work ing  on  new one s .  We  w i l l 
definitely have at least one new case 
this year.

Q : Speaking of cases,  how has 
the response been to the Silent 

Base 600, and what kind of feedback 

Q : So, when we talked at CES it 
sounded like be quiet! had a pretty 

good year in 2015. What kind of 
growth are we talking about?

CK :  Qu i t e  s ome .  We  had  a 
great year indeed, and there 

is still a lot more room to grow. We 
are known for great craftsmanship 
and silent products, and throughout 
the last year we also extended our 
customer service in North America. 
We still have users asking us if they 
would need to send their power supply 
back to Germany in an RMA case, but 
our North American base of operations 
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r ange  o f  p roduc t s  f rom s eve r a l 
online stores, and we will continue 
to add more, of course. We will also 
make more products available that 
are  only  se l l ing  in  Europe r ight 
now, and above that we will introduce 
several great new products through-
out the year.  It  wil l  surely be an 
exciting year! ■

we needed something to complement 
the black, and the myth goes there 
were some oranges on the table so the 
team paired the colors and loved it.

Q : As we head into 2016, how will be 
quiet! follow up such a strong 2015?

CK : Our customers  are  going 
to be able to get our whole 

Q : Your CPU coolers have been 
very well received, and obviously 

quiet  cool ing  i s  the  company’s 
main thrust. Have you given any 
thought to offering closed-loop 
liquid coolers?

CK : I think this topic is already 
several years on top of our list 

and we started developing different 
versions that never made it to market. 
We just didn’t want to be one of those 
guys who simply buy and relabel. We 
will have our own CLC at some point 
for sure.

Q : One thing we forgot to ask 
you about last time: be quiet!’s 

trademark black-and-orange aesthetic 
is pretty cool, and it’s also unique 
enough that  i t’s  a  recognizable 
product trait (although of course your 
cases are also available in black-and-
silver and black-on-black options). 
How did you choose orange?

CK : In 2000 when be quiet! was 
founded, everything around 

PCs was grey or beige—dull. And we 
were clear about the black as a main 
theme as it fit quietness, stealth. But 

be quiet! Silent Base 600

be quiet! Dark Rock Pro 11
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